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sually, Apple’s developer conference, 
WWDC, is of academic interest to non-
developers. Sure, there’s always a keynote, 

and sure, we always get little sneak peeks at the big 
changes coming, especially to OS X and iOS. But 
WWDC at heart remains a technical and networking 
event explicitly for developers.

This year, though, was different. This was, for the 
first time since co-founder Steve Jobs died more 

than a year and a half earlier, an Apple that had 
an identity and a mission. A nascent identity and 
a mission not dissimilar to the one Jobs left it 
with, to be sure, but from the moment the 
WWDC keynote opened with its declaration of 
purpose – youtu.be/VpZmIiIXuZ0 – it was clear 

that this was an Apple that had mourned Jobs’ 
passing and was now ready to get back to the 

business of making good and useful products.
We report on all the news from WWDC in 

this issue – giving you previews of OS X 
10.9 Mavericks, the divisive iOS 7 and 

the stunning, silly-powerful new 
Mac Pro. We’ve also squeezed in 

full reviews of the new MacBook 
Air and the redesigned Time 
Capsule – don’t consider buying 
either till you’ve read them!

to MacFormat, the UK’s best-selling Apple magazine
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Editor
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We round up the Apple 
stories that matter to you

   

Apple came out swinging at this 
year’s Worldwide Developers 

Conference in California.

WWDC
REPORT

Apple is laying its cards on the table for an autumn product blitz, with  
OS X, iOS and the Mac Pro hitting the market alongside a new iPhone

W
WDC 2013 sold out in about a minute OS X Mavericks
as developers scrambled to grab seats The latest iteration of OS X abandons cat names 

at the company’s most important in favour of Californian place names. The new 

public event of the year. edition will be called ‘Mavericks’, after a surfing 

Apple CEO, Tim Cook, displayed far more beach, and it will ship in autumn. 

confidence as he introduced fellow executives to Mavericks is promised to deliver 200 features 

the stage to discuss what was coming. With and improvements over its predecessor, with 

Apple’s Chief Designer, Jony Ive, instrumental in particular focus on power management, 

creating the look and feel of iOS 7, (covered in 

depth on page 14), the company also introduced 
Macs running performance and iOS integration. This means 

Macs running Mavericks should be more 

a range of key announcements, including: Mavericks should be responsive and even less power-hungry than 

� OS X Mavericks

� New MacBook Airs more responsive and before. OS X 10.9 also brings souped-up 

notifications; for example, you can now delete an 

� A preview of the forthcoming Mac Pro even less power- email right from a notification, and even have 

�  Improved AirPort Base Stations and Time 

hungry than before
favourite websites send you push updates.

Machine products The update aims to help Macs “consistently 

� iTunes Radio outpace the PC industry,” said Craig Federighi, 

� iWork for iCloud Apple’s Senior VP of Software Engineering.

6  |  MacFormat.com |  August 2013
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Apple in 
QUOTES

What are people saying 
about the world of Apple

Tim Cook
apple.com

“Android fragmentation 
is terrible  

for developers.”
Apple’s integrated iOS is its  

smartphone advantage

TH Tung 
pegatron.com

iPhone mini:  
“Won’t be cheap, the 

price is still high.”
Pegatron CEO warns new iPhone model 

will be cheaper, not cheap

Brian Hogan 
reddit.com

“I’d give it to  
the bartender.”

Man who sold iPhone 4 prototype says 
he should have handed it to the bar

Carolina Milanesi 
gartner.com

“Sales of devices based 
on OS X and iOS will 
overtake products 

running all flavours of 
Windows in 2015.”

Analyst expects Apple  
victory over Microsoft

Trip Chowdhry 
globalequitiesresearch.com

“Apple needs to treat 
their employees  

like gods.”
Analyst claims Apple staff morale is low

One More Thing
Gary Marshall on how Apple 

came out swinging p28

I use my Mac for
Writing the history of  

popular comedy shows p30

We’re most  
excited about
Gadgets to covet p22

iOS 7 in depth
Everything we know about 

the operating system p14

Mac Pro preview
A sneak peek at the totally 

redesigned pro machine p10

Deep integration of Apple Maps and the introduction of iBooks for Mac are just two of the many features said to be coming to OS X Mavericks. 

THE BIG  
STORY

Key features of the release
� Finder improvements include searchable Tags 

and tabs.

� The company will also introduce iBooks for 

Macs, including the capacity to sync bookmarks, 

notes or highlights across all your different Macs 

and devices.

� Macs also gain Maps support, and developers 

can integrate Maps into Mac apps. System 

integration of Maps means Mavericks provides 

users with helpful maps within Mail, Contacts 

and Calendar. The latter has been redesigned 

with the addition of a range of new tools, 

including built-in weather 

forecasts, so you know what to 

wear to a meeting.

� Interactive Notifications are 

system wide, so you can 

respond to a message, FaceTime 

call or manage email without 

leaving the app you’re using.

� Mavericks’ support for multiple 

displays includes the capacity to 

use an AirPlay-equipped Apple 

TV to use your TV as a second 

display for your Mac.

� Safari has been redeveloped to be faster. Apple 

promises websites will feel snappier. Shared Links 

in the Sidebar shows you links shared by friends 

on Facebook and LinkedIn. 

� iCloud Keychain is a new addition. This safely 

stores your website login information, credit card 

numbers and Wi-Fi passwords, and pushes them 

to all of your devices so you don’t need to 

remember them. Information is protected with 

AES-256 encryption and the application features 

a built-in password generator.

There’s a series of smaller improvements 

within Mavericks, for example the battery drop-

down menu now tells you 

which apps are using 

significant power.

Built-in dictation tools, 

much-improved accessibility 

tools and the redesigned 

Versions menu should 

improve usability of the new 

OS. We anticipate further 

revelations concerning 

Maverick’s feature-set in the 

run-up to its eventual release 

this autumn.

Mavericks is designed to help Macs 
consistently outpace the PC industry.
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Hardware glimpse
Apple also introduced an updated MacBook Air 

at WWDC and offered a glimpse of its future 

offering for the creative markets, the Mac Pro.

The MacBook Airs deliver up to 12 hours (13-

inch) or 9 hours (11-inch) of battery life. While 

there was disappointment at the lack of a Retina 

display in these models, they do deliver more 

power efficient Intel Core i5 and i7 processors, 

faster graphics, 802.11ac Wi-Fi and flash storage 

“up to 45% faster” than the older models. They 

also offer dual mics, a FaceTime HD camera, 

Thunderbolt, 2xUSB ports and support for dual 

displays. Available now, prices start at £849.

The Mac Pro is a huge departure from before. 

The cylindrical black aluminium computer lacks a 

SuperDrive and is just 9.9 inches high and 6.6 

inches wide. It comprises powerful new 

components assembled around what Apple’s Phil 

Schiller called, “a revolutionary unified thermal 

core”. This core allows the desktop to efficiently 

share thermal capacity across all the processors, 

keeping the system cool and quiet. The Mac 

drew gasps from WWDC 

attendees, driving Phil Schiller to 

remark, “Can’t innovate anymore, 

my ass,” drawing much applause.

The Mac Pro will be equipped 

with next generation Ivy Bridge 

Xeon E5 processors, dual 

workstation-class AMD FirePro 

GPUs, Thunderbolt 2, PCIe-based 

flash storage, and ultra-fast ECC 

memory. These high 

performance components 

deliver significant gains; for 

example, the company claims 

the machine has twice the 

memory bandwidth of the 

existing Mac Pro. Perhaps the 

biggest specific improvement is 

these systems are up to 2.5 times faster than the 

current Mac Pro and deliver up to 7 teraflops of 

computational power.

Some users may be upset at the new model’s 

lack of internal expansion slots in favour of 

Thunderbolt-connected peripherals (USB3, 

Gigabit Ethernet and HDMI support also feature); 

others might be thrilled that these new Macs 

offer support for 4K video. Manufactured in the 

US, Apple hasn’t revealed pricing, and promises 

only the new models ship “later this year”.

Apple also introduced redesigned AirPort 

Extreme and AirPort Time Capsule base stations 

(the latter reviewed on page 84). These feature 

three-stream 802.11ac Wi-Fi technology with a 

maximum data rate of 1.3Gbps, almost three 

times faster than 802.11n. 

Into the cloud
Apple also discussed two future cloud-based 

services: iTunes Radio and iWork for iCloud. 

iWork for iCloud will be made available in 

public beta this autumn and lets users access 

Pages, Numbers and Keynote on the Web, for 

Mac and PC. An initial demo appeared to show 

most of the functionality of the full apps is 

available using the service. 

iTunes Radio is Apple’s answer to US service 

Pandora. It consists of on-demand access to most 

of the music catalogue, a series of radio stations 

and built-in intelligence that tracks the music you 

listen to in order to recommend tracks and 

automatically-generated playlists. Ad-supported, 

iTunes Match users can use the service ad-free. 

iTunes Radio launches in the US this autumn.

Apple announced significant refreshes of the MacBook Air range of notebooks at WWDC.

The core of the Mac 
Pro allows the desktop 

to share thermal 
capacity evenly across 

all its components

iTunes Radio is the new streaming music service built into the forthcoming iPhone OS.
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L
ooked at one way, the new Mac Pro and its 

announcement at WWDC are odd. Not only 

is it unusual for Apple to show off hardware 

ahead of it shipping, but Apple has also seriously 

shaken up the accepted notion of what a 

desktop computer is and does – a basic design 

that’s been with us for decades.

But the Mac Pro was definitely ripe for  

innovation. Though it was a hard-working and 

elegant design that received upgrades over the 

years, little had fundamentally changed since the 

introduction of the Power Mac G5 in 2003. Of 

course, you shouldn’t change things just for the 

sake of changing them, but the Mac Pro, 

which should be the biggest, baddest, 

meatiest Mac in town, had begun to languish. 

Pro users had justifiably begun to criticise 

Apple for lavishing a disproportionate amount 

of attention and resources on its (wildly 

successful) consumer Macs and iOS devices.

Happily for Apple, changes in technology 

and how we use it have aligned in a way that 

allows for a shift in desktop computing. The 

technology we had when the G5 and Mac Pro 

were made mandated their scale and even their 

shape; form followed function. They had to have 

bulky optical drives because that’s how we used 

to distribute stuff. They needed chunky, power-

hungry hard disks because that was how we 

stored data. Big cases with lots of airflow were 

required because you needed to cool the hot 

CPU and GPU especially. And space for PCI cards 

was vital because FireWire and USB were and are 

far too slow to connect high-bandwidth 

components; these days, as we said in our ‘R.I.P. 

Mac Pro’ feature (MF258), it’s at least theoretically 

possible that we don’t need to be leaving great 

big voids inside computer cases, because we can 

use the hugely fast Thunderbolt interconnect for 

expansion. This certainly seems to be the 

thinking with the new Mac Pro, and is 

presumably the only way Apple executives can 

sleep at night having called it “our most 

expandable Mac yet”, despite giving it essentially 

zero expandability in the sense the world had 

been using the term up to now. 

Rack ’em up
It has six Thunderbolt 2 ports on the back, and 

because Thunderbolt supports daisy-chaining, you 

could connect 36 external hard disks, video 

capture boxes, displays and more. (There are four 

USB3 ports too, but no FireWire; that’s fine, 

though, because you can convert Thunderbolt to 

FireWire, as well as Ethernet, video and more.)

All this means the new Mac Pro can be small 

and compact – much smaller and more compact 

than the old aluminium tower design. Indeed, 

Apple tells us that it’s one-eighth the volume, 

although given that the Mac Pro tower is a 

monster, that’s perhaps not quite as amazing as 

It’s a radical vision of what a modern pro-level 
workstation should be – but has Apple gone too far?

Words: Christopher Phin  Images: Apple

Introducing the new

Mac Pro

WWDC
REPORT

Changes in technology 
and how we use it have 
aligned in a way that 
allows for a shift in 
desktop computing
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NEW MAC PRO

it might sound. Apple hasn’t just 

made it smaller for the sake of it, 

though. By removing empty spaces 

and bulky components that are 

either not needed any more or have 

been succeeded by more compact 

alternatives, everything’s been 

clustered around this ‘unified 

thermal core’, a triangular cavity 

running the height of the new Mac 

Pro. That means a single huge fan 

can draw air up from the bottom of 

the case, grabbing heat from all the 

components at once, rather than having to 

have multiple fans and thermal zones – 

amusingly, a feature Apple proudly boasted 

about with the Power Mac G5.

It’s this fan, then, that defines the peculiar 

shape of the new Mac Pro; it sits horizontally on 

the top of the chassis, so of course if you’re 

looking down on it, the whole thing should be 

circular. Form follows function again.

But the chassis, of course, is only part of what 

makes the new Mac Pro so interesting. There’s 

also the guts. And boy, it feels good to have a 

Mac Pro again that feels silly-powerful. It feels 

good (even if we won’t be able to afford one) to 

know that there’s a Mac at the top end that we 

can lust after, and that Apple has apparently 

thrown everything into. A Mac that defines the 

state of the art. A Mac stuffed with superlatives.

The Intel Xeon E5 processors that power it are 

so advanced, they don’t exist yet. You’ll be able 

to buy the Mac Pro with up to 12 cores, and 

while we won’t 

know how they’ll 

perform until we get 

a chance to 

benchmark it, 

Apple’s preview 

promises up to 

twice the floating 

point performance 

compared to the older 

model. Be cautious of a 

claim like this, though; not only 

is floating point performance not 

necessarily an indicator of real-world 

performance, but bear in mind that the previous 

(read: current) Mac Pro hasn’t had a major 

performance boost in some time.

Power under the hood
Actually, it’s the GPUs (graphics processing units) 

that make the Mac Pro really special. It’s not just 

that the AMD FirePro cards themselves promise 

to be hugely powerful, but that there’s two as 

standard in every configuration of the Mac Pro. 

Specs at  
a glance
CPU Intel Xeon E5, 
up to 12-core
RAM 1866MHz 
DDR3 ECC
GPU Dual AMD 
FirePro with up to 
6GB RAM
Storage PCIe SSD
Connectivity USB3, 
Thunderbolt 2, 
Gigabit Ethernet, 
HDMI 1.4, 802.11ac, 
Bluetooth 4
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“OUR MOST EXPANDABLE MAC YET”

Boosting the old Mac Pro’s 2.7 teraflops of GPU 

oomph to 7 with this dual GPU set-up is big 

news. You could power three 4K displays 

simultaneously (the equivalent of 12 Full HD 

televisions). Also, the huge capacity modern 

GPUs have for carrying out parallel computing 

tasks means developers are increasingly using 

the GPUs alongside the CPUs to do stuff faster.

It’s not just the CPU and GPU systems that are 

fast, either. The new Mac Pro ditches internal hard 

disks in favour of solid-state storage. No surprise 

there – Apple is clearly moving to an all-flash-

storage line-up, and that’s fine with us since it’s 

so much faster and more power efficient than 

hard disks. But what we’re intrigued by is that it 

tells us this is a new generation of PCIe flash, 

which is up to 10 times faster than a 7,200rpm 

hard disk, and two and a half times faster than 

the SATA SSDs we’re used to.

Bringing things up to speed
There are other upgrades here too, but really 

they’re nothing more than bringing the Mac Pro 

up to date. As well as getting USB3 and 

Thunderbolt (Thunderbolt 2 at that; more below), 

it gets an HDMI 1.4 port, the new 802.11ac Wi-Fi 

standard, and Bluetooth 4, the new, low-power 

Bluetooth variant. And that’s pretty much all we 

know. We don’t know in what configurations it 

will be offered, or at what prices. We don’t even 

know when it will be launched, other than the 

vague ‘later this year’.

It looks like you’ll be able to upgrade the RAM, 

and looking closely at the Mac Pro teaser site it 

looks too like the SSD is upgradeable. But will you 

be able to upgrade the graphics cards? The short 

answer is, we don’t know. It’s not inconceivable 

that it would be possible, but there again, Apple 

or third parties might look to Thunderbolt as a 

way of connecting more powerful graphics cards 

externally in the future.

Preview question
Which leaves us with just one question: why pre-

announce it? We assume that the brand new 

Xeon E5 chips and Thunderbolt 2 just aren’t ready 

yet. Apple, like other manufacturers, is beholden 

to the roadmaps of CPU manufacturers for its 

desktops and laptops – which is another reason it 

makes its own chips for iOS devices. But that 

doesn’t tell us why Apple pre-announced the 

Mac Pro. We think we know, though. 

Firstly, it was pre-announced at WWDC 

because developers need powerful computers 

when they’re building and compiling apps. 

Secondly, it was pre-announced now because 

Apple is the master of managing the news 

agenda. The dissenting voices calling Apple 

creatively bankrupt were growing 

louder, and if all Apple announced 

was slightly tweaked MacBook Airs 

and an update to OS X, they’d have 

got more ammunition. To put it 

simply, Apple might have decided to 

pre-announce just so Phil Schiller 

could deliver his “Can’t innovate, my ass!” line. As 

Gary Marshall says on page 28, this was the first 

post-Jobs Apple event where there was 

bullishness and boldness – a vision for the 

company exemplified by the Designed by Apple 

ad that kicked off the keynote (youtu.be/

VpZmIiIXuZ0).

It’s important to Apple to be seen as an 

innovative company, a company that leads and 

not follows. In showing off the Mac Pro, it has 

cast itself once more in that light – and we’re all 

talking about it. We’ll need more time with the 

Mac Pro to know if the decisions Apple has taken, 

particularly around expansion, are the right ones, 

but there’s one thing we’re sure of: it’s great to 

see the Mac Pro get some love.

n’t innovovatatta ee, my yy ass!” line. AAs 
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1
Access all areas

It’s not an entirely sealed box like 
Apple’s other Macs. Flick this switch to 
unlock the case and slide the outer 
sheath off to access the internals; RAM 
looks to be upgradeable, but we’re not 
sure about storage or graphics cards.

2
New USB ports

The older Intel architecture the 
tower Mac Pro used meant it didn’t 
support USB3. The new Mac Pro does, 
and you get four ports.

3
Thunderbolt 

Clearly, these six Thunderbolt ports 
are meant to make up for the lack of 
internal expansion. Thunderbolt is 
hugely fast, can be converted to other 

interconnects, and can carry a range of 
different types of data simultaneously. 
Although adoption by third parties was 
initially slow, there is now a good basic 
range of Thunderbolt accessories. What’s 
more, the new Mac Pro will feature 
Thunderbolt 2, which, at 20Gb/s is twice 
as fast as the first generation. It’s 
backwards-compatible too. 

4
HDMI port

Support for the HDMI 1.4 spec 
means the Mac Pro can drive Ultra HD 
TVs and monitors, also known as 4K.

5
Sensitive lighting

The Mac Pro senses you spinning it 
round, and lights up the panel so you 
can see where you’re connecting stuff to.

The towering behemoth that was the Mac Pro for a decade, 
alongside the slim dimensions of its coming successor.

1

2

3

4
5
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iOS 7

Big changes are coming to the iPhone and iPad – see 
the future of mobile devices in Apple’s new software

Words: Matt Bolton  Images: Apple inc

iOS 7
Introducing 

uring the keynote at its 2013 Worldwide 

Developer Conference, Apple announced that 

iOS 7, the latest version of the operating 

system that powers the iPhone, iPod touch and iPad, 

will be released this autumn – and it’s very different 

to what’s come before.

There’s a focus on minimalism and the layering of 

elements across iOS 7. The interface is designed to 

get out of the way of what you’re doing: there are few 

borders or boxes. Apple wants to push the idea of 

'edge-to-edge' apps, that use every pixel available to 

make content appear as clear as possible.

iOS 7 was unveiled with a video of Jony Ive 

explaining the thought process behind the changes. 

One of the most obvious new parts is the ‘frosted 

glass’ effect for elements that sit over your apps, 

replacing the ‘linen’ backdrop used by iOS 6. But now, 

instead of things such as Notification Center or the 

passcode entry screen sitting over whatever you were 

doing, the semi-transparent frosted glass effect lets 

you see the outlines and 

colours of what's beneath. 

These layers make it more 

obvious about how you use 

your devices – it’s easy to see 

Notification Center is a quick 

overlay on top of your app, 

rather than a whole new app.

Transparency is used in 

other areas to add context, 

too. The touchscreen 

keyboard has a transparent background, so you can 

see what’s behind it. The website information at the 

top of Safari is also transparent, serving as a reminder 

for you to scroll back up and see more.

This idea of layers comes through even just in the 

Home screen: your background image, the app icons 

and the icons’ alert badges all shift slightly in a 3D 

effect when you tilt your phone, as if you’re looking 

into a box with depth, rather than at a flat screen.

It’s not just a cosmetic change, of course. This is 

matched with plenty of work going on behind the 

scenes in iOS, with big new features, as well as less-

noticeable changes to how it handles your apps. 

There are also more than 1,500 new features for 

developers to use in their apps. There is also a new 

interface for cars with compatible screens. It’ll be easy 

to control your music and directions with this display, 

but we won’t see any more on this until next year.

As far as compatibility goes, iOS 7 will work with 

iPhone 4, 4S and 5, iPad 2, third-generation and 

fourth-generation, and 

the fifth-generation iPod 

touch. However, not all 

features will work on all 

devices – some camera 

features are limited on 

older phones and all iPads, 

and the new AirDrop 

feature only works on the 

most recent devices. Read 

on to find out more…

The interface is 
dddddeeeessssiiiiigggggnnnneeeeddddd tttttoooo gggggeeeettttt oooouuuuttttt oooofffff 
tttthhhhheeee wwwwaaaayyyyy oooofffff wwwwhhhhhaaaatttt yyyyyoooouuuu 
aarree ddddooiiiinngg:: tttthhhheerree aarree 
few borders or boxes

WWDC
REPORT
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hen you first start using iOS 7, the new 

look are the most obvious change, but 

what Jony Ive and the engineers at 

Apple have been working on is much more than 

skin deep. Apple announced a bunch of new 

features that come as part of the update, along 

with loads of changes and improvements to the 

apps and utilities we’re used to.

Apple has made a big song and dance about 

the bigger changes, going into lots of detail 

about the updates to Safari and the Camera app. 

But there are lots of smaller changes all over the 

place, some of which it has yet to fully talk about. 

We’ve picked out some of the biggest and most 

important new features in iOS 7 on this page – 

the ones we’re most looking forward to having 

on our devices. But we wouldn’t want to forget 

the little things that Apple’s been working on to 

make iOS even better – it’s the way those nips 

and tucks come together that makes for a big 

improvement over all. That’s why we’ve 

highlighted the best of these small changes to 

show you. Some might seem inconsequential, 

but you never know which seemingly minor 

update will be the thing you can’t live without.

The biggest changes 
coming to your iPhone 

and iPad with iOS 7

Great new 
features

10

 iTunes Radio
Apple’s streaming music service was 

finally revealed as iTunes Radio. Rather 

than a Spotify-like service that lets you 

listen to any song you want, it’s more like 

Pandora, building stations based on 

what you like. Anyone can use it for free 

with ads (iTunes Match subscribers get it 

without), but it’s US-only at first.

Notification Center
Notification Center is still accessed by 

swiping from the top of the screen, but 

it’s now more comprehensive. The ‘Today’ 

screen shows daily appointments, along 

with the weather. The ‘All’ screen shows 

app notifications, while the ‘Missed’ 

screen includes missed calls, etc. And you 

can access it from the Lock screen, too.

Control Center
You can now control Bluetooth by 

swiping up from the bottom of the 

screen any time. This brings up Control 

Center, a menu that offers quick music 

controls, fast access to brightness, Wi-Fi, 

Bluetooth and other settings, easy 

AirDrop and AirPlay access, and 

shortcuts to common apps.

Multitasking
You get a clearer way to switch apps in 

iOS 7, with a double-press of the Home 

button giving you preview screens of 

each app you recently opened. To close 

an app, swipe it up off the top of the 

screen, though you shouldn’t need to 

close apps often – iOS 7 is smart about 

managing apps in the background.

We wouldn’t want 
ttoo ffoorrgggeett tthhee lliittttllee 
tttthhhhhiiiinnnggggsss tttthhhhhaaatttt AAAAppppppppllllleee’’’sss 
bbbbbeeeeeeeennnn wwwwoooorrrrkkkkkiiiiinnnngggg oooonnnn tttttoooo 
make iOS even better
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iOS 7

Siri
Siri has changed considerably. It comes 

with new, more natural voices, a 

revamped interface, and it offers more 

information sources directly. It also now 

ties into Twitter and Wikipedia, and 

shows search results from Bing. It also 

controls more of your device, including 

settings and iTunes Radio.

Safari
Changes include a new 3D tab view 

showing previews of five pages at once; 

a unified URL and search field; and a 

Shared Links option to browse sites 

linked from your Twitter feed, among 

others. There’s also iCloud Keychain to 

memorise passwords and generate new 

ones when you sign up to sites.

App Store
The App Store's clean design matches 

the rest of iOS 7, and has new ways to 

help you find apps. There’s now a Kids 

section, for example, and a new Near Me 

tab, telling you which apps are popular 

for your location – so you can find great 

travel guides for a city, or a programme 

app for a museum, say.

Activation Lock
This new extension of Find My iPhone is 

designed to make it harder for thieves. 

Your phone is secure even if it’s erased: 

all the information is wiped, but it can be 

reactivated using your Apple ID. It can 

also still display a custom message (like a 

telephone number to call) even after 

being wiped.

AirDrop
This is an easy way to send files from one 

iOS device to another. Well, from some 

iOS devices – AirDrop is only available 

for the iPhone 5, iPad mini, iPad 4th gen 

and iPod touch 5th gen. You can send 

things using AirDrop directly from apps 

(if they support it), or access it from 

Control Center.

Camera
The new Camera app is designed to 

make it easy to take the photos people 

actually want to take, so for instance 

Instagram-like square photos, as well as 

normal wider photos and panoramas. 

The iPhone 5 can apply live filters (older 

devices can apply filters after), and 

options such as HDR are now a tap away.
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The little 
things
iOS 7 has many small changes  
that make a big difference… 

ne of the cornerstones of iOS 7 is 

simplicity, and there are new icons for all 

of Apple’s default apps that reflect this. 

They’re now very basic, combining bright colours 

with descriptive shapes. The new thin system 

text has dismayed some people, but there is the 

option to make it stronger and larger. 

Of all the changes under the hood in iOS, we 

think the multitasking options are among the 

most important. Aside from the new interface, 

there are tools that let apps do more in the 

background. For a start, apps you use a lot are 

allowed to update more often, and those you 

use regularly at certain times update themselves 

in anticipation. Take the Facebook app. If you 

always look at it at around 8am, it updates just 

before that. If you check it a lot during the day, it 

periodically updates itself, so you’re not having to 

wait when you open it. However, apps will also 

be smart about what kind of connection they’re 

on when they update, meaning they’ll update 

less often if you’re away from a Wi-Fi connection. 

Apps can also download content when they 

receive push notifications, so taking Facebook 

again, if someone tags you in a picture, your 

phone could download that picture as soon as 

the notification is received, instead of waiting for 

you to open the app. Updates also now happen 

automatically 

in the 

background, so you 

don’t need to worry about 

visiting the App Store to 

download them.

There are two other new developer 

features that stood out for us as offering the 

potential for great new apps: the ability to share 

audio between apps (great for music-making 

apps), and support for external games 

controllers. Another handy feature for those with 

lots of Apple products is that notifications sync 

across devices, meaning that if you dismiss a 

notification from your phone, it also disappears 

from your iPad.

Feature after features
The ability to block contacts is a feature that 

many won’t have to use, but may well turn out 

to be no small mercy for those that do need it – 

just add a contact to iOS’s naughty list to stop 

them calling, messaging or FaceTiming.

Lastly, we’re glad to see a Night Mode for the 

turn-by-turn navigation in Maps, so it’s more 

friendly on the eyes when driving in the dark – 

this will be great when combined with the new 

vehicle integration.

Team reaction

Ian Osborne
Reviews Editor

Christopher Phin
Editor

Matthew Bolton
Deputy Editor

Tim Hardwick
Operations Editor

I was there when Jobs unveiled 

the first iPhone, and although 

the interface looked like nothing I’d 

seen before, I loved it. When Apple 

introduced OS X in 2000, the Mac 

OS X ‘Aqua’ interface looked 

awesome. But iOS 7 leaves me cold. 

I know it’s a beta, and I know an OS 

is more than just the UI, but the 

colour palette and amateurish icons 

do nothing to make me excited.

 I like what I’ve seen of iOS 7 so 
far. I tend to fall behind when it 

comes to updates, so the 
automatic app updates might be 
the feature I’m most thankful for. 
I’m also looking forward to seeing 
games controller integration. 
However, I would love to see OS X 
Mavericks’ smarter notifications in 
iOS, so you could reply to a text 
from Notification Center.

Overall, I think the 'flat' look of 

the iOS design is a good move. 

Ironically, the switch to flat screens 

adds depth, because you can treat 

each window as a single object in 

relation to other elements. The 

parallax effect that's activated when 

you tilt the iPhone is just one 

example of this. Add transparency 

to the mix, and the workspace of 

the OS just got a lot more roomy.

 iOS 7 looks interesting. 
Switching to something new is 

a chore at first, but a necessary 
one. Its simple visuals work for me, 
as does the new Calendar app 
design, and I’m looking forward to 
using AirDrop on my iPhone. It will 
also be interesting to see if iCloud 
Keychain can improve on using 
1Password and Dropbox to store 
your passwords.

Of the changes under 
the hood in iOS, we 
tthhiinnkk tthhee mmuullttiittaasskkiinnggg 
ooppttiioonnss wwiillll bbee aammoonngg 
the most important
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Rumour  
ROUNDUP

The top 5 Apple stories The top 5 Apple stories 
we’re talking about Our industry expert rounds-upp  

the biggest Apple corporate  
iPhones on way
Reuters claims test stories circulating this month

0
1 production for standard 

and cheaper iPhone 
models has begun, to 
meet the September Woz calls leaker a “hero” Apple 

launch target. co-founder, Steve Wozniak, seems infuriated 

about US National Security Agency (NSA) 

whistleblower, Edward Snowden’s, 

No Retina for revelations concerning the notorious PRISM 
iPad mini 2013 online surveillance scheme.

0
2 Analyst Richard Shim

The NSA has been exposed for says this autumn’s 
upgraded iPad mini will indiscriminate surveillance of all online 

be thinner, but won’t communications internationally and within 
have a Retina display. the US. This has angered Wozniak.

“I think Edward Snowden is a hero 

because this came from his heart,” Woz 
TSMC eats said. “I really believe he was giving up his Does the National Security Agency have access to iCloud data?
Apple’s chips

0
3 as secured a whole life because he just felt so deeply TSMC h  

deal to produce Apple’s about honesty, about spying on Americans, is reportedly better than that provided by 

A-series chips for and he wanted to tell us.” biggest US competitor, Rhapsody. Apple is 
mobile devices, pushing willing to pay 0.13 cents each time a song is 
Samsung out. Apple reaches for indies Apple played, adding a share of 15 percent of net 

also announced iTunes Radio at WWDC. advertising on top of that. 

Available in the US from the autumn and in Apple guns for
console market other territories later on, Apple’s Smartphone sales slow down 

0
4 Apple has created APIs ad-supported streaming music service Consumers are delaying smartphone 

for controllers for iOS offers access to 200 radio stations and purchases as they await the iPhone 5S and a 
devices, prompting personalised playlists from across the iTunes new and cheaper iPhone mini. The pattern 
speculation of gaming 

catalogue. When you use the service it repeats that from last year when smart-
features on Apple TV.

watches for patterns in your music listening phone sales across the sector slowed while 

and creates playlists for you. It also offers consumers waited Apple’s announcement. 

Gesture control exclusive first listens of unreleased albums. Analysts report sales of Samsung’s Galaxy S4 

for iPhones Apple has already reached deals with and Apple’s iPhone have slowed (IDC claims 

0
5 iOS 7’s new Accessibility major labels in order to support the new iPhone sales have fallen 11% in Europe). 

feature lets head service, and recently began reaching out to However, the new iPhones aren’t expected 
movements control 

US indie labels in order to bring their to appear until the autumn, in conjunction your device. Will similar 
controls follow for Macs? repertoire into the service. The deal on offer with iOS 7 (see page 14).

Stock 
Apple has gone back under perhaps half of Apple’s share ‘now you see your cash, now 
$400. On the surface it’s a price in hard cash. However you don’t’ also undermines 

watch
value stock at a valuation of ten about a third of this cash would this factor.
years of profits. go up in smoke, or ‘fair tax’ as Apple is likely to keep falling 

Sadly for shareholders, the the American government from here with $350 and $250 
market sees it differently. They would doubtless call it. and $200 potential stopping 

Clem Chambers, CEO see a company with a suite of Meanwhile the cash mountain points. The question is, what is 
of ADVFN, the leading products vulnerable to savage is held in a non-transparent Apple worth without Steve 
stocks & shares website competition. Apple has way close to a structure most Jobs? In the long run, short of 

mountains of cash abroad and people would consider a hedge miracles Apple is a 
many see this as underwriting fund. A hedge fund’s habit of $200-$300-a-share company.
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Hot gear on the horizon... what’s got us excited?

The Oculus Rift is 
a virtual reality 

headset that 
puts you right 

in the game

What is it? Oculus Rift is a virtual-reality headset that puts you right in 

the game. When you play a compatible title wearing the headset, 

you can look around the game world by moving your head. We’re 

promised it feels like you’re actually in the game world, and not just playing 

with a screen strapped to your face.

When’s it due? Soon on the consoles, Mac version to follow.

Why are we excited? Virtual reality was big news in the 90s, with arcades 

running VR machines off Amiga 3000s. Home headsets were planned for the 

consoles of the day and then – nothing. The concept seemingly disappeared. 

Could Oculus Rift put it back on the map? 

WE’RE MOST EXCITED ABOUT...

OCULUS RIFT
£TBA oculusvr.com
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Gadgets

QDOS Q-BOPZ
£30 qdossound.com

What is it? Small enough to fit in the palm of 

your hand, this Bluetooth speaker doubles as a 

neat stand for your iPhone. Just stick its suction cup 

onto the back of your iOS device. Alternatively, stick it 

to the wall and stream from any Bluetooth-

compatible audio player within a ten-metre range. 

It has 3W of power, an integrated mic for making 

calls and its rechargeable battery is good for seven 

hours. It comes in a range of colours too.

When’s it due? Get stuck in now.

Why are we excited? 

Low-cost Bluetooth 

mini speakers aren’t 

exactly thin on the 

ground, but we like this 

one. It won’t satisfy 

hardcore audiophiles,  

but if you want something 

cheap and convenient  

to carry around with you,  

it’s does the job well.

Pure Jongo T6
£300 pure.com

What is it? Jongo T6 is the third product in Pure’s 

new Jongo multiroom music system. Use it in 

combination with other Jongo-compatible products - 

like the Pure Jongo S3 reviewed this very issue – and 

you can stream music all around your house. It’s 

bound to be great as a stand-alone music player too, 

with 100W of power, two custom-designed five inch 

full-range drivers and dual-concentric tweeters. Use 

Wi-Fi to stream perfectly synced audio to all your 

Jongos, or Bluetooth to a single device.

When’s it due? Coming soon.

Why are we excited? Pure audio products are noted 

for their excellent sound, and we doubt the T6 will 

prove an exception. And as well as being a great 

standalone sound system, Jongo compatibility gives 

it multiroom capabilities too.

BubblePod
From £15 bubblepix.com

What is it? BubblePod is a clockwork turntable that spins your iPhone 360° 

so you can shoot high-res panoramic images in under a minute. No 

stitching or retouching are required. Instead, it captures an interactive image, 

and the app can flatten it into a jpeg if you wish. As inventor Tom Lawton put 

it, “When pictures appear in the traditional rectangle frame, it only tells half the 

story, but nothing can hide from the Bubble.”

When’s it due? Not for a while.

Why are we excited? We’ve seen gadgets and apps to take panoramic pics 

on iOS devices before, but the results have been mixed. Perhaps the sheer 

simplicity of BubblePod will help it succeed where others have failed.
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August Smart Lock
£TBA august.com

What is it? Who needs keys? With August Smart 

Lock, your iPhone is your key. You can control 

who can enter your home and when they can come 

in. For example, you can issue an invite to a guest’s 

smartphone that works 24/7 for a family member, 

or one that’s good for a couple of hours a week for 

your cleaner. Invites can be sent and withdrawn at 

will, and you can even log when visitors enter and 

leave your house.

When’s it due? Coming soon.

Why are we excited? Is there anything you can’t do 

with a smartphone these days? August Smart Lock 

certainly puts your iPhone to an unusual use, but 

whether it catches on remains to be seen.

MagSafe Keeper
€8.90 hardwrk.com/magsafe-keeper.html

What is it? Do you use a MagSafe 

Converter, for making an old-stlyle 

MagSafe power adapter fit the new 

MagSafe 2 ports? Have you lost it yet? 

No surprise there – it’s tiny, and easily 

mislaid. MagSafe Keeper is a little plastic 

caddy that attaches to the cable of your old 

power adapter, allowing you to switch 

between old-style and new-fangled 

MagSafe plugs at will while keeping the 

adapter safe, sound and away from the cat.

When’s it due? Get one now.

Why are we excited? Sometimes, the 

simplest ideas are the best. MagSafe 

Keeper won’t set the world on fire, but if 

you need to charge a recent Apple 

notebook with an original MagSafe power 

supply and you’ve lost your adapter, you’ll 

certainly realise its value.

Decidedly off-the-wall

Pivot Power
£30 prezzybox.com

What is it? The problem with power 

blocks is they rarely sit how you want 

them to. Maybe the space behind your 

TV or stereo is awkwardly shaped, or you 

think you’ve just enough sockets for your 

electrical devices, and a bulky 

transformer blocks one of the outlets. 

Pivot Power can be bent and twisted into 

many shapes, so you can sit it almost 

anywhere and never waste a socket.

When’s it due? Order online now.

Why are we excited? As well as being 

practical, Pivot Power puts the fun back 

into an otherwise-mundane product. 

Why did no one think of this before?

FRITZ!Box  
6840 LTE
Around £300 avm.de/en

What is it? This router is ideal for 

those who don’t have a landline. 

Instead, slip in an LTE-compatible mobile 

phone sim card and you can get mobile 

internet at home. It’s wireless ‘n’ for up to 

300Mbps network speed, and has four 

LAN ports for cabled connections. It has 

an integrated answering machine and 

fax reception, and a DECT base station 

for cordless phones. The router supports 

all three 4G frequencies – 800MHz, 

1.8GHz and 2.6GHz. However, at the time 

of writing, EE is the only UK service 

provider offering proper 4G and only on 

the 1.8GHz frequency.

When’s it due? Out now.

Why are we excited? It’s a great way of 

bringing mobile internet to the home, 

but the UK is behind the rest of Europe 

when it comes to LTE take-up, and you 

can’t use it for 3G internet. Make sure 

your mobile internet service provider 

covers LTE 4G, and check your mobile 

internet contract allows you to use your 

sim card in a router.
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On our  
APPLE TV

What we’re watching on 
the iTunes movie store

We select the best from 
the Apple Store

FILM
Wreck-It Ralph

£13.99 to buy (HD)

 Disney continue their 
impressive track record 

with a great film that’s already 
become a firm favourite. Sick of 
being the baddie, videogame 
character Ralph sets out to 
prove he’s a good guy at heart, 
but trouble is never far away…

TV SHOW
Da Vinci’s Demons

£2.49 per episode

A historical fantasy drama 
that sees another side to the 

famous great artist. Set against 
the backdrop of 15th-century 
Florence, Brit actor Tom Riley 
stars as the 25-year-old Da Vinci 
who fights to expose the truth 
in his own superhuman way. 

If paranoia, betrayal 
and heroism float 

your boat then you’ll 
love Max Payne 3! 

Max Payne 3
£28 Developer Rockstar Games  

Works with OS X 10.7 or later

Is Max Payne the world’s unluckiest 
police officer? Staying current to the 
times, this episode changes location 
to the country hosting the next 

World Cup and the Olympics. So, get ready to fly 
to São Paulo, Brazil, where Max (who is no longer 
a cop) is down on his luck, and has found himself 
alone on the streets of a strange city. If you’ve 
played a Max Payne game before then you’ll 
know what to expect – another soaring cinematic 
experience punctured with peculiarly violent acts 
and dark storytelling. If the themes of paranoia, 
betrayal and heroism float your boat then you’ll 
love this game! There were some reports of initial 
bugs in the first Mac release, but they should 
have been ironed out by the time you read this.



On our  
PLAYLIST
What’s on the office speakers

NoteSuite
£2.99 Developer Theory IO Corporation 

Works with OS X 10.7 or later

A Mac app, NoteSuite syncs with your 
iPad, so notes you make on one device 
are available on the other. It can 
handle pretty much task you ask of 

it – text, photos, to-do lists, audio recordings, 
and it keeps them all in one catalogue. It can also 
collect PDFs, images and Office files, and you 
can search the lot!

Toca Builders
 £1.49 Developer Toca Boca 

Works with iPad, iPhone

Building blocks have never been so 
much fun thanks to this new kids’ app 
from Toca Boca. There are no rules, it’s 
just about play and creativity. You have 

six robots to control and they can do various 
things with blocks, such as paint them, move 
them or lift them. It fires kids’ creativity – they 
love making things like houses and tractors. 

MUSIC
Jagwar Ma

 Howlin
£8.99

 Jono Ma and Gabriel 
Winterfield present their 

debut album, a set of catchy, 
hypnotic and immensely 
likeable songs. The influences 
are easy to hear, from 90s baggy 
to Motown and 60s psychedelia, 
but, with up-to-date production 
giving the songs an impressive 
sheen, the sound is relevant 
right now. Catch them on tour 
later this year.

PODCAST
Sesame Street 

Free to download

These cute video podcasts 
will keep kids truly 

entertained, and the same will 
go for the parents too. In true 
Sesame Street style, each has its 
own theme, including ‘Patience’, 
‘Celebration’ and ‘Amphibian’, 
as well as the letters of the 
alphabet. And look out for the 
special guests, including Jack 
Black, Hugh Jackman and 
David Beckham.

8Player
£3.99 Developer Mariia Smeshkova 

Works with iPhone, iPad

The iPad and iPhone 
are notoriously picky 
with regards to what 
file formats they’ll play. 

In short, this means if you can’t 
play it in iTunes, then it won’t play 
on your iOS device. Until, that is, 
you install an app such as 8Player. 
This little wonder can play pretty 
much any media file you care to 
throw at it. The interface is really 
simple and intuitive and it also 
supports background audio 
playback, so music continues to 
play after you press the Home 
button. If you want to play more 
media than Apple will allow, then 
look here.
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While I was enjoying the end of a 
gloriously sunny Summer holiday in 

Devon I did something rather stupid. I sat 
down to relax in a hot tub with my iPhone 
5 in my pocket. 

It took me a few seconds to realise what 
I’d done, but as soon as I did I stood bolt 
upright and scrambled to get the iPhone 
out into the air. The screen came on. Oh it’s 
not so bad, I thought, it still works! Then 
the screen flickered once – a bad sign – and 
Siri popped up, asking, “What can I help 
you with?” The next thing that happened 
was the screen went black. 

Cursing my luck I resigned myself to not 
only losing all the precious photos I’d taken 
of the kids on the beach, but also my 
iPhone. It was only when I got home that I 

thought of checking Photo Stream on my 
Mac – and there were all my photos! Every 
time I’d been in range of our cottage’s Wi-Fi 
my iPhone had been uploading every 
photo I’d taken in the background. It’s only 
at times like this that you really appreciate 
the difference Photo Stream can make.

I actually managed to bring my iPhone 
back to life a few days later using a trick 
that sounds more like an old wives’ tale. 
I put it in a bowl of uncooked rice and 
waited. Three days later I plugged in the 
power cable and my iPhone came back 
from the dead! The rice slowly draws the 
moisture out of the phone, drying out 
enough to work again. Who knew? I bet 
they don’t tell you that at the Apple Store!

It’s three minutes and 
52 seconds long, 
features a drummer on 
vocals and is utterly 
thrilling – not just 
because of what it 

sounds like, but because of what it 
represented. Foo Fighters’ debut single ‘This 
is a Call’ was a new beginning, the sound of 
Dave Grohl stepping out from Kurt Cobain’s 
long shadow.

This year’s WWDC was Apple’s 
equivalent. 

I don’t know if Kurt Cobain would have 
liked Foo Fighters’ music, but he’d certainly 
have wanted Grohl to keep playing – and 
while I’m not convinced Steve Jobs would 
have loved iOS 7 unreservedly or enjoyed the 
kicking Craig Federighi gave his beloved 
stitched leather Calendar interface, I think 
he’d have loved this year’s WWDC. 

We saw a different Apple at this year’s 
WWDC. This Apple isn’t an apologetic 
Apple, a grieving Apple, an Apple unsure of 
where to go or what to do. This is a new 
Apple, a confident and maybe even cocky 
Apple, an Apple that came out swinging.

The opening video set out Apple’s stall 
beautifully and seemed aimed as much at 
Apple’s own employees as the wider world: 
this is who we are, it said, and this is what we 
do, and this is what we care about. But the 
new Apple was best summed up by Phil 
Schiller’s zinger: “Doesn’t innovate any more, 
my ass.”

Dave Grohl described ‘This Is A Call’ as “a 
hello, and in a way a thank you” – an 
acknowledgement of the past while looking to 
the future. From the opening video’s bold 
statement of intent to Tim Cook’s closing 
remarks, WWDC was that too: a thank you 
and goodbye to big cats, skeuomorphic design 
and big, bulky tower Macs; a hello to a bold 
new visual style, a new kind of pro 
workstation and Macs manufactured rather 
than just designed in America. 

Two years ago Steve Jobs introduced us to 
the post-PC era; in 2013, Tim Cook introduced 
the post-Steve Apple.

This Apple won’t be the same as the old 
Apple – it can’t be – and it’ll make mistakes, 
just like the old Apple did. But new isn’t 
necessarily worse. The critics piling on Apple 
because a few iOS 7 icons look odd probably 
called Dave Grohl the Grunge Ringo too. 

I’m excited by this new Apple. It could go 
hilariously wrong, of course, but it could also 
go wonderfully right – and right now there 
are more reasons to be excited than to be 
worried. Once you get your hands on iOS 7 
and Mavericks I think you’ll feel the same.

“Doesn’t innovate any more, my ass.” Phil 
Schiller really made me laugh. I think Jobs 
would have laughed too. He famously wanted 
Apple to be his finest creation, the company 
not just surviving after him but continuing to 
excite and delight – and doing what it felt was 
right, not what it felt Steve would have done. 

It looks like he’s getting his wish.

THIS IS A CALL
Nevermind Think Different: 
this year’s Apple is different

One more thing...

I managed to bring my 
iPhone back to life a 

few days later using a 
trick that sounds like 

an old wives’ tale 

Graham Barlow

Graham Barlow is currently stocking up on 
basmati rice (his favourite) in case this sort of 
thing ever happens again. 

Gary Marshall is eagerly awaiting the release of the 
new Mac Pro. He hasn’t worked out what he needs it 
for, nor how he’s going to pay for it. But it’s exciting!
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Q What’s your history with 
Macs and how did you 

first start using them?
JR: I first got paid for writing when I 

was 14, rating NES games out of five 

Christmas puddings for N-Force 

magazine. Magazines are almost 

universally created using Macs, so I’ve 

been a Mac man all my life. Over the 

years I’ve gone from fiddling with 

MIDIs on dear old early-90s 

Macintoshes to having a stash of 

Apple machines in the cupboard. It’s 

too late to learn anything else!

Q Why do you work with a 
Mac and not a PC? What 

software do you like to use?
JR: I’ve always had to use Macs 

because that’s what my profession 

has always used. But it’s also in the 

family – my brother is a total Apple 

nut as well, so I started out with his 

hand-me-downs. 

For writing the books I use all sorts 

of software – interviewing via Skype, 

recording and edited them on 

Audacity, and of course writing with 

Word. But I have many other pursuits, 

and regularly put on comedy and 

music gigs that require posters made 

with Photoshop and InDesign, and 

sometimes filming them and editing 

the questionable results with iMovie. 

The latter has been a bit of a chore 

with my ailing old MacBook, but I’ve 

just got souped-up to OSX 10.7.5, so 

I’m hoping to further besmirch 

YouTube with a lot more uploads 

from now on.

Q  Tell us about your books 
and how you got started?

JR: Comedy has always been 

important to me. I wanted to write 

about my favourite radio programme 

I’m Sorry I Haven’t a Clue, so I pitched 

for the first book about the show and 

its predecessor I’m Sorry I’ll Read That 

Again, and wrote an authorised 

history. When my publisher wanted a 

follow-up, I went for the TV comedy 

Blackadder. The True History of the 

Black Adder came out last autumn. 

Tony Robinson’s shock knighthood 

caused a bit of an emergency, and as 

my laptop was being fixed, I had to 

work out all the text updates for the 

forthcoming paperback edition on 

my iPhone. It did the job admirably.

Q  Apart from using Apple 
gadgets, what’s the best 

thing about what you do?
JR: I’ve managed to meet a few of 

my heroes such as Graeme Garden, 

Stephen Fry, Tim Brooke-Taylor, 

Jeremy Hardy, Ben Elton and so on. 

This is terribly fanboyish, but a great 

moment was getting to meet  

John Lloyd at a book signing, after 

interviewing him on Skype; he gave 

me a hug in front of everybody!

Q  What are your plans for 
the future?

JR: I’ve just been signed up to write 

a celebration of 35 years of The 

Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy novels, 

with official backing from the 

Douglas Adams estate.

There’s been plenty written about 

Adams’ universe over the years, but 

mine will be the first book  to take a 

wholly comedic approach to his 

career. And, of course, as it’s Adams 

we’re talking about here, Apple Macs 

are going to play a pretty major part 

in the story as it unfolds.

PROFILE
Name  

Jem Roberts

Occupation  

Writer, Comedy 

Historian

Location  

Bath, UK

Systems  

MacBook, iMac, iPhone

URL  

jemroberts.com

Jem Roberts uses his Macs to write histories of popular comedy shows

 The True History of The 
Black Adder will be 
published in paperback by 
Arrow Books in September.

 Jem still loves his old G4 
anglepoise iMac.

I use my Mac for...

Jem  used his Mac to write this book about 
the radio show ‘I’m Sorry, I Haven’t a Clue’.
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DID YOU 
KNOW?

In OS X, press and 

hold ç then tap 

† to open the 

app switcher.  

You can then  

switch between 

currently open 

applications 

simply by 

pressing † to 

cycle through; 

hold ß and 

press † to cycle 

backwards.

Keywords allow you 
to fine-tune your 

selection so you see 
photos you otherwise 

wouldn’t find

There’s more 
in our app!

You’ll find a full step-by step  
video of this tutorial in  

the MacFormat  
iPad app
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iPhoto is a great app to 

store your digital images in 

and comes with numerous 

ways to help you keep 

them organised, such as placing them in 

Events or sorting them into albums. But 

both of these require a lot of manual 

work to keep them organised and 

updated each time you import more 

photos. It gets more complicated when 

you’d like the same photo to be stored in 

multiple albums, and keeping track of it 

all can become a bit of a headache.

That’s where ‘smart albums’ come in. 

These update themselves automatically, 

and you can set them to gather up 

photos based on criteria, the most 

interesting of which is keywords. 

Keywords allow you to fine-tune 

your selection to only see specific 

types of photos you otherwise wouldn’t 

be able to find.

If you already have thousands of 

photos, the idea of keywording them all 

could be enough to stop you from even 

considering the prospect, but you don’t 

need to keyword them all to start 

enjoying the benefits. We’ll also show 

you how to search your entire library, or 

specific events or albums using 

keywords, and also how to organise 

your list of keywords, finding typos and 

deleting unused ones. The flexibility of 

keywords offers you great freedom and 

as soon as you start, you may not wish 

to organise your photos any other way.

So launch your copy of iPhoto and 

let’s start cataloguing your images like 

never before. Steve Paris

Keyword your photos
Using keywords is a powerful way to keep photos effortlessly organised

1 The Info bar
Select a photo from your Library or your chosen Event 

or Album, then click on the Info button, lower right of  the 
interface. You can also reveal that sidebar by going to View > 
Info, or with the ç+i keyboard shortcut. In the middle of 
the sidebar is the currently empty Keywords section.

2 Your first keyword
Click where it says ‘Add a keyword…’, start typing a 

single word, and hit the ® key (using a comma works just as 
well). Your keyword is now set and even added to the list of 
all keywords managed by iPhoto. Keep on adding as many 
keywords as you wish. They’re ordered alphabetically.

HOW TO | USE KEYWORDS TO ORGANISE PHOTOS

SKILL LEVEL
Could be tricky

IT WILL TAKE
25 minutes

YOU’LL NEED
iPhoto ’11 version 9.4.3 

or later, Photos in your 

library, a basic 

understanding of  

the interface

SMART 
ALBUMS

When creating a 

Smart Album 

and keywords to 

include, 

changing the 

condition to ‘is’ or 

‘is not’ reveals all 

keywords that 

are in iPhoto’s 

memory. You can 

also add as many 

keywords to your 

Smart Album as 

you need.

Keywords allow you 
to fine-tune your 
selection so that you 
only see particular 
types of photos 

The use of keywords can do wonders for the organisation of photos – especially if you have a big amount.

There’s more 
in our app!

You’ll find a full step-by step  
video of this tutorial in  

the MacFormat  
iPad app
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5 Searching
It’s time to see some keywords in action. Click on the 

magnifying glass, lower left, then click on it again to narrow 
down your search. By default, iPhoto looks for a particular 
word throughout the images’ metadata, but let’s focus its 
gaze solely on ‘keywords’. All keywords appear in a list.

7 Keyword display
To see all your existing keywords and select them 

from there, go to Window > Manage my Keywords (or use 
the ç+k keyboard shortcut). Select a photo and click on 
any keyword in the list to add them to it. As with the search 
field, clicking on a keyword again removes it from the photo.

8 Keyword shortcuts
If you use a particular keyword a lot, you can drag it to 

the top of that window. This assigns it a shortcut. Select a 
photo and use the shortcut to add or remove that keyword 
instantly. Click on the ‘Edit Keywords’ button to rename, add, 
delete and create your own shortcuts for your keywords.

3 Longer keywords
You’re not limited to using a single word for each 

keyword. As long as you don’t add a comma or hit the ® 
key, you can create complex and specific multi-word 
keywords. Notice also that as you start typing, you see other 
existing keywords appear as options. Click to select one.

6 Keyword search
Click a keyword to see all photos that contain it within 

your current selection (be it an album, event or your entire 
library). å-click on a keyword to look for photos that don’t 
contain that particular keyword. Select as many as you need 
in a single search. To deselect a keyword, click on it again.

4 Multiple input
You don’t need to add keywords one photo at a time. 

Select multiple pictures, either by clicking on the first and 
ß-clicking on another to highlight them, and all the others 
in between, or by ç-clicking the photos to only select those 
you click on. Typed keywords are added to those photos.

KEYS YOU 
CAN USE

Keyword 

shortcuts can 

use keyboard 

keys (except for 

accented letters). 

They’re case 

sensitive, so ‘p’ 

would add one 

keyword and ‘P’, 

another. Use 

numbers, 

punctuation, and 

symbols, but no 

two keywords 

can be assigned 

the same 

shortcut.

JARGON 
BUSTER
Metadata: Data 

about data, or 

information that 

is stored with 

your file that 

makes it easier to 

retrieve when 

conducting a 

search. Every 

time you add 

a keyword, 

location, and so 

on, you’re adding 

data to a photo’s 

metadata.
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1 On your iPhone
Launch iMovie on your iPhone and it should open up 

the latest project you were working on. You could, of course, 
choose to edit it further or add more clips to it. But you’re 
here to export your work, so tap on the Projects button, 
upper left of the interface to get back to the front page.

2 Share to export
To move your project to your Mac, you must share it. 

Tap on the Share button (the square button with an arrow 
shooting out of it) and tap on ‘Send Project to iTunes’. iMovie 
packages your project, including any clips you used, into a 
single file. Now connect your iPhone to your Mac…

HOW TO | TRANSFER AND EDIT MOVIE PROJECTS

SKILL LEVEL
Anyone can do it

IT WILL TAKE
30 minutes

YOU’LL NEED
iMovie for iOS 1.4.1  

or later, an unfinished 

project in your iOS 

device, iMovie for  

Mac 9.0.9 or later

IN 
CAMERA

Sometimes, 

iMovie won’t 

show your 

iPhone as 

available to 

import clips from 

– only your Mac’s 

built-in camera. If 

that happens, 

unplug it and 

connect it again. 

iMovie should 

then detect it 

immediately.

iMovie on iOS lets you easily export your project so  
that you can continue to work on it on your Mac.  

There’s more 
in our app!

You’ll find a full step-by step  
video of this tutorial in  

the MacFormat  
iPad app

Maybe we don’t always 

realise it, but having a 

camera on your phone 

and a means of editing 

your clips on the go is truly 

revolutionary. No longer do you 

have to be at a desk to edit a movie; 

you can have it ready to share with 

your friends and family by the time 

you get home.

But editing with iMovie on 

iPhone, or even iPad, has its 

limitations. You have no effects at 

your disposal, a choice of only two 

transitions are available, you can’t 

speed up or slow down your 

footage, and frame-accurate editing 

is more often a case of luck than 

skill. It seems editing on the go, 

fantastic though it may be, is also 

somewhat imperfect.

So what do you do? Should you 

shun iMovie on your iOS device 

completely and remain tethered to 

your Mac for video editing?

It turns out you can actually have 

the best of both worlds. You can 

shoot and start the editing process 

on your phone, and if you feel too 

constrained by the limitations of 

that device, you can export your 

project and then open it up in 

iMovie on your Mac.

It isn’t entirely straightforward as 

all that, but rest assured the process 

is simple enough once you know 

what to do and how to get there. 

All you need to get started is a 

project in progress on your iPhone, 

iPod touch or iPad (for this tutorial 

we’ll be working on an iPhone, but 

the process is the same with any 

iOS device). Just make sure the 

version of iMovie on both your iOS 

device and your Mac is as up-to-

date as possible before starting the 

process, to avoid any potential 

compatibility glitches. Let’s get 

editing… Steve Paris

Use iMovie on iOS and OS X
Edit on your iPhone and finish on your Mac

You no longer have 
to be at a desk to 
edit a movie; you 
can have it ready 
by the time you  
get home
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5 Into iMovie for Mac
Double-click on your imported project to launch 

iMovie and convert it for that application. This can take a few 
minutes, depending on length and complexity. Once done, 
you can double-click your project and start editing it further. 
But where did the import put the rest of your footage?

7 The rest of the footage
Click on iMovie’s import button (or go to File > Import 

from Camera, or use ç+i) to reveal the videos contained 
in your iPhone’s camera roll. Unfortunately, iMovie doesn’t 
realise which clips were already included in the original 
import process, so you have to unselect them manually.

8 The final import
Once all your remaining clips are selected, click on 

‘Import Checked’. You then see the import sheet with the 
Event created in the original import session already selected 
(if it isn’t, choose it from ‘Add to existing Event’). After a few 
minutes, you’re ready to further your edit on your Mac.

3 A trip to iTunes
This should launch iTunes (if it doesn’t, click on its icon 

in the Dock). Click on the interface’s iPhone button (upper 
right), or if a sidebar is visible, select your iPhone from there. 
Select the Apps tab and scroll down to the File Sharing 
section. Click on iMovie to reveal your saved project. 

6 Limited import
Check your Event Library and you see a new event 

was created, bearing the name of your project. Within it are 
all the clips you used to create it. These are the full clips, not 
just the portions visible in your project. Any shot you didn’t 
use hasn’t been imported and is still only on your iPhone.

4 Drag and drop
To save it to your Mac, you can click on the ‘Save To’ 

button, lower right of the interface, or you could simply drag 
it from the list onto your Desktop or a folder of your choice. 
Once copied, you can delete it from your iPhone. To do this, 
select your project in iTunes, hit the ∂ key and confirm this.

MANY 
iPHONES

It’s possible 

to use a similar 

method if you 

want to transfer 

your project 

from one iOS 

device to 

another. 

Once the project 

is on your Mac, 

connect your 

other iOS device 

and drag the 

project onto 

iMovie’s File 

Sharing section 

in iTunes.

JARGON 
BUSTER

Original films 

were measured 

by length. There 

were 16 frames 

per foot of 

35mm film for 

roughly one 

second, hence 

the term 

‘footage’. This 

can now refer to 

any type of shot 

video, even 

those taken 

with iPhones.
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Light temperature, 

measured in kelvin, 

relates to its colour. 

When you take a 

photo with a digital camera, its 

processor balances the colours in 

the image so they’re accurate… or 

at least attempts to. 

DSLRs and high-end compacts 

have white balance settings to take 

account of your environment, or 

can be changed in post-processing.

Colour balance can go wrong for 

many reasons. Perhaps the lighting 

has caused everything to look 

yellow, in which case we need to 

increase the amount of blue in the 

image to compensate. Perhaps you 

are going to output a portrait on a 

medium that will add blue to the 

mix, and it’s important the sitter 

doesn’t look like the living dead.

For those serious about accurate 

colour, colour charts and grey cards 

are available that you photograph 

in the same environment as your 

photo shoot as a guide. Most of the 

time, though, you can do it by eye.

Aperture makes it easy to alter 

the white balance in your images, 

be it with a click of the Auto button 

or through sliders and menus. Here, 

we’ll go through these options and 

see the results. This process works 

for both jpeg and raw files, but as 

ever, shooting raw gives you more 

data to manipulate. Ian Evenden

Fix your photos’ white balance
Photos too yellow? Colour casts can be fixed with a click in Aperture

SKILL LEVEL
Take things further

IT WILL TAKE
15 minutes

YOU’LL NEED
Aperture 3,  

imported images

Daylight

1  This picture was 

taken in the shade 

of a tree, so a Daylight 

white balance setting 

results in a picture that’s 

a little yellow, although 

it hasn’t done a bad job 

on the tree.

Flash

2  The Flash setting 

gives us a slightly 

yellower image. Both 

the skin tones and the 

tree are yellowish – it 

could have been taken 

on a really sunny day.

Fluorescent

3  The Fluorescent 

lighting setting 

gets us a bluer image, 

which has worked well 

for a natural skin tone 

but made the tree 

look purple.

Tungsten

4  Bluest of all is 

Tungsten, which 

is balanced for the 

output of incandescent 

studio lights. The tree 

is strongly blue, and 

the skin tones would 

be worse.

QUICK LOOK  
WHITE BALANCE 

Aperture makes it 
easy to alter white 
balance with a click 
of the Auto button 
or manually by eye

1

2

3

4
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1 Kind of blue
Most of the time you can leave your 

camera on Auto White Balance and it will do a 
good job, but this is what you get if you take a 
photo outside with your camera set for tungsten 
studio lights. No one wants to be quite this blue, 
so we’ll use Aperture’s tools to fix the image.

4 Temperature slider
The top slider is for colour temperature. 

Auto adjustment has taken us into the 8000s, 
but going higher gives us a more natural result, 
adding back the brown of the tree bark and 
looking more like a spring day. Pushing this too 
far to the right makes your photo yellow.

6 Eyedropper
The eyedropper tool allows you to select 

a tiny area to act as a reference. The menu tells 
Aperture if this will be a skin tone or a neutral 
grey. As our photo has skin tones in it, selecting 
that option gives us an almost perfect result, 
with only minor tweaking to warm the image.

2 Effects menu
For a quick fix, the Effects menu on the 

left-hand side of the interface provides options 
for one-click editing. Its previews show what 
your image would look like with various white 
balance settings applied. None of them look 
quite right, however, so we’ll try other options.

5 Tint slider
The temperature slider has made a big 

difference, but the image is now a bit green, so 
we’ll use the Tint slider to add magenta to the 
image. This makes the skin look a lot healthier 
and the yellows in the model’s top have also 
become more accurate.

8 Be selective
If you’re happy with the background but 

want to adjust the subject, you can selectively 
add a white balance adjustment. Here, we’ve 
adjusted the image to match the background 
but are brushing it away from the model, using 
the Color Overlay to see where we’ve been.

7 What if…
So what happens if you tell Aperture a 

skin tone is in fact neutral grey? This skews the 
colour balance of the whole image, throwing 
out every other hue and undoing all our good 
work. This underlines the importance of having 
the correct option selected in the menu.

3 Auto adjustment
Clicking the Auto button gives us a 

reasonable approximation of natural skin tones. 
It perhaps looks a little pink, and the tree bark 
looks almost grey. This is a decent place to start, 
though. Select Temperature and Tint from the 
White Balance palette’s menu to fine-tune.

HOW TO | FIX AN IMAGE’S WHITE BALANCE

COFFEE BREAK
Buy a coffee. Drink it. Bin the 

cup, but keep the lid to use as 

a white balance target. Snap it 

in the lighting you’ll be taking 

pics in for a reading that 

can be copied to all shots.
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There are many ways 

you can jazz up an 

otherwise plain-

looking text 

document, including making use of 

a range of text sizes, styles and 

colours. But remembering the 

perfect combination that works well 

together can be tricky, given 

how many variables are involved. 

Instead, you can set up each 

combination of font, size and 

colour as a so-called ‘style’ in Word, 

meaning that you can instantly 

convert text into your chosen style 

with a single click of your mouse 

or trackpad. This process is called 

applying a style to your text.

Styles come in two main 

varieties: paragraph and character. 

Character styles, shown as an 

underlined a in the Styles toolbox 

(see below), contain details such as 

font, size and colour of specific 

letters you select. Paragraph styles, 

indicated by the ¶ symbol, can 

contain all the details that character 

styles do, but also include other 

options that control how the 

paragraph appears, like line spacing 

and indents. 

 When you’re creating styles, 

think about whether you’ll want to 

apply it to an entire paragraph of 

text or just to a few words or 

characters, and choose your style 

type accordingly. Laurence Cable

Apply different Styles in Word
Quickly format the text in your document using this great and useful feature

SKILL LEVEL
Intermediate

IT WILL TAKE
30 minutes

YOU’LL NEED
OS X 10.5.8 or later, 

Office for Mac 2011

The toolbox

1  To open the Styles 

toolbox, go to 

View > Styles (just 

beneath the ‘Toolbox’ 

heading). Keep it open. 

Current style

2  This bar shows 

what style has 

been applied to the 

currently selected text. 

Note the a symbol to 

the right here: this tells 

you it’s a character style 

and applies to a 

selection, not an 

entire paragraph.

List of styles

3  This list displays 

styles available; 

as you add more, they 

appear here. Click one to 

apply to selected text. 

Note: a and ¶ symbols.

Which styles?

4  As you add further 

styles to Word, 

your list can get quite 

long. Use this ‘List:’ 

drop-down menu to 

choose between viewing 

all your styles, just the 

ones currently in use, or 

various other options. 

QUICK LOOK  
STYLES TOOLBOX  

You can set each 
combination of 
font, colour and 
size as a style and 
apply it with a click

1

2

3

4
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1 Select your text
To apply a style, you first need to select 

some text. Click-and-drag, or double-click to 
select a word, ç-click to select a sentence, or 
triple-click to select a paragraph. Note that 
applying a paragraph style affects the entire 
paragraph, no matter how much of it is selected.

4 Your own styles
Want to create some styles of your own? 

The easiest way to do this is to manually format 
some text in your document, and then save this 
as a style. Select the text you’d like to change, 
then use the Font and Paragraph sections under 
Home in the top toolbar to format it.

7 Next paragraph
When you create a paragraph style, it’s 

useful to choose the style of the following text. 
If you create a paragraph style that you’re going 
to use for headings, you can ensure that as soon 
as you press ® to go to the next line, the 
‘Normal’ style (for example) applies again.

2 Ready-made styles
You find ready-made styles in the top 

toolbar under the Home tab. Each one shows a 
thumbnail of how the text appears. To see more 
styles, click the right-pointing arrow at the right-
hand end of the Styles bar. Click a style to apply 
it to your selected text.

5 Name your style
With your text still selected, go to View > 

Styles to open the Styles toolbox. Click the New 
Style… button. This is where you fine-tune the 
way your new style works. In the ‘Name:’ box, 
give it a title – ‘Red subtitle’, for example – which 
appears in the Styles list.

9 Using your styles
You’ see your new style appear in the 

Styles list (see the grab on the opposite page). 
Scroll down to find it – and if it doesn’t appear, 
set the ‘List:’ drop-down to All Styles. Now select 
your text as explained in Step 1, and click your 
style in the Styles list to apply it.

8 Ready to go
Under ’Style for following paragraph’, 

choose from the list. In the case where you’re 
going from a heading to regular text, choose 
Normal – unless you’ve already created another 
style you’d like applied. Now tick ‘Add to 
template’, click OK, and the style is ready to use.

3 Multiple styles
Try some different styles. Divide your 

document using headings, and give each an 
appropriate style. The rest of the text could be 
Normal, with certain words emphasised. It’s easy 
to turn a simple text document into something 
that’s much easier to read and more attractive.

HOW TO | WORK WITH STYLES IN WORD

6 Style type
Think about how you plan to use the 

style. Will it apply to one or two words within a 
larger block of text? If so, choose Character, tick 
‘Add to template’, click OK and go to Step 9. If 
you want it to be a Paragraph style, select this 
option but don’t click OK just yet.
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Formulas go to the heart of 

Microsoft Excel. They turn a 

blank worksheet into a 

powerful engine capable of 

calculating just about any figure you 

need. A formula can contain anything 

from basic arithmetic to a complex 

calculation using the contents of specific 

cells. In addition, Excel also boasts a large 

number of functions – predefined 

formulas that let you tap into Excel’s 

power without confusion.

All formulas are preceded by an 

equals sign. Once you type ‘=’ into a 

cell, Excel understands you’re entering a 

formula. If you’re performing multiple 

mathematical operations within a 

formula – for example, adding two 

figures and then multiplying a third – 

the multiplication and division are 

performed before any addition or 

subtraction. So, if you type ‘=1+2*5’ 

Excel will multiply 5 by 2 before adding 

1. To make Excel perform addition and 

subtraction before multiplication, you 

need to use brackets, so to get 15 in our 

example we would type ‘=(1+2)*5’.

Cell references
You can replace numbers in your 

formulas with cell references such as A1, 

B2 and so on. Type ‘=A1+A2’ into cell A3 

and it will add up whichever numbers 

you’ve entered into cells A1 and A2. 

You don’t have to type it all out. You 

can use the mouse if you prefer. Type ‘=’ 

into the cell you wish the result to 

appear in, then click the first cell you 

want to add, press the plus, minus, 

multiply or divide key, click the next 

cell and carry on until you’re done, 

pressing ® to finish. If your cells are 

scattered all over your workbook, you 

can scroll away from the active cell – 

it remains selected until you press the 

appropriate mathematical key.

You can also add up the contents of a 

group of cells by clicking on the first cell 

to select it, then either ß-clicking on 

the last cell in a group to select all the 

cells in that group, or ç-clicking on 

individual cells to select them.

It’s also possible to reference cells 

in other worksheets in your workbook 

too. Simply prefix the cell reference 

with the sheet name or number and 

an exclamation mark. For example, to 

add up cells A1 from Sheet1 and Sheet2 

in cell A2 of Sheet1, type 

‘=A1+Sheet2!A1’, or follow the 

instructions above, switching sheets and 

selecting the cell you wish from your 

second sheet before returning to the 

original sheet and pressing ®. 

By default, cell references are 

relative – to find out what this means, 

and how to make them absolute, refer 

to Step 3 in the Formulas and Functions 

guide on the opposite page.

Functions
The formulas we’ve used so far are great 

for basic maths, but Excel has advanced 

mathematical functions too. A function 

is basically a predefined formula, 

designed to simplify certain tasks such 

as adding up consecutive cells in a row 

or column (the =SUM function) or 

returning an average of selected cells 

(=AVERAGE).

To get started with functions, click 

the fx button next to the box you enter 

formulas into. The Formula Builder box 

appears, with a list of common 

functions you can pick from. Select 

one and you see a description of its 

syntax appear, plus a link for more help 

should you need it. 

The Formula Builder can go further, 

however. Double-click a function and an 

arguments box appears, allowing you to 

fill in the numbers, cells or cell ranges 

you wish to include in your calculation. 

Click the + button to add more 

numbers to the range – and keep an 

eye on the result, which should help 

you determine whether you’re going 

wrong anywhere. 

Once you’re happy with the formula, 

just close the Formula Builder, and you 

can move on to the next calculation or 

refine it manually using the Formula bar 

if you wish. Nick Peers

Use formulas in Excel
Perform calculations in Excel with the help of formulas and functions

You’ll find that Excel is 
bursting at the seams 
with advanced 
mathematical 
functions too

For a stress-free life, open one of Excel’s many finance templates to see pre-built formulas in action.

Excel’s Formula  
Builder can help you 
create whatever 
calculations you need.

SKILL LEVEL
Anyone can do it

IT WILL TAKE
15 minutes

YOU’LL NEED
OS X 10.5.8 or later, 

Office for Mac 2011
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1 The power of SUM
One of the most commonly used functions is =SUM. 

Its default syntax is =SUM(number1,number2…). Type 
‘=SUM(A1, A3)’ for example and it adds cells A1 and A3 
together, which is the same as typing =A1+A3. Where =SUM 
comes into its own, however, is when you want to add up a 
large group of consecutive rows or columns. If you type 
‘=SUM(A1:A10)’, for example, it adds up the contents of cells 
A1, A2, A3, all the way to A10.

2 Conditional formulas
A conditional formula tests certain parts of the 

formula for specific conditions before processing the 
calculation. For example, you can instruct your formula to 
either include or skip cells that have a number greater than, 
equal to or less than a specific figure. There are two functions 
to help you create conditional formulas. The simplest is 
SUMIF, which lets you apply a single condition to a 
calculation. Type ‘=SUMIF(A1:A5, “>100”)’ for example, and 
the function adds up only those cells that contain a number 
greater than 100 in them. For more complex conditional 
formulas, use the =IF command in conjunction with the 
Formula Builder.

3 Absolute vs relative
By default, all formulas in Excel are relative. This means 

they refer to the cells around them, and if you move or copy 
the formula to another cell, it changes to reflect the cells 
around its new position. For example, create the following 
formula in cell A5: ‘=SUM(A1:A4)’. If you copy cell A5 and 
paste it into cell B5, the formula changes to =SUM(B1:B4). 
Move it to cell C8, and it changes to =SUM(C4:C7).
 In most cases, this works perfectly. When you copy a 
formula from one cell to another you might want its 
references to reflect where the formula is now placed. But 
what happens when you don’t want the formula to change? 
You might wish to move or copy the formula to another cell. 
The answer is to make the formula’s references absolute. To 
do this, place a dollar sign ($) in front of the row and column 
reference, so ‘=SUM($A$1:$A$4)’ would always provide the 
totals of cells A1, A2, A3 and A4 regardless of where you 
moved or copied the formula around your spreadsheet.

It’s possible to provide mixed references – $A1 for example 
would always refer to column A, but the row number would 
change depending on where the formula was pasted 
to; similarly, A$5 would always refer to row 5, even though 
the column would change.

4 Paste formula results
It’s possible to copy a formula from one cell and then 

paste its result from that cell into a new cell as opposed to 
the formula itself. To do this, copy the formula in the usual 
way. Next click the destination cell, choose Edit > Paste 
Special, select Values and click OK.

5 Temporary calculations
You can quickly apply a formula to your selected 

cells without making it permanent. Select the cells, then 

check the Sum= figure at the bottom of the status bar, 
which reveals the total of all the cells when added together. 
Click æ next to this to perform different calculations: 
Average, Count, Count Nums, Max and Min are all 
supported in addition to Sum.

6 Name cells and formulas
If you frequently refer to specific cells, it can be easy to 

forget which cell reference to look for. Usefully, Excel lets you 
assign a name to a cell or cell range, which means you can 
either reference it directly or perform a calculation on it from 
another cell.
 There are two ways to define names in Excel. The first is to 
select a cell or group of cells, then enter a suitable name into 
the Name box (to the left of the fx box). The name is assigned 
an absolute cell reference that includes the sheet name – for 
example, Sheet1!$A$1.
 Alternatively, use the Define Name box (Insert > Name > 
Define), which is the best way to define a name for a formula 
with relative or absolute references, or to generate new 
names from a combination of existing ones. Just type the 
formula into the ‘Refers to:’ box, give it a suitable name and 
click OK. To use the formula, type ‘=name’ into the cell in 
question, replacing ‘name’ with your formula’s name.
 Use the Define Name box to update existing names, 
highlighting another advantage of using them: update the 
cell reference or formula here, and all of the references 
across your spreadsheet update automatically too, saving 
you the hassle of going through and locating and updating 
each one manually.

7 Select names quickly
Once you’ve set up a few named ranges, you can 

quickly select their cell or cells in one of two ways: either 
choose Edit > Go To and select from the list, or click the down 
arrow next to the Name box and select from there.

The SUM formula is one of the easiest formulas to grasp, but that doesn’t mean it isn’t useful.

HOW TO | GET MORE FROM FORMULAS AND FUNCTIONS
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PowerPoint presentations 

are made to be shared, and 

the Broadcast Show feature, 

new in PowerPoint 2011, 

adds a new way of doing so with the 

minimum of fuss and the maximum of 

convenience. As the name implies, you 

provide a live ‘broadcast’ of your 

presentation over the internet. You can 

use it for personal or business purposes. 

Perhaps you want to give family 

members a visual guide to go with your 

phone call about your recent holiday, or 

perhaps your long-distance conference 

call with colleagues would benefit from 

you showing them something visual. 

Broadcasts are non-interactive – 

you set up the presentation, send 

out invitations, then run through 

the presentation from your end, 

transmitting it live over the internet at a 

specific time and place. Your viewers can 

watch in real time, but they can’t interact 

with the slideshow. (If you want your 

audience to view a presentation in their 

own time, turn the page for how to 

create a web-based slideshow.)

There are further limitations. Your 

audience can’t see or hear embedded 

video and audio, any annotations you 

make to your slides aren’t transmitted, 

your audience won’t see any websites 

you visit by clicking links in the 

presentation, and there’s a choice of just 

one transition effect – fade. But for all 

these drawbacks, broadcasting your 

presentation is the quickest and simplest 

way to share a slideshow online. Read 

on to discover how. Nick Peers

Broadcast your presentations
Share your slideshows by broadcasting live over the internet

1 Prepare for broadcast
Your slideshow won’t broadcast embedded movies or 

audio. If you’ve included any, save a copy of your slideshow 
for broadcasting and strip them out. Add explanatory text 
where appropriate if you don’t plan to provide an audio 
narration via another medium (see the tip on the next page).

2 Test your broadcast
Switch to the ribbon’s Slide Show tab and use the 

tools to make your presentation ready for broadcast – the 
Rehearse tool can help you develop a script or notes should 
you plan to provide narration through another source, plus 
work out rough timings for how long your broadcast will last. 

HOW TO | BROADCAST A PRESENTATION

SKILL LEVEL
Anyone can do it

IT WILL TAKE
15 minutes

YOU’LL NEED
OS X 10.5.8 or later, 

Office for Mac 2011

DNS 
SETTINGS
PowerPoint 2011 

can’t connect to 

the broadcast 

server if you’re 

using custom 

DNS server 

settings. 

Remove this 

via Advanced > 

DNS in System 

Network 

Preferences; set 

“Configure IPv4” 

to Using DHCP.

There are limitations 
but broadcasting a 
presentation is the 
simplest way to share 
a slideshow online

If you’ve made a PowerPoint presentation of your holidays, you can share the show online.
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5 Send your invitations
You’re shown a link that your invitees need to click in 

order to view the broadcast through their web browser. You 
can send it via an email to multiple recipients, or click Copy 
Link to copy it to the clipboard for pasting into another 
medium, such as a Messages conversation. 

7 Start broadcast
Click Play Slide Show to start the broadcast, or Close if 

you plan to start it later, using the controls on the Home 
(Broadcast) tab of the ribbon. You can’t edit the presentation 
while in broadcast view, so start the presentation, which runs 
fullscreen, and control it with your mouse. 

8 Broadcast complete
Click on a slide to advance to the next part of your 

presentation, or use the playback controls at the bottom of 
the screen to access more options. When the presentation 
finishes, your viewers are left with the final slide until you 
click End (under Broadcast), so don’t leave them hanging!

3 Check connection settings
Two things to check before you attempt to broadcast: 

first go to Help > Check For Updates to ensure PowerPoint is 
up-to-date. Second, open Network System Preferences and 
verify that the DNS server details are greyed out, indicating 
they’ve been set by your ISP. See “DNS Settings” if they’re not. 

6 Viewing the broadcast
When your invitees click the web link, a new page or 

tab should open in their web browser with a blank, black 
screen. They can view the broadcast fullscreen by clicking 
View Full Screen, or simply wait for the broadcast to begin, at 
which point the presentation appears in the window. 

4 Set up broadcast
You’re ready to begin. Click Broadcast Show on the 

ribbon’s Slide Show tab. Leave “PowerPoint Broadcast Service” 
selected and click Connect… When prompted, enter your 
Windows Live ID and password, then click Sign In and wait 
for the broadcast to be prepared. It can take a little time.

PROVIDE 
AUDIO

You can’t 

transmit audio 

through 

PowerPoint’s 

Broadcast 

feature, but if 

you’re using 

Skype you could 

set up a Skype 

conference call 

to your 

audience, then 

use Skype’s 

screen-sharing 

feature to 

broadcast your 

presentation full-

screen instead.

JARGON 
BUSTER

DNS: Domain 

Name Servers 

translate web 

addresses into 

their actual 

numeric public 

IP (Internet 

Protocol) 

addresses.

ISP: Internet 

Service Provider, 

the company 

that provides 

your internet 

connection.
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Macs let you more easily 

complete complex tasks, 

organise your day, and to 

work on many things at 

once, without requiring a huge 

workspace. However, as computers 

become more powerful, we do more 

with them. This then leads to a deluge 

of files, folders and software to deal 

with. Spotlight was supposed to be the 

solution for finding things, but it has 

shortcomings. It’s sluggish and too easy 

to click on the wrong thing as the 

results list abruptly reorders, leading to 

errors like launching an obscure system 

file rather than a document.

Quicksilver (qsapp.com) is a free 

alternative that’s faster than 

Spotlight and far more extensible. 

Its three-pane interface uses an 

object/action/argument workflow, 

which is explored in the walkthrough.

The various tasks we perform are 

quite specific, but the general principles 

can be applied to countless other 

actions. For example, choose a folder as 

your object, ‘Move To’ as the action, and 

a destination as your argument, and 

you’ve performed file management 

without using Finder. Similarly, you can 

select a document, use ‘Open With’ as 

the action, and choose an app as the 

argument. With practice, you’ll be faster 

using Quicksilver and your keyboard 

than Finder, other apps and a mouse. 

And with Quicksilver being a pop-over 

window, you never need to fully switch 

away from your current work to perform 

a quick task. Craig Grannell

Find your stuff quickly
Use Quicksilver to easily find and launch your Mac apps, files and more

1 Launch an object
Activate Quicksilver with ≈+Space. Type ‘Mail’. The 

Mail icon appears in the object pane, with Open as the 
default action. Tap ® to launch Mail. (If already open, Mail is 
simply brought to the front.) You needn’t type a whole name 
– try typing ‘Sa’, which should load Safari as the object. 

2 Access alternatives
If several object names begin with the same letters, it’s 

quicker to use the results list than type out a name in full. 
Type ‘Ca’. This shows Calendar, but press æ for the list. Now 
navigate to Calculator and launch it. Over time, Quicksilver 
learns your abbreviation preferences. 

HOW TO | BE EFFICIENT WITH QUICKSILVER

SKILL LEVEL
Could be tricky

IT WILL TAKE
15 minutes

YOU’LL NEED
Quicksilver, iTunes, 

Mail, Contacts

ESCAPE 
MISTAKES

If you make an 

error when 

typing into 

Quicksilver, 

simply wait and 

it disappears. 

Alternatively, 

press œ and 

your search 

string is deleted. 

A second prod of 

the œ key 

dismisses the 

window entirely. 

You’ll be faster  
using Quicksilver  
and your keyboard 
than Finder, other 
apps and a mouse 

Thanks to Quicksilver’s pop-over command window, you never need to switch away from your current task.
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5 Amend the catalogue
Quicksilver won’t catalogue your entire Mac – this 

keeps things fast. To add custom folders, activate Quicksilver 
and use ç+, to open the preferences. Click Catalog, then 
the + button, then File & Folder Scanner. Select a folder and 
click Open to add it to your catalogue.

7 Use an argument
Install the Apple Mail and Contacts plug-ins. We’ll use 

the argument pane to send a document to someone. 
Activate Quicksilver, select a file, tab to the action pane and 
type ‘em’. Select the email option. Tab to the arguments pane, 
type to select a name, and press ® to compose the email.

8 Create a shortcut
For launching, it’s also possible to define system-wide 

shortcuts. In the preferences, select Triggers. Click + and 
select Hot Key. In the top pane of the drop-down dialog, type 
‘Ca’ and select Calendar. Click Save. Double-click None under 
Trigger, and then in the ‘Hot Key’ field define your shortcut. 

3 Launch multiple items
Spotlight can only launch one thing at a time, but 

Quicksilver can launch several. Load an app into the object 
pane but instead of pressing ®, press ,. This places the 
object on the shelf. Repeat with a few more apps and then 
tap ® to launch them all at once.

6 Install a plug-in
You can extend Quicksilver’s capabilities with plug-ins. 

In the preferences, click Plugins. Check iTunes to install the 
iTunes plug-in. Activate Quicksilver, type ‘it’ to bring up 
iTunes, then press ‘. You can now explore your iTunes 
library along with playing tracks and playlists. 

4 Perform a different action
To perform an action other than Open on a selected 

object, tab to the action pane. You can then start typing or 
use æ to access the results list, which itself can be filtered by 
further typing. For example, ‘rev’ would get you Reveal; 
pressing ® would then reveal the object in Finder. 

SEARCH 
ONLINE

Install the Web 

Search plug-in 

and you 

can perform 

searches from 

Quicksilver. In 

the object pane, 

press . and 

then type your 

search term. In 

actions, use ‘Find 

with’ (‘fi’ will be 

enough to 

access it) and 

choose a search 

engine in the 

arguments pane.

JARGON 
BUSTER
Catalog: Refers 

to everything 

Quicksilver scans 

on your Mac. This 

can be fine-

tuned, via the 

Catalog section 

of the 

preferences. 

Items can be 

turned on and 

off, and you can 

change the 

rescan period 

using the menu. 
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For most of us, most of the 

time, iCloud is a little piece 

of heaven. It lets you 

seamlessly sync your Macs 

with all your iOS devices, making it easy 

to stay up to date in with emails, 

Calendar events, Reminders, Messages 

and documents wherever you are or 

whatever device you’re using. But iCloud 

isn’t without its frustrations. Because 

using iCloud means playing by Apple’s 

rules, there are some niggles that are 

hard to overcome – unless you take 

advantage of the fixes in this tutorial.

One of the things you will no doubt 

have noticed is that apps like Pages, 

Keynote and Numbers default to iCloud 

when you want to save them. That’s fine 

if you actually want to do that, but if you 

don’t use iCloud that often, it can be 

annoying. One of the quickest fixes 

we’ve come across is to use a Terminal 

command to change the default saving 

behaviour. If you’re nervous about using 

Terminal, there are some other options 

we’ll come to in a moment, but don’t 

worry; this fix is easy to do. Go to 

Applications > Utilities and double-click 

on Terminal to launch it, then type ‘login’ 

at the system prompt. At the ‘login’ 

prompt, type in your username and hit 

®, then enter your usual password at 

the <password> prompt. Now type: 

defaults write 
NSGlobalDomain 
NSDocumentSaveNewDocuments 
ToCloud -bool false all on one 

line, press ® and logout. Voila! Next 

time you try saving a document, saving 

it to your Mac is the default instead. To 

reverse the change at any time, login to 

Terminal again and type defaults 
write NSGlobalDomain 
NSDocumentSaveNew 
DocumentsToCloud -bool 
true and saving documents in 

Mountain Lion returns to its default.

Another way the Terminal can come 

in handy is when you want to manage 

the files that are stored in iCloud. 

Although Apple normally hides this 

information from you, it can be useful to 

access it if you want iCloud to work 

more like Dropbox, for seamless syncing 

of files on your Mac with their cloud-

based equivalent. To do this, open 

Terminal and login as before, then at the 

system prompt type: ln -s ~/
Library/Mobile\ Documents 
~/Desktop/SyncFolder – and a 

SyncFolder alias now automatically 

appears on your desktop. Select it and 

you’ll now see a folder called Mobile 

Documents. Click on it and you can see 

all the files you have stored in iCloud. 

Inevitably these include some files and 

folders you wouldn’t normally expect to 

see, like game saves, emails, photos and 

other stuff, but you should also now see 

folders called names like ‘com-apple-

Keynote’, ‘com-apple-Numbers’ and 

‘com-apple-Pages’. Select any of these 

and you also see a folder called 

Documents – these contain all the 

relevant files you have currently saved 

to iCloud. You should now be able to 

move files you want to synchronise with 

iCloud straight to the relevant folder. 

You should also be able to move 

individual documents too.

Remember we said there were 

alternatives to using the Terminal for 

some of these options? Plain Cloud (free, 

bit.ly/ZhLPXM) gives you access to your 

iCloud files in a similar fashion to the 

above, albeit in a slightly more user-

friendly way. 

Cloud Mate ($6.99, rwe-uk.com/app/

cloud-mate) goes much further, letting 

you seamlessly drag and drop files 

between iCloud and your Mac. One of 

the options Cloud Mate offers is the 

ability to manage your Photo Stream 

files without having to open iPhoto, but 

you can easily do that yourself from the 

Finder using Saved Searches – find out 

how opposite. We’ll also offer some 

other useful iCloud tips and tricks. 

Rob Mead-Green

Solve iCloud problems
Take control of document saves, Photo Stream and other annoyances

Some niggles in 
iCloud are hard to 
overcome – unless 
you take advantage 
of these handy fixes

Mountain Lion stores your documents in iCloud: you can change this with a simple Terminal command.

You don’t need to use 
iPhoto to manage your 
iPhoto Stream – just a 
little know-how and a 
Saved Search instead.

SKILL LEVEL
Take things further

IT WILL TAKE
30 minutes to 3 hours

YOU’LL NEED
OS X Mountain Lion, 

an iCloud account, 

iTunes
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1 Manage your Photo Stream
You can manage your Photo Stream without using 

iPhoto, but you first need access to your account’s Library 
folder, which is hidden by default in Mountain Lion. To make 
it appear, select Go from the top menu bar and then press 
the å key. When your Library folder appears, select it, and 
then drag it to the Finder’s sidebar. From the sidebar, go to 
Library > Application Support > iLifeAssetManagement > 
Assets > Sub. You now see dozens of folders with confusing 
alphanumeric names. In the Finder window, type ‘.jpg’ into 
the search bar to see all the appropriately named files in your 
Photo Stream, then select ‘+’. From the submenu that 
appears, choose ‘Kind’ is ‘Image’, then hit the Save button. 
Choose a suitable name for your search, then make sure Add 
To Sidebar is selected. You should now see a Saved Search in 
the sidebar containing all your Photo Stream JPG files. You 
can create similar saved searches for other files. Just as with 
the Sync Folder you created before, you now have access to 
the Photo Stream files you’ve added using your iOS device 
without having to open iPhoto to see them.

2 Back up your iOS devices
One of the many virtues of iCloud is you can use it to 

create a remote backup of all the files on your iPad, iPhone 
and so on. To use it you will, of course, need an iCloud 
account, access to a Wi-Fi network and have your iOS device’s 
mains power cable to hand. To enable iCloud backups on 
your iPhone, go to Settings > iCloud > Storage & Backup, 
scroll down to the Backup section and then slide the iCloud 
Backup switch to ‘On’. While backing up all your iOS devices 
to iCloud is a good thing to do, it also leaves you without a 
local backup – something you may need if you can’t get Wi-Fi 
access and need to restore your phone.

To create a local backup, connect your iOS device to your 
Mac using its USB cable, open iTunes and select it from the 
iOS devices list that appears in the top-right corner of iTunes’ 
main menu. Head to the Summary page and you see a 
‘Backups’ option. Under ‘Automatically Back Up’ you notice 
that iCloud is selected by default. To back up your device to 
your Mac, switch to the ‘This Computer’ option and sync as 
normal. To encrypt your backup, check the Encrypt iPhone 
Backup checkbox below and create a password. Switch back 
to ‘iCloud’ backup again in iTunes and you now have a 
backup of your iOS device in the cloud and on your Mac.

3 Wireless sync using iTunes
Another way to back up your iOS device on your Mac 

is to enable wireless syncing. You need to hook your iOS 
device up to your Mac again and select the Summary page 
for your device, but this time, scroll down to the Options 
panel and make sure ‘Automatically sync when this phone is 
connected’ and ‘Sync this iPhone over Wi-Fi’ checkboxes are 
checked. To double-check that it’s working on your iOS 
device, go to Settings > General > iTunes Wi-Fi Sync. You can 
also wirelessly sync with your iOS device with iTunes 
manually, by selecting the Sync Now button.

4 Reset iCloud’s data
iCloud’s pretty good at keeping all your data in sync 

on your Mac and other iOS devices, but occasionally it can 
get out of whack. When things do go awry, iCloud is pretty 
good at telling you that something is wrong: a dialog box 
pops up and asks you which version of a particular contact, 
diary entry, and so on is most up to date and then corrects 
itself, but if iCloud keeps throwing up lots of problems, the 
answer may be to reset what’s stored in iCloud to begin with.

The only way to start again is to delete all the data you 
have stored in iCloud and then resync from a local backup. 
The first thing to do is a full backup of your Mac using Time 
Machine, then delete your iCloud accounts from all your 
devices – including your Mac – and then delete all the 
associated data when prompted. Scary? Don’t worry; you’ll 
soon get it back. Now restore Contacts, Calendar, Mail and 
any other data you want to keep using your Time Machine 
backup; then login to your iCloud account again on your 
Mac. iCloud should now repopulate itself with all the 
Contacts and other data you’ve chosen to restore. Once 
done, login to iCloud on your devices and iCloud pushes that 
data to all of them. If you forget to resync any data you need, 
return to your Time Machine backup and fetch it again.

Plain Cloud is a free utility for OS X, giving you easy access to all the documents and files stored on iCloud.

Recurring problems with iCloud? Delete the data and start all over again.

HOW TO | FIX NIGGLES IN iCLOUD

JARGON 
BUSTER

iLifeAsset 
Management: 

A folder on your 

Mac where a 

local copy of 

your iCloud data 

is kept. It’s stored 

inside your 

Library > 

Application 

Support folder. 

Since your 

Library folder is 

normally hidden, 

you need to 

unhide it. To do 

that select Go 

from the top 

menu bar and 

press å to make 

it visible.
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The GoodReader app for 

iOS has made itself 

indispensable as a robust 

means of reading and 

previewing files on our devices. And it 

lets you perform actions that Apple’s 

own apps aren’t capable of.

In this tutorial, we cover how to deal 

with zip archives. On iOS devices, Mail 

cannot open these and there’s no 

system-wide utility for unzipping, nor is 

there a file system for seeing what’s 

inside, collating files and making a new 

archive. GoodReader can do all these 

things, as well as email files or upload 

them to online services. If you regularly 

download archives from the web, it’s 

worth checking out GoodReader’s Web 

Downloads panel. Here, you can enter a 

URL and download into the app, 

whereupon you can extract, preview 

and send on files. Craig Grannell

Manage zip archives on iPad
Explore archives with GoodReader, and create ones of your own

1 Import into GoodReader
When you receive a zip archive in an 

email, it displays as an attachment, showing its 
name and file size; however, Mail can do 
nothing further with this file. Tap the icon to see 
a list of apps that claim to support that file type, 
including GoodReader. Tap ‘Open in 
GoodReader’ and the app launches, with your 
archive imported. Tap on the archive and you’re 
asked whether you want to unzip it. 

2 Unpack and explore
Tap the Unzip button and your archive is 

unpacked. Once GoodReader is finished, you 
see a folder with the same name as the archive. 
Tap to access the folder. If the archive was 
created on a Mac, you might have two folders 
within – one with the name of your archive and 
‘_MACOSX’. The latter contains metadata and 
can be deleted by swiping across the folder’s 
row and tapping Delete.

3 Preview documents
GoodReader supports many file types, 

including PDF, text documents, Office and iWork 
documents, images, audio and video. To 
preview a file within the app, tap it. If your folder 
contains images, tap one and GoodReader loads 
them into a slideshow, which can be played 
using the controls at the foot of the screen or 
manually worked through by swiping. To delete 
a file, swipe and delete as before.

HOW TO | EXPLORE YOUR ARCHIVES

SKILL LEVEL
Anyone can do it

IT WILL TAKE
10 minutes

YOU’LL NEED
GoodReader for iPad, 

web connection, 

email account, 

Dropbox account 

(optional)

GoodReader allows you to work with zip archives on your iOS device: preview, extract, and more…
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1 Compose an email
You can use GoodReader to email files. 

Ensure the Manage Files panel is open and tap 
Manage Files to activate the selection buttons. 
(Or, tap-hold a file for it to be selected.) Tap any 
file to add it to your selection; a second tap 
deselects. You can then tap the email button to 
compose and send an email. On slower 
connections or where the recipient would like 
an archive, it’s better to create another zip.

1 Supported connections
Although you can use the ‘New Folder’ 

and ‘Move’ features to manage files within 
GoodReader, the app is best used for temporary 
storage and file management. Should you wish 
to permanently store documents, it’s best to use 
a solution accessible from any device – 
GoodReader supports several. Open Connect to 
Servers and tap Add to see the full list. We’re 
now going to set up a Dropbox connection.

2 Create a custom archive
Tap Manage Files to enable the selection 

buttons, and choose the files you’d like to 
include in your archive. Tap the Zip button in the 
Manage Files panel and a new archive is created, 
called Archive.zip. Tap this archive and then 
Rename. Type a new name then tap OK. With the 
selection buttons still active, select your new 
archive and then ‘E-Mail’, remembering to update 
the subject and text before sending it.

2 Connect to Dropbox
Tap on Dropbox and give the connection 

a title, and tap Add. The account is added to 
‘Connect to Servers’. Select the account and you 
get a login dialog. Enter your Dropbox 
username and password and tap Sign In. Your 
Dropbox folders are displayed and can be 
navigated by pressing the arrow buttons at the 
side of each row. Items can be selected, 
downloaded and synced, if you wish. Tap Close.

3 Manage your files
If you want to check an archive before 

sending it, go to Manage Files, tap New Folder 
and name it. Select some documents and tap 
Copy or Move, depending on whether you want 
to duplicate them or move them. In the file 
dialog that appears, navigate into your recently 
created folder and tap ‘Copy [n] items here’. Tap 
Done and explore your new folder. This can be 
archived and emailed as per Step 2.

3 Upload some content
Tap-hold a file in GoodReader to bring up 

selection buttons and tap Upload in Manage 
Files. The Dropbox panel opens. Tap Upload to 
upload to Dropbox. Or, use the arrows to 
navigate to a save location and tap Upload. If 
you want to use your iPad to amend where 
you’ve stored something, use the Dropbox app. 
Tap the tick button, select your file(s), tap Move, 
select a destination, and tap Choose.

HOW TO | SEND FILES AND CREATE NEW ARCHIVES

HOW TO | SET UP A SERVER CONNECTION
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clubmac.ie oxmug.org the caddy with a new item of high Store, I found they could not help 

quality from Other World Computing power it on and therefore tried to 
Cork University College, Cork South Essex MUG, Wickford, Essex (OWC at macsales.com) and this change it for me. Just 15 minutes later 
d.murphy@cs.ucc.ie chairman@seal-apple.co.uk released the full potential, with read I was alarmed to find out that the ucc.ie/mug seal-apple.co.uk

speeds now at 900MB/s. system would not allow the iPad to 
Cumbria Mac Enthusiasts, South Wales MUG, Cardiff Boot time is just a few seconds, a be exchanged as it was a Canadian 
Barrow-in-Furness swmug@applewiz.biz virtual machine resume is instant, model and I would have to call 
contact@macenthusiasts.co.uk swmug.org.uk large files open fast and transfers are Canadian customer care to find a 
macenthusiasts.co.uk

effortless. Trim was enabled using solution. The Canadian customer Stroud Mac User Group, Stroud
Deaf Mac Users – website group jmuy@aol.com chameleon SSD and now my care number will not let you call from 
for the hard of hearing MacBook Pro i7 2.9GHz with 16GB outside of Canada!
nick@sturley.co.uk Suffolk Mac User Group, Ipswich RAM is about as fast as I can make it! I was therefore left with no other 
tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/deaf- mike@mikekwasniak.co.uk
macs/ suffolkmacusergroup.co.uk An SSD update is a worthwhile option than to email Tim Cook 

speed boost, even if using an SSD for (massive shot in the dark)! However I 
Edinburgh MUG, Edinburgh Surrey MUG, Surrey the OS and the original mechanical got a phone call back from someone 
admin@edmug.org.uk monigmagr@mac.com drive in a caddy for user data. I’m who works directly under Tim Cook 
edmug.org.uk surreymug.wordpress.com sure this will extend the life of many in Executive Relations. I was 
Exeter MUG, Exeter Three Counties MUG Luton, MacBooks, Pros and iMacs across astounded to learn that my only 
examug@mac.com Bedfordshire your reader base. I have been asked option was to return my iPad to the 
examug.org.uk info@3cmug.co.uk about loss of data by a friend – it’s not shop it was bought from (in Canada) 

3cmug.co.uk really different to a single drive myself or send it to someone who Fife MUG, Fife
johnvandieken@gmail.com Wessex MUGs Fareham, system, and if anything it encourages could. On top of this it would only be 
famus.co.uk Dorchester, Bournemouth  regular backups and housekeeping. swapped for a service replacement... 

& Salisbury So thanks for the article. Perhaps not a new iPad even though the 
Harlech MUG, South Snowdonia enquiries@wamug.org.uk you could offer another one on how original had never been used/
ian@climb8.com wamug.org.uk

to migrate the data or configure the powered on – it was faulty straight 
London MUG, London Yorkshire MUG new system. Great magazine – it’s the out the box! I could not even send the 
secretary@lmug.org Doncaster & other towns first one that I decided move wholly iPad to the store to have it replaced as 
lmug.org.uk ymug@mactalk.info to iPad from printed media. the Canadian store cannot send items 

ymug.org
Simon Dealtrey outside of Canada! 
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I even had a Genius Bar member 
put it in writing that the iPad was 
faulty – I might add the member also 
agreed with me that the existing 
system to replace this faulty Apple 
product is terrible.

I think people should be made 
aware that not all Apple products are 
worldwide as they are sometimes 

portrayed to be… and that if you do 
buy a product abroad check it works 
before leaving the store!
James Correia

 
Paul Blachford says: Thanks for 

relaying your story, James. It’s 

tempting to buy Apple gear when 

you’re overseas because of the perceived 

Send the best of your iPhone shots to photos@macformat.com

Photo ace 16-year-old Ash Beardmore 
impressed us no end with these iPhone 

shots of locations from around the world.

savings, especially when Apple is often 

unfairly criticised for marking up its UK 

prices (criticisms which tend not to take into 

account shipping costs, fluctuating 

exchange rates and tax duty.) As with any 

electronic product however, we’d be wary to 

buy overseas without looking into the sale 

terms and conditions specific to that 

country or region beforehand.
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octor Gary Allen needs 

that little bit more from 

his Mac. As a multiple 

sclerosis sufferer, he spends a lot of 

time working from his bed, but he 

still holds down two jobs. The latest 

iMac is perfect for his needs. “Living 

with progressive MS definitely 

introduces its share of challenges,” 

he explains. “My wonderful iMac is 

light enough to use on an over-bed 

table, yet powerful enough for work 

and a few games.”

And that’s not the only reason he 

switched from Windows a couple of 

years ago. “My hands tend to 

tremble, so for years I haven’t been 

able to use a laptop trackpad, 

whereas the Apple Magic Trackpad 

is large enough and can be 

configured to ‘cope’ with me,” he 

says. “Siri on my iPhone and iPad 

can be helpful when the multiple 

sclerosis is being especially tricky 

too.” Dr Allen’s Trackpad is 

supplemented by a Kensington Pro 

trackball. “When my hands get 

weak, using the big left and right 

buttons can be easier than clicking 

the Trackpad, and the big ball is 

easier to roll around than a mouse.”

Dr Allen uses his Mac for both his 

jobs. “By day, I’m a Senior Policy 

Officer at Griffith University, where I 

develop training and resources for 

our research students, supervisors 

and other researchers,” he says. “I’m 

also a member of a national 

research ethics committee. The 

gorgeous 27-inch display is perfect 

for my needs, allowing me to have 

full-sized windows side by side, and 

it can easily handle all the work I 

throw at it.”

“By night I do web/email 

consultancy work for a few clients. 

The clarity and colour of the iMac 

screen is perfect. It’s great for 

Adobe Creative Suite CS6, and 

Windows for the few old Windows-

only programs I still use.” Dr Allen’s 

most used software packages are 

CS6 and Microsoft Office, but he’s 

also fond of apps that bolt on to 

the operating system. “But my 

favourite apps are Hyperdock, 

XtraFinder, Blotter, Divvy, iStat Menu 

and Hazel, because together with 

OS X, they supercharge my 

productivity,” he says.

So what’s your next Apple 

purchase? “I hope to buy the next-

generation iPad,” he says. “I’ve 

skipped two refreshes, so credit 

card (and the missus) willing, I’d 

love to get the next update.”

“The 27-inch display 
is perfect for my 
needs; I can have 
full-size windows 
side by side”

PROFILE
Name

Dr Gary Allen
Occupation
Senior Policy 

Officer and Web/
Email Consultant

Been using  
a Mac for
Two years
Hardware

Late 2012 iMac
Software

Hyperdock, 
XtraFinder, Blotter 

and Divvy

MacFormat readers  
share their beloved setups

iMac

1  Gary owns a late 2012 27-inch 

iMac, with a 3.4GHz Intel Core i7 

processor, an SSD and 16GB of RAM. It’s 

ideal for his needs, as it’s light enough 

to use on an over-bed table.

Kensington Pro trackball

2  He uses a Magic Trackpad 90% of 

the time, but on bad days, when 

his hands are weak, the buttons and ball 

make this trackball a better choice.

miniStack MAX

3  This four-in-one storage solution 

has an integrated SD card reader 

(SDXC), a Blu-ray/CD/DVD optical drive, a 

1TB hard drive and a USB hub.

Over-bed table

4  This table was built for Dr Allen by 

Brisbane firm ITC. It can be used 

over his bed, but can also take the 

weight of his iMac and peripherals.

1

2

3

4

ENTER  
AND WIN! 

Email pictures of your setup  
to letters@macformat.com and 

you could win a a Belkin 
Conserve Switch.



Competition

Win a MacBook Air and two 
superb Literature and Latte apps

And there are ten app bundles for the runners-up
ere at MacFormat, we love Literature To celebrate the launch of Scapple, Literature The Question
and Latte. The Truro-based and Latte has given us some excellent For a chance to win one of these excellent 
developer’s Scrivener application is competition prizes. One lucky winner takes prizes, just answer this question:

the ultimate word processor for long-form home an 11-inch MacBook Air, and copies of 
writing (every journalist and writer should have Scapple and Scrivener. Ten runners-up get the Where is Scapple and Scrivener developer 
a copy of this wee gem), and now they’ve two applications. Literature and Latte based?
released a superb mind manager too. Scapple A) Truro, Cornwall
is easy to use, but it has a power that belies its For more information on Scapple,  

B) Birmingham, West Midlands
simplicity. It’s excellent for making notes and Scrivener and Literature and Latte, go  

C) Portland, Oregonmapping the connections between them, and to literatureandlatte.com.
you can even drag your notes directly into 
Scrivener – see page 94. Read all about it at 
literatureandlatte.com/scapple.php.

HOW TO ENTER
�  To enter, text LATTE, followed by a space 

and then your answer (A, B or C), another 

space, then your name and address to 87474. 

Alternatively enter at futurecompetitions.

com/latte. 

�  For full terms and conditions, go to 

futurecompetitions.com/latte. By sending 

your entry, you agree to these competition 

rules and confirm you are happy to receive 

details of future offers and promotions from 

Future Publishing Limited and carefully 

selected third parties. 

�  If you do not wish to receive information 

relating to future offers and promotions, 

please include the words NO INFO at the end 

of your text message. 

�  Texts will be charged at £1 plus your 

standard network tariff rate.  

� This competition closes on 18 August 

2013. Over 18, GB residents only.

PRIZES 
WORTH 

The 11-inch MacBook Air OVER 
is the perfect Mac for £1,300!
working on the go.
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T
he chances are as a Mac user you do 
most of your browsing in Safari. It is, 
after all, a great browser, and the one 

that comes integrated into OS X, ready and 
waiting in the Dock to be fired up with every 
new Mac. It was first developed as a stripped-
down alternative to the slow and bloated 
browsers of a decade ago. Believe it or not, 
Apple used to bundle internet Explorer with 
OS X as far as Mac OS X 10.2 but then gradually 
phased it out, and Safari became the system 
default browser with Mac OS X 10.3. 

There are some good reasons for using 
Safari: it’s lightweight, quick and has hooks 
deep into the operating system. It’s pretty 
great at supporting new technologies like 
HTML5 and can take advantage of Apple’s 
increasingly ambitious iCloud syncing features 
like iCloud tabs and soon, passwords too. It has 
been developed over the years to support 
extensions and notifications and of course 

mobile Safari on iOS enjoys an impressively 
high global share of web traffic. 

So if all this is true, why would you consider 
an alternative? Part of Safari’s appeal is that it is 
simple and uncluttered, but this also means 
that it lacks some of the features that other 
browsers can offer. Power users in particular 
like to customise and supercharge their 
browsing experience, going far beyond simple 
browsing to get more features and work more 
quickly. Developers need to check that the 
sites they are building will work across a range 
of browsers and platforms, and sometimes, 
despite Apple’s assurances to the contrary, 
certain sites just work better in a browser other 
than Safari.

Browsing for more choice 
The good news is that in recent years most 
competing browsers have upped their 
game considerably, and relative newcomers 

such as Chrome and the more venerable 
Firefox offer real alternatives to Safari. There 
are a huge number of extensions available for 
these browsers so you can install add-ons to 
do things like use proxies to view content that 
is otherwise unavailable in your country, or 
blog or tweet straight from whatever window 
you happen to have open. They can be heavily 
customised, give you advanced bookmark 
management, download management and 
RSS feeds. Many non-Apple browsers now also 
let you sync data between your various devices 
using their own systems rather than iCloud. 

Third-party developers such as Mozilla and 
Google (which makes Chrome), don’t have to 
stick to Apple’s release schedules or strategy, 
so they are free to add features and change 
things that Apple might be more reluctant 
to do with Safari. Indeed, Apple doesn’t 
really change Safari very frequently at all 
when it comes to adding features, 

Words: Hollin Jones

Safari’s great, but you should consider a different browser; here’s why!

Battle of  
the browsers
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Your window onto the web 
shapes the experience you 
have of it. Time to try a 
different brand of browser?

preferring to fix security issues and tinker under 
the hood, like we will see in OS X Mavericks 
with the new power-saving technology that 
should reduce the CPU impact of browsing 
with multiple tabs. 

So if you’re looking for stuff that Safari 
doesn’t do, there’s a good chance that Chrome, 
Firefox, Opera or an alternative iOS browser 
may well hold the answer. Extensions are 
particularly useful but there’s other stuff that 
each one does differently, plus some people 
just like the way a particular browser looks or 
feels. There’s nothing to stop you using several 
browsers: perhaps you like to use one for work 
and one for leisure. 

Browsing using Safari on iOS is substantially 
more limited than it is on OS X but here still 
you can power things up by installing a third-
party browser, some of which have really useful 
features not found in Safari, such as ad 
blocking, download and file management, 

data compression, Flash support, plug-
ins and the ability to report as different 
browsers, which is handy for controlling the 
way sites are presented to you. Apple hasn’t yet 
made it possible to change the default browser 
on iOS, so links from mails and suchlike will still 
open up in Safari, but this can be easily worked 
around by copying and pasting links instead of 
tapping on them. 

Do it your way
We spend so much time using websites for so 
many different things in our personal and 
working lives that if there’s something you 
could be doing faster or more efficiently, or if 
you’ve always wished something would work 
slightly differently, there’s no reason not to 
check out the alternatives to Safari. The 
chances are that at least one of them will hold 
the key to smoother surfing. Here’s a look at 
what else you could be accessing the web with.

There are a few other browsers that 

you might want to look at in addition to 

those we'll focus on here. Internet 

Explorer no longer has a Mac version but 

you can run it natively in Windows either 

using Boot Camp on your Mac or a 

virtualisation app such as VMware 

Fusion or Parallels Desktop. You may 

still occasionally come across the odd 

website that requires IE, but it’s more 

likely that web designers and developers 

testing their sites will need to be able to 

open them in it to check that everything 

works as expected. You will need a 

Windows license but not an actual PC to 

do this. Omniweb is free from 

omnigroup.com and has some great 

features like thumbnail tabs and 

workspaces. Rockmelt is a unique 

browser based around social media, 

integrating news and friend feeds 

directly into your main view. 

EVEN MORE 
OPTIONS
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Google Chrome
Google’s browser may be young but it’s quickly gone to the top of the class… 

C onsidering Google hasn’t been around 
for all that long, it’s now one of the 
biggest tech companies in the world. It 

didn’t rest on its laurels, and after developing 
the first search engine that actually worked in 
a way that people wanted, it began to move 
into making software. It gives the vast majority 
of this away for free, and funds it all by selling 
advertising targeted to users based on the 
information it gathers about them. Being an 
almost entirely web-based company, it makes 
sense that Google would have developed its 
own browser rather than relying on its two 
main competitors – Apple and Microsoft – or 
the plethora of smaller browser developers, to 
make something as important as the container 
inside which all its services run. 

New kid on the block
Chrome hasn’t been around very long but has 
quickly become popular, due to the fact it’s an 
excellent browser. On the Mac it offers some 
different features than Safari, and on Windows 
many people install it because it’s so much 
slicker than Internet Explorer. Since Google is so 

web-focused as a company, even more so than 
Apple or Microsoft, it’s always likely to make the 
best browser it can, and keep it updated.  

Based on the open source Chromium 
browser, Google made several important 
changes before re-branding it as Chrome. 
These include adding a built-in Flash Player so 
it’s not necessary to install Flash separately, a 
built-in PDF viewer, a preview and print system 
and an automatic update system. Based on the 
WebKit rendering engine, it’s widely regarded 
as being among the fastest browsers around, if 
not the fastest, and consistently leads the field 
in both rendering speed tests and support for 

a huge range of web technologies. Remember 
that it’s a long time since websites just 
contained pictures and text. A modern 
browser is actually incredibly complex, 
needing to support not only sound and video 
but web applications, increasingly advanced 
HTML5 interactive elements and user-
generated content and do all this while 
remaining snappy. Under the hood, Chrome 
uses the V8 JavaScript engine to help run 
complex web applications more efficiently. 
JavaScript performance is a key benchmark 
these days, with many websites using the 
technology to power advanced tools.  

Back to basics
Chrome is stripped back and simple to look at. 
The majority of its technology is hidden from 
the user and it avoids lots of menus, buttons 
and icons, focusing instead on showing you 
web pages. It can be customised and extended, 
but only if you choose to do so. For a lot of 
people, the simplicity of the interface is reason 
enough to like it. It was one of the first browsers 
to use the ’Omnibox’, a unified URL and search 
field where you type either web addresses or 
search terms. Chrome is smart enough to know 
if you’re searching and will not only suggest 
search terms but also show corresponding 
recent searches or recently visited sites. 

Tabbed browsing is powerful in Chrome, 
and tabs can be rearranged, merged or 
separated out to new windows. By right-
clicking on a tab you can choose to perform 
actions like closing all other tabs, reopening 
recently closed tabs and even pinning tabs to 
the tab bar so that they appear in the same 
place every time you launch Chrome. The app 
itself is designed so that you can open 
multiple tabs without performance slowing 
down, which is great for power users.  

Online security is more important than ever, 
with so many people buying and selling online 
and submitting sensitive personal information 
to websites. Chrome uses Safe Browsing 
technology to warn you when it thinks you 
may be about to visit a site or a link that looks 
iffy: it maintains updated lists of known fraud 
sites thanks to its auto-update technology 
which also ensures you always have the latest 
version of the browser. Even if you do 
accidentally visit a malicious site, Chrome uses 
sandboxing to protect you. This means that From games to productivity, the Chrome Web Store lets you browse for extensions that are easy to install and manage.

The majority of its 
technology is hidden 
and it avoids lots of 
menus, focusing instead 
on showing web pages



�Simple to use
There’s nothing flashy about a 
basic installation of Chrome: it 
just gets you browsing right 
away and anyone can do it.  
You’ll be set up in no time. 

�Very secure
Though hidden from the user, 
malware and phishing protection 
plus sandboxing of individual 
tabs and plug-ins make browsing 
an altogether safer experience. 

�Lots of extensions
The Chrome Web Store has 
thousands of Extensions for 
almost any task, from managing 
passwords and taking 
screenshots to chatting online. 

�Sync with Google
Sign in to Chrome and you can 
sync your Extensions, apps, 
bookmarks and even browsing 
history across all your devices, 
regardless of the platform.   

�No iCloud
Although you can sync via 
Google, there’s no iCloud 
integration, which means you are 
dependent on Google for 
calendars and documents. 

� Is Google evil?
Chrome works by recording a 
lot of what you do, in theory -to 
make things quicker. But you are 
handing over a fair amount of 
data in return for these services. 

�Can’t be iOS default
This isn’t strictly Google’s fault, 
but it does mean if you want to 
open links from emails for 
example, you have to copy and 
paste them into Chrome. 

�Auto update
Auto update is useful in many 
ways, but some people can feel 
uncomfortable with their 
computer updating itself without 
asking them first. 
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PROS AND CONS

every tab and plug-in running in Chrome is a 
separate process, and unable to affect other 
processes. So if a website tries to install 
something without your permission, it’s not 
able to reach outside of its own tab. And if a 
plug-in like Flash crashes in a tab, it shouldn’t 
take down the whole browser. 

Going undercover
Many of Chrome’s most useful features are 
based on remembering things such as browsing 
history or login details for sites. There are other 
times however when you want to browse 
anonymously, and for this there’s Incognito 
mode. Unlike some other browsers, Chrome lets 
you open separate incognito windows rather 
than having to place the whole app into private 
mode, so you can mix regular and private 
windows. This is really useful as it means you 
can be browsing social media for example in a 
regular window while doing something more 
serious like online banking, where you don’t 
want passwords stored, in another.  

Stay private
Dip into the Settings and 
in the Privacy section you 
can control the level of 
protection that Chrome 
gives you. This extends 
from turning 
predictions in the 
Omnibox on or off and 
enabling or disabling 
helper web services, right 
down to things like 
blocking pop-ups, forbidding 
sites access to your camera and 
mic, and setting the way plug-ins 
behave. You can for example require them to be 
clicked before loading, or to be blocked 
altogether. It’s worth mentioning that by 
default, Chrome is set up with a nice balance of 

utility and safety, so that you should have a 
smooth browsing experience without really 
taking any risks. Most settings can be tweaked 
in the Privacy area, should you want to get a 
little more hands-on with your setup. You can 
also clear all your browsing data such as history 
and cookies here, which is useful for problem 
solving and also ensuring the privacy of your 
data. Remarkably, it’s possible to opt out of ’ad 
personalisation’, which is at the heart of Google’s 
business model. You can do this inside your 
Google account setup, then install the ’Keep My 
Opt-Outs’ extension to remember this even 
after resetting Chrome. 

Extensions are incredibly useful add-ons for 
Chrome that bring shortcuts, extra tools and 
functionality to the browser. Usually free, 
these allow you to do much more with 
Chrome, and do it more quickly. The Chrome 
Web Store has a simple, easy-to-navigate 
interface that lets you search for extensions 
and installing and managing them is a breeze. 

There are thousands available but 
some examples of particularly 

good ones include things 
like proxy switchers to 

help you access 
geographically 
restricted content – 
say by pretending to 
be located inside the 
U.S – mini YouTube 
and Vimeo players, 

Spotify, Gmail and 
other email readers and 

quick composers, spell 
checkers and much more. 

There are even themes available 
too so you can ’skin’ your browser to 

change its appearance. In fact if you can think 
of something you’d like to be able to do more 
quickly and easily, or without navigating away 
from your current window, there’s probably an 

Extension for it. You can also now run apps 
from the web store, and there are plenty of 
these that run inside Chrome. 

That syncing feeling
Chrome doesn’t support iCloud, but then only 
Apple’s own apps do. If you sign in to Chrome 
using your Google account however, you can 
achieve the same kind of syncing, automatically 
updating content across all your devices that are 
signed in with the same details. You can add an 
app on one computer and it will be available on 
others, sync themes, extensions, bookmarks and 
passwords and even share autofill form 
information across devices. As well as being a 
timesaver, this means that all your bookmarks 
and passwords in Chrome are backed up, should 
anything happen to one of your devices. 

Chrome comes with a pared-down menu that cuts to the 
chase and puts everything you need in one easy place.
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Mozilla Firefox
F

irefox was for years the best browser that 
wasn’t produced by a big corporation. 
Powered by the Gecko rendering engine, 

it helped to pioneer concepts such as tabs and 
extensions. Run by a not-for-profit organisation 
called Mozilla, it remains popular with many 
web users and has recently moved into the 
mobile space, with a browser for Android. 
Although the competition has caught up in 
some ways, Firefox remains a great browser 
with powerful features not found in Safari or IE, 
and even some that aren’t in Chrome. 

Firefox uses what it calls an ’Awesome Bar’, 
which is similar to the unified URL/search bar 
found in Chrome and Safari. Type into it to 
search bookmarks, history and any open tabs 
for exact matches and partial matches. So, for 

example, if you viewed a web page on the 
subject of ’holidays’ but couldn’t remember 
the URL, typing ’holidays’ into this field would 
suggest that page, since it probably would 
have the word in its description. Tabbed 
browsing is powerful too, and it’s possible to 
pin tabs to keep them always open, rearrange 
them and separate tabs off to new windows. 
Recently and frequently visited sites can be 
viewed in a special window for easy selection. 

Fully featured
There’s integrated search, and you’re able to 
customise the list of search engines available 
to you. You can assign keywords to search 
engines, so if you assigned ’books’ to, say, 
Amazon, searching for ’books fishing’ would 
run that search directly on their website. 
There’s some great timesaving stuff too, such 
as a password manager, an automatic form 
complete feature and the ability to sync 
passwords, bookmarks and other data across 
multiple computers, though sadly there is no 
Firefox for iOS. A feature called Session Restore 
recalls windows, tabs, downloads and even 
half-typed emails if your session is cut off and 
you need to restart the browser. Firefox 
supports Add-Ons and has a slick manager 

system for working with them. Outdated Add-
Ons are identified and can be updated or 
disabled, and you can set preferences for 
existing ones. The Add-On store has thousands 
of free tools, allowing everything from 
blocking ads to enabling quick translation of 
web content. The browser can be themed to 
change appearance and it is regularly updated 
to add features and ensure maximum security. 

PRO AND CONS

Firefox is a mainstay of the alternative browser scene, but can it still cut it?

Keep an eye on your add-ons with the Add-ons Manager. Plus there’s a brief overview so you can see what’s what.

Session Restore recalls 
windows, tabs, 
downloads and even 
half-typed emails if 
your session is cut off

Syncing is easy. Firefox makes it extra simple and fuss-free, 
although we’re still hanging on for Firefox on iOS devices…

�Very customisable
Firefox can be themed and extended to add 

all kinds of tools and shortcuts. It’s regularly 

updated and good at dealing with the most 

up-to-date web standards. 

�Secure
Firefox regularly checks lists of malicious sites 

in order to protect users from encountering 

any nasties such as phishing websites. You 

can also configure privacy options in detail. 

�Losing ground?
Chrome has stolen the ’alternative browser’ 

crown, with Google’s deep pockets helping 

to keep it faster and more cutting edge. 

�No sandboxing
Although plug-ins run as separate processes, 

individual tabs in Firefox do not, so it’s not 

technically as secure and crash-proof as 

Chrome, for example. 
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O
pera has always been one of the lesser-
known browsers but it’s got a few tricks 
up its sleeve, not least its availability 

across multiple computer platforms, 
smartphones, regular mobiles and tablets. 
Lightweight and free, the Mac version feels 
slick and streamlined, even if feature-wise it 
isn’t quite as advanced as some of its 
competitors. One of the things it does offer is a 
‘turbo’ mode for slower internet connections. 
Opera Turbo mode compresses website data 
on Opera’s servers prior to serving it to you, 
which means it downloads more quickly. When 
you’re back on a fast network it automatically 
switches off.  With websites now becoming 
more code-heavy, this can be a real bonus 
when your bandwidth is limited, say for 
example when travelling abroad. 

Like other browsers, Opera is able to 
synchronise your data across various systems 
using something it calls Opera Link. You can 
link up your bookmarks and passwords across 
all your devices, which is useful here since 
Opera is supported on more devices than 
practically any other browser when you factor 
in non-smartphones. It’s nice to look at too, 

with a system of ’panels’ providing quick and 
easy access to functions like downloads, 
bookmarks, history and even notes. 
Everything is searchable so it’s simple to find 
what you want even if you’re looking for a site 
you visited weeks ago. 

Big on security
When it comes to security, Opera is no slouch 
and regularly checks lists of malicious sites 
and warns you if you try to visit them. It also 
lets you surf without being tracked, and 
enables you to use private tabs and windows. 
You can clear your browsing history and 
manage lists of trusted websites. Plus, you can 
set a master password for Opera and tell it to 
prompt for it at intervals. Content settings can 
be adapted to specific lists of sites, so for 
example, you could make certain sites always 
display in a larger font, and others have ads or 
Flash content blocked. The default setup is 
good so you don’t need to alter this stuff if you 
don’t want, but the option is there if you do. 

Opera can be themed and extended with 
add-ons, available through the add-ons page. 
Here you can customise the way that the 

browser behaves, adding functionality, such as 
the ability to view pages as text-only and strip 
out extraneous formatting, download YouTube 
and other videos and block connections to 
Facebook from third-party sites, preventing you 
from seeing embedded Facebook code on 
websites other than Facebook.

Opera
Singing the praises of this speedy browser – but what makes it so different?

Opera Link means you can sync data across your various 
systems. Share bookmarks, passwords and more.

PRO AND CONS
�Data compression
Compresses website data and feeds it to you 

more efficiently if you’re on a slower or 

bandwidth-limited connection. This is 

deliberately not applied to secure 

connections like bank websites. 

�Multi device support
Works not only on all major computer 

platforms, iOS and Android but also on 

various other smartphones and non-

smartphones, so is useful for those with 

older devices, especially when you use 

Opera Link. 

�Fewer extensions
Since it’s less widely used than some 

competitors, there are fewer extensions 

available for Opera, though the selection is 

still decent. 

�Relatively unrefined
Opera has a lot of features but its overall feel 

is still less polished and refined than 

competing browsers. 

Managing data is a cinch, keeping your browsing private, safe and hitch-free. Ideal if you share a computer.
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Apple Safari
A

lthough Apple’s own browser may still 
seem the same since its release, it’s been 
all-change under the hood. For a while, 

compatibility was an issue, with some sites not 
functioning that well in Safari. But that was in 
the days when Internet Explorer was still de 
facto standard for testing sites. Now, the 
playing field is more even, with IE slipping 
down the rankings, displaced by Chrome, 
Firefox and, in the mobile arena, by Safari. 

So why, when trying to persuade you to look 
at alternatives to Safari, would we actually 
recommend it? Well the truth is it’s an excellent 
browser: our goal here isn’t to say that one is 
necessarily the best, just to point out that they 

all have their own strengths, and that some 
might suit you better than others. Top of the 
list of Safari’s plus points has to be the fact that 
it is designed by Apple. That’s not just us being 
Apple fans, there’s a more serious point behind 
it. Making Safari as part of OS X means that 
Apple is able to streamline it as efficiently as 
possible and to give it hooks into other parts of 
the system like iCloud that it simply does not 
allow to other developers. Like Microsoft does 
with Internet Explorer, Safari is actually 
integrated into OS X at a much more 
fundamental level than you might imagine. 
Apps like the App Store and iTunes Store are all 
based on some derivation of the browser, and 
when Maps comes to OS X Mavericks, that’s 
likely to have elements of Safari in too. So it’s in 
Apple’s interests to keep Safari fast, lean and 
up-to date, with its Nitro JavaScript engine 
optimised for multiple cores. As an aside, we’re 
now in the odd position of having seen the 
next version of Safari in the unreleased OS X 
10.9, which is reportedly much faster than the 
present one. So although Safari is good now, 
it’s likely to get even better in the not-too-
distant future. 

Safari is pretty stripped-down and it comes 
with a customisable toolbar. It also has the 
unified URL/search bar that is becoming 
standard in modern browsers, so the 
distinction between entering a website address 
and searching for it is almost non-existent. The 
Download window only appears when you’re 
downloading something, and disappears when 
completed downloads are cleared. There’s 
autofill of forms plus the ability to integrate 
Safari with Notification Center, letting you 
configure which sites send you notifications. 

Apple all the way
Apple under Steve Jobs pushed heavily for the 
adoption of HTML5 over Flash for use in 
interactive web content and video, and 
remarkably it pretty much got its way. So Safari 
no longer comes with Flash pre-installed, 
though you can install it manually. Its support 
for web standards is excellent, and it’s based 
on the Apple-originated WebKit open-source 
rendering engine, making it snappy and 
responsive. There’s support for audio, video, 
styling and interactivity technologies in Safari 
and you can find an exhaustive list online at 
apple.com/safari/features.html. 

Apple is able to integrate Safari with iCloud 
and as well as allow you to sync bookmarks 
and other data across your Macs and iOS 
devices, it supports iCloud Tabs. This handy 
system lets you view all open tabs on all 
devices that are signed in with your Apple ID. 
So imagine that you are looking at a site on 
your Mac or iPad then later want to show it to 
someone while you’re out. On your iPhone, go 
to the iCloud Tabs section and it will be 
available to load. 

Ultimately, there are lots of reasons to use Apple’s own broswer; here are some!

Top of the list of plus 
points has to be that 
Safari is designed by 
Apple – and that’s not 
us being Apple fans

Safari’s Reading List is a handy way to grab online material 
to read offline at your own convenience at a later time.

Apple has provided seamless iCloud integration for when you use Safari on your Mac or iOS device – an obvious move.
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PRO AND CONS

There are other benefits to Apple’s 
ownership of Safari, like the sharing 
options. Click the Share button on a web 
page and as well as the usual stuff like 
adding it to bookmarks or a reading list, 
you can post it directly to Facebook or 
Twitter, or send it as a link in an 
iMessage, all without having to log in 
each time: logins are managed centrally. 
You can also email the page directly 
either as a link, a Reader document, a 
PDF or a copy of the fully working page. 
Since your sign-ons are managed in OS 
X, this stuff all happens seamlessly, 
which is something that third-party 
developers can’t hope to match. All of 
Apple’s notebooks and anything using 
an Apple trackpad or Mighty Mouse can 
also now take advantage of multitouch 
gestures, and Safari is aware of these. So 
as well as regular mouse gestures, 
you can pinch within Safari 
to zoom out to tab view, 
then swipe between 
tabs and tap or 
zoom in to return 
to full view. 
Fullscreen mode 
is supported in 
OS X 10.7 or 
higher of course, 
and tabs can be 
easily managed. 
You can å-click on 
a bookmark folder to 

open the links in new tabs. Safari’s 
Reading List functionality is particularly 
elegant, and its top sites and history are 
searchable too. You can also browse 
privately, and manage cookies and other 
stored data. 

Extension choice
Safari supports extensions and these can 
be downloaded at https://extensions.
apple.com and managed using the 
Preferences. As ever there are quite a 
few of these, with the most popular 
including things such as adblockers, 
Facebook "cleaners" to unclutter your 
feeds, translation, eBay managers and 
ClickToFlash, which stops Flash content 
loading automatically. There aren’t quite 
as many extensions for Safari as for 
browsers with larger market share like 

Chrome and Firefox, but they 
tend to be of high quality 

and they’re useful, 
providing valuable 

additions for free. 
Like other 
extensions, 
many of them 
let you 
perform 
different kinds 

of actions on 
other sites 

without leaving 
the site you’re on.

Part of the reason that web browsers on the whole 
got so good – those veterans among us can 
remember how painful and inconsistent browsing 

used to be – is that they are mostly based on a few, 
open source rendering engines: specifically, WebKit and 
Gecko, with WebKit powering Safari and Chrome. The 
open source element is crucial here, because it means 
that anyone can download, tinker with and make 
modifications to the code. As a result, improvements 
and fixes tend to come about much more quickly than 
if one single company was working on a browser. After 
all, nobody pays for their browser, so it would be hard 
to justify employing lots of staff to work on it.  

These tweaks and changes go on literally all the 
time, and the official WebKit website at webkit.org 
releases regular new builds, called ’nightlies’ which 
contain new features but are officially unsupported. 
Typically of interest to developers and coders, nightly 
builds might change, improve or otherwise alter the 
behaviour of Safari on your Mac but it may also break 
things, so don’t install anything unless you really know 
what you’re doing. 

If you do get involved with nightlies you will see a 
very technical list of stuff that gets changed or modified 
with each release. Some of these make little sense to 
the uninitiated but others are a little clearer. In a recent 
download for example it was reported that a way had 
been found to close web processes more quickly when 
a page is closed, improving UI responsiveness. Another 
change improved the way colours were blended 
together when specific CSS styles were used. Although 
this is all a bit dry, it ultimately feeds through to a better 
end product and, when Apple has added its sparkle, a 
better browsing experience for all users.

WebKit release regular new builds, but approach with caution. These 
cutting-edge browsers might be unstable or cause other problems.

�Great integration
Seamlessly integrated into OS X, Safari is 

able to hook into all sorts of shortcuts 

and technologies that simply aren’t 

available to other developers. 

� iCloud
iCloud allows the sharing of bookmarks 

and other data but also syncs iCloud 

Tabs, so your open tabs are shared 

across devices with no setup. Also 

coming in OS X 10.9 is iCloud Keychain 

for passwords. 

�Future proof
Apple wants its browser to be as 

cutting edge as possible, so as well as 

excellent standards compliance, it’s 

getting loads of under-the-hood tweaks 

in the next major release. 

�Slower feature updates
Apple has traditionally been slower to 

add major new features to Safari, saving 

them for big OS X updates. Third party 

developers are more able or willing to 

add features more regularly. 

�Still occasional glitches
Believe it or not, since Safari technically 

has a smaller global market share than 

some competing desktop browsers 

there are occasions when certain sites 

aren’t tested properly in it, and so still 

don’t work as they should. 

�Not that tweakable
Apple doesn’t want you messing up the 

look of its nice shiny browser and as 

such it’s not that easy to alter or 

personalise using themes. 
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Browsing on iOS
W

hen Apple introduced the iPhone, 
one of its key selling points was that 
it gave you the real internet in your 

pocket. Not some cut-down, hard-to-navigate 
alternative version of web pages (remember 
WAP?), but the same web pages you see on 
your desktop. The release of the iPad made 
mobile browsing even more popular and now, 
huge numbers of people access the web on 
iOS devices every day. Safari is of course the 
default iOS browser – Apple doesn’t yet allow 
you to change this – but there are alternatives 
with more and different features. 

Google makes Chrome for iPhone and iPad 
and it brings the same slick interface to iOS 
that you get on your Mac or PC. With easy 
access to settings and Incognito browsing from 
inside the app, it also has a speak-to-search 
feature that saves you typing in text by hand. If 
you use Google’s sync system, you can link up 
bookmarks and passwords across Chrome on 
your devices, as you can with most browsers, 
though unlike Safari this does not use iCloud. 

Out of this world browsers
Power users on iOS might like the Mercury 
Browser, a free app with great functions. It has 
a built-in news reader and easy sharing of web 
pages and content across social media, 
Evernote and email from in-app. Its interface is 
easy to customise with font size and brightness 
controls, private mode and fullscreen mode. 
You can even theme the browser and spoof the 
way your user agent is reported, which can 
force a site to display the desktop version of a 
site if the iPad version isn’t working properly. 
This bypasses a site’s ’auto detect’ features that 
can force you into a view you didn’t want. The 

swipe is smart between tabs and there's 
extensive customisation for multi-touch, ad 
blocking, Dropbox, data compression and 
more. Even better, it has a file manager so you 
can download files, view them and send them 
on, even to your Mac using the Wi-Fi server 
function. The Atomic Web Browser is another 
multi-functional iOS browser that does much 
more than Safari, including many of the things 
that Mercury can do. The Puffin Web Browser is 
designed for gaming and supports Flash via 
server-based translation, file download via the 

cloud and a virtual mouse and gamepad. The 
Photon browser also enables the use of Flash 
content on iOS. There are still sites that have 
Flash-only content and although these are 
becoming rarer, it’s still not uncommon to find 
content on iOS that you can’t see without 
Flash. Skyfire is another browser that uses this 
trick to let you see Flash content. As we've 
mentioned before, Opera for iOS is a good, 
lightweight browser that is also able to 
compress websites to provide less data-heavy 
browsing for when bandwidth is an issue.

Mobile browsing is enjoying phenomenal growth, and iOS is at the forefront!

USE THIS BROWSER ON iPAD & iPHONE FOR…

The Mercury Browser is great for power users  and comes with plenty of excellent functions to making browsing easy.

Using Flash content
Photon (£2.99) is not 
particularly fully-featured or 
even very quick for browsing, 
but it lets you view Flash-

based content on your iOS device. It can be set 
up to be optimised for video or for gaming, 
and there are bandwidth and performance 
controls. You can view Flash video and even 
play games. The performance is acceptable.

Downloading files
Mercury Browser (69p) 
has a great file download 
and management system 
for getting downloads, 

viewing media and sending the files on 
using the built-in Wi-Fi server. It lets you 
customise the appearance of the browser 
and report as a different user agent, giving 
you control over how sites are presented. 

Browsing abroad
Opera Mini (Free) for iOS 
is a great, lightweight 
browser with good 
features. It also 

compresses data before sending it to you. 
The iOS version even has a data usage 
window. This is less important at home but 
when you’re out, or on holiday using 
roaming data, it can be useful. 
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READER POLL

T
hree issues ago, MacFormat celebrated its twentieth 

anniversary. We’ve been here since 1993, helping you 

get the most from your Mac, and reviewing everything 

Apple has launched with a keen, independent eye. As we 

looked back over the more than 500 products to come out of 

Cupertino during our lifetime, we wondered: which is the best 

one? The civilised discussion that started in the office quickly 

threatened to descend into fisticuffs, so we decided to harness 

the wisdom of crowds. We opened up a poll so the world 

could vote. It featured a distilled list of the major Apple lines 

introduced in 1993 and after. Thousands of votes later, we 

have our result: the best Apple product of the last two 

decades is the MacBook Air.

Well, we’re totally fine with that. It’s a glorious machine, and 

though the recent refresh (see page 82) has still left us 

hankering for a Retina display, there’s no doubt this is Apple at 

its finest. It’s the ultimate refinement of the traditional laptop, 

and though next to modern MacBook Airs the original 2008 

model looks a little portly, we can still remember our jaws 

dropping when it was first introduced. So thin! So lovely! That 

manila envelope!

Elsewhere in the top 20, there were only a few surprises. Of 

course, iOS devices were always going to figure highly (they 

signify Apple’s play for the world after the traditional desktop 

or laptop, and they’re amazing), but we hadn’t expected to 

see the Mac Pro so high in the list. We’re delighted it is, but it’s 

quite a niche Mac.

Similarly, having the Apple TV at number eight was 

gratifying – you never quite get the Apple TV until you own 

one – and of course it’s terrific that the iMac G3, the Bondi 

blue all-in-one that marked Apple’s renaissance after years of 

declining relevance, gets the nod at number 20.

So join us in a run-down of the top 20, complete with the 

date the line was originally introduced and its original price. 

Plus, find out about the Apple products that got the least love 

in our poll. And thanks for voting – this is your chart!

Since MacFormat first appeared in 1993, 
Apple has introduced more than 500 

products. Which was the best? You decided!

product

The best

of the last 20 years
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1 MacBook Air
 January 2008
 £1,199

2  iPhone 5 
September 2012 
£529

3  Mac Pro 
August 2006 
£1,699

4  iPad 4 
October 2012 
£399

5  MacBook Pro 
15-inch Retina 
display 
June 2012 
£1,799

2
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6 i Phone 4S 7 i Pad mini 
October 2012 October 2012 
£499 £269 LOSERS

We also wanted to look at the stuff 
Apple made that got fewest votes, 
and it’s interesting reading. OS X 

10.2, codenamed Jaguar, is almost at the 
bottom of the list, yet at the time it was 
huge; history has judged it the first usable 
version of OS X following Apple wiping 
the slate clean after Mac OS 9. We’re 

8 A pple TV 9 i Pod classic 10 M acBook surprised to see Pages and Numbers get 
so little love, too; we know from the sales 

January 2007 September 2007 Pro 17-inch figures for individual issues of MacFormat 
£199 £159 April 2006 and other magazines, and from just 

£1,999 talking to you, the readers, that these are 
apps people use a lot and which they like.

The relegation of the original AirPort 
Base Station to the losers area is also 
notable. When Jobs first demonstrated 
Wi-Fi with an iBook – 1999’s “one more 
thing” at Macworld Expo New York – 
everyone was so excited. The device that 
kicked off the now-ubiquitous wireless 
internet revolution holds little sway in our 
memories, and that’s a little sad.

Only the second-generation iPod got 

11 O riginal iPhone 12 O riginal iPad no votes at all, though. Somewhere, 
somebody loves almost everything that 

January 2007 January 2010 
Apple has made over the last 20 years, no 

£269 £429
matter how old, controversial (remember 
the self-combusting PowerBook 5300?) or 
niche. Here’s to your next 20 years, Apple!

13 i Pad 3 14 i Pod touch 116 Pages
March 2012 September 2007 
£399 £399

117 Motion

118 AirPort Base Station

15 iPhone 4 16 Ma cBook Pro 
June 2010 15-inch 119 Mac OS 8.0
£499 January 2006 

£1,429 120 Mac OS X 10.3

121 Mac OS X 10.7
17 i Pad 2 18 i Mac (slim aluminium) 

March 2011 October 2012 122 Workgroup Server
£399 £1,099

123 Mac OS X 10.2

124 Numbers19 O riginal iPod 20 i Mac G3 
October 2007 May 1998 
£349 £999 125 Second generation iPod
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Rated  
THIS ISSUE

AT A GLANCE

OUR RATINGS

THIS MONTH’S HIGHLIGHTS

Only the best kit, apps and 
games earn MacFormat’s 
coveted Choice award.

The best product in our group 
tests earns the MacFormat 
Winner award.

Reviews you can trust: 
MacFormat’s reviews are totally 

independent. The price we quote is the 

best current price available from a 

reputable online dealer, not the RRP. 

Must-have

Very good

Above average

Mediocre

Poor

Pure  
Jongo S3
Multi-room audio with  
an ultra-portable slant p85

Your quick guide to our logos

Crucial M500 480GB SSD 
Cheap, fast storage? Yes please! p86

Laptop bags on test 
Packing space for a notebook p88

Photoshop Lightroom 5 
Full review of the Mac release p93

Mid 2013 MacBook Air
We put it through its paces p82
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The 2013 MacBook Air refresh 

brings us two 11-inch and two 

13-inch models, with the Airs of 

a similar screen size differentiated 

solely by their solid-state storage 

capacity. The cheaper options come 

with 128GB, the more expensive 

256GB with a custom option of 

512GB for an extra £240. For the 

11-inch Airs reviewed here, this is 

double the size of the previous 

generation, which offered 64GB and 

128GB respectively.

The 2013 MacBook Air switches to 

Intel’s new Haswell processors, the 

fourth generation of the Core CPUs. 

Off the shelf, the entire range uses 

dual-core 1.3GHz Core i5s that can 

Turbo Boost to up to 2.6GHz at times 

of high needs. Buy on the Apple 

Online Store and you can custom-

upgrade to a 1.7GHz dual-core Intel 

Core i7 that can reach up to 3.3GHz 

under Turbo Boost. This costs an 

extra £120 or £130 (bizarrely, if you 

buy an Air with 256GB solid-state 

storage, an identical processor 

upgrade costs an extra tenner).

Low power
The key advantage of the new 

Haswell processors is they use 

significantly less power than the 

previous Ivy Bridge generation, 

without compromising on 

performance. This further boosts the 

Air’s already-excellent battery life. 

Apple tells us the 11-inch MacBook 

Air can last for up to nine hours on a 

single charge, and play back iTunes 

videos for up to eight hours. In our 

tests, we streamed the BBC iPlayer’s 

news channel over a wireless 

connection for seven hours, 15 

minutes – more than double what 

its 2012 counterpart could manage. 

Frequent flyers and business 

travellers take note – you can 

comfortably use a 2013 MacBook Air 

all day without recharging, 

regardless of what you throw at it.

Haswell performance
Another key advantage of the new 

Haswell chipsets is their superior 

graphics performance. Their 

integrated Intel HD Graphics 5000 

chipset gives up to 40% faster 

graphical power. The new Airs use 

faster flash storage too. It’s up to 45% 

quicker than the previous 

generation’s, and around nine times 

as fast as a regular notebook’s hard 

drive. Yet the expected performance 

boost is held back by the processors’ 

slower clock speed. 

The new Airs use 1.3GHz dual-

core CPUs across the range, while 

the 2012 models had 1.7GHz for the 

11-inch models and 1.8GHz chips for 

the 13-inch Airs, again with dual 

cores. Although the faster storage 

and improved graphics more than 

makes up for this in most areas, it 

undoubtedly holds back what would 

otherwise have been a very 

significant leap forward in power. 

This is borne out in our 

We streamed the BBC iPlayer’s news 
channel over a wireless connection for 
over seven hours – on a single charge

MacBook Air (11-inch, Mid 2013)
Apple’s latest ultra-portable revision redefines our idea of ‘power’ in a laptop

�����
£849 Manufacturer Apple, apple.com/uk  

Processor 1.3GHz dual-core Intel Core i5 Memory 4GB of 1600MHz LPDDR3 

Graphics Intel HD Graphics 5000

BENCHMARKS | TESTING PERFORMANCE

RATED |   Kit

The chassis is 

unchanged 

from last year’s 

MacBook Air.
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Xbench
Set up to rate processor and hard 
drive or solid state storage drive 
performance. Reports as a single 
figure. Higher is better.

Cinebench (CBs)
Measuring CPU and GPU 
performance, Cinebench reports its 
results as a single figure. Multi-core 
performance quoted. Higher better.

iMovie encoding (seconds)
We time how long it takes to convert 
a five-minute test video to iPod format 
using iMovie’s Export Using 
QuickTime function. Lower is better.

MacBook Air 11-inch 1.3GHz Core i5 128GB, Mid 2013 MacBook Air 11-inch 1.3GHz Core i5 128GB, Mid 2013 MacBook Air 11-inch 1.3GHz Core i5 128GB, Mid 2013

MacBook Air 11-inch 1.7GHz Core i5 64GB, Mid 2012 MacBook Air 11-inch 1.7GHz Core i5 64GB, Mid 2012 MacBook Air 11-inch 1.7GHz Core i5 64GB, Mid 2012

MacBook Air 11-inch 1.4 GHz C2D 128GB, Late 2010 MacBook Air 11-inch 1.4 GHz C2D 128GB, Late 2010 MacBook Air 11-inch 1.4 GHz C2D 128GB, Late 2010
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benchmarking tests. Using Xbench 

to check processor and hard drive 

performance, the cheaper of the 

new 11-inch Airs was 2.6% up on the 

last generation’s similar model. While 

even a small increase is welcome, it’s 

clear the performance advantage 

gained by faster storage is partly 

offset by the slower clock speed. 

The new Intel HD Graphics 5000 

chipset proved its worth when 

running Call of Duty 4, boosting the 

previous model’s 59 frames per 

second to a snappier 69.fps, a 

significant increase. But the older 

Doom 3 seemed less able to take 

advantage of the superior graphics, 

and actually slowed from 81.9fps to 

69.6fps. Unfortunately, the new Air is 

also significantly slower at video 

rendering, taking 243 seconds to 

re-encode our test video to iPod 

format. This is 26 seconds down on 

last year’s model.

Working memory
Like the 2012 model, the new Airs 

offer 4GB of 1600MHz RAM across 

the board. All 2012 models can be 

upgraded to 8GB for an extra 

£80, but as the chips are 

soldered directly onto the 

logic board, this has to be done at 

the time of purchase using the 

Apple Online Store. You can’t add 

RAM yourself.

Wi-Fi is upgraded to 802.11ac. 

When used with a Wireless ac router 

such as Apple’s new AirPort Time 

Capsule and AirPort Extreme, your 

wireless connection could be up to 

three times faster than 802.11n, and 

boasts a much better range. Also, 

beam forming technology focuses 

the Wi-Fi signal onto connected ac 

devices for a much more stable 

connection. Some early 

adopters have reported drop-out 

problems, but that wasn’t our 

experience during testing. Our 

wireless connection proved stable. 

A Retina screen was widely 

predicted, at least as a custom 

option. Pioneered in iOS devices and 

the MacBook Pro range, Retina 

screens have such a high pixel 

density the human eye is unable to 

distinguish between pixels at normal 

reading distance. Unfortunately, a 

Retina MacBook Air failed to emerge. 

The display we get is 1366x768 

resolution, beautifully consistent and 

blessed with excellent viewing 

angles, but it isn’t Retina.

Even with the new Haswell 

processors, gamers, video editors 

and other high-needs users might 

prefer the power offered by a 

MacBook Pro. But the highly 

portable MacBook Air is perfect for 

students, business travellers and just 

about anyone who appreciates its 

incredibly thin and light design.  

Ian Osborne

QUICK LOOK | TOP FOUR FEATURES

1

2

3

4

Great new 
processors give 
amazing battery 

life, but we can’t help 
wishing for Retina displays.

 Heroic battery life

  Faster solid-state storage

  Wireless 802.11ac

  CPUs down to 1.3GHz

TEAM TALK

1  
No Retina 
display option

The display is 1366x768 
resolution and has great 
viewing angles, but there’s no 
Retina option.

2  
High-speed 
connectivity

You get two USB3 ports and 
one Thunderbolt port, but 
there’s no SD card reader on 
the 11-inch Air.

3  
Backlit 
keyboard

Once again, we get a 
gorgeous backlit keyboard 
that makes it easy to type in 
low light conditions.

4  
Twin mics
The second 

microphone hole, used to 
reduce background noise, is 
the only physical difference 
between the 2012 and 2013 
MacBook Airs.
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The new Airs feature 

faster storage and low-

power Haswell 

processors.

  With Intel’s new 
Haswell CPU 
inside, we’ve  

seen vastly improved 
battery life – something 
approaching iPad-like 
longevity. This is by far 
Apple’s best iteration of 
the Air and a top choice 
for road warriors.
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iRig HD

AirPort Time 
Capsule 802.11ac

�����
£80 Manufacturer IK Multimedia, ikmultimedia.com/irighd

Specs Quarter-inch Hi-Z input jack, detachable cables for Lightning, 30-pin and 

USB connector compatibility, preamp gain control, low-noise, high-definition 

preamp, high-quality 24-bit A/D conversion, 44.1 and 48kHz sampling rate

�����
2TB £249, 3TB £349 Manufacturer Apple, apple.com/uk

Wireless 802.11a/b/g/n/ac, dual-band 2.4GHz & 5GHz, Gigabit Ethernet WAN

The original iRig was a simple 

gadget for connecting your 

electric guitar to your iOS device so 

you could run it through a number 

of different amplifiers and effects, 

and record the results. It lacked 

features, but worked well. Now IK 

Multimedia has released the iRig HD 

– the first major update to the 

product for three years, and quite a 

lot has changed.

Instead of being forced to 

connect headphones to the iRig to 

hear your guitar as you were with 

the previous generation, you can 

also play through the iRig HD 

without headphones, using your 

iPhone’s speakers, or any speaker 

system it’s connected to, to recreate 

a genuine practice amp. While the 

original iRig was iOS-only, iRig HD 

can also work as a guitar interface on 

your Mac or PC as well, using the 

supplied USB cable.

These two improvements alone 

would make this a worthy upgrade, 

but the real win here is improved 

audio quality. The iRig HD has a 

preamp and 24-bit A/D converter 

built in. It’s powered by your iPhone, 

but doesn’t drain the battery much, 

and cables for 30-pin and Lightning 

connectors are provided. Also, an 

onboard gain control makes it much 

easier to get the volume of your 

instrument just right. All these 

improvements result in a much 

superior sound compared to the 

original iRig. The iRig HD has more 

presence. Graham Barlow

The Time Capsule gets a new 

case design and support for the 

new 802.11ac Wi-Fi standard, but 

other than that it’s almost identical 

to its predecessor. Like the fourth-

generation Time Capsule, it has a 

2TB or 3TB hard disk inside it that 

makes it easy to back up multiple 

Macs at the same time over Wi-Fi or 

Ethernet. Also similarly, it has 

simultaneous dual-band 2.4GHz and 

5GHz wireless, so that a slower, older 

device joining the network doesn’t 

slow it down, and (only) three 

Gigabit Ethernet ports. There’s still a 

USB port through which you can 

share a printer or hard disk, support 

for guest internet access, and it’s set 

up with an easy OS X or iOS utility.

The new design and extra 

antennas are meant to eke out 

better performance, and if you’re 

connecting 802.11ac devices 

wirelessly, it can shape the signal 

better to target them. But the 

increase in our real-world testing 

scenario wasn’t so noticeable. 

Transfer speeds are fractionally better 

when using 802.11n than the last-

gen, but even with the 802.11ac 

MacBook Air, the write speed to disk 

only doubled to a little over 10MB/

sec in our deliberately tough testing.

The 3TB model is now £50 

cheaper. But you can also get all this 

with a new £169 AirPort Extreme, if 

you attach a hard disk to its USB 

port. Christopher Phin

Still a terrific router 
and makes backup 
so easy that you’ll 

actually do it. Ignore the 
speed hype, though.

   Still a great idea done well

   Remote access to disks

   Minimal speed gains

   Only three Ethernet ports

Big improvements 
mean the iRig HD 
is worth the asking 

price; those on a budget can 
still pick up the original iRig.

   Can use without headphones

   Now works with Mac & PC

   Much improved audio

   A few trivial annoyances

It’s time to rock out with the next 
generation of guitar audio interface

It may look different, but under 
the hood it’s eerily similar

The footprint of 
the Time Capsule 
is identical to 
the second/third- 
gen Apple TV.

Previously iOS-only, iRig now works with your Mac too.
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With Sonos churning out 
increasingly impressive-
sounding multi-room audio 

products, Pure was never going to 
just sit back and listen. The Jongo 
S3 is but one in an emerging 
family of ‘truly wireless’ battery-
and-mains powered speakers from 
the company, which clearly courts 
a more itinerant type of listener. 

The smooth cloth-covered unit is 
compact and feels solid, and at 
1.25kg is light and small enough to 
carry around in one hand. Yet Pure 
has packed in a 20W amp, a high-
frequency driver on each of its four 
sides and an upward-firing, metal-
grilled mid-bass driver on the top. 
The front edge houses volume and 
mute controls, along with a power 
button that changes colour 
depending on the mode. An 

auxiliary input, power port and a 
USB port to fit the supplied external 
Bluetooth dongle all sit on the rear, 
along with Wi-Fi and audio mode 
buttons and a non-lit LCD display 
for audio setup information. 

Connecting your iOS device to 
the speaker over Bluetooth A2DP is 
easy enough, while the Wi-Fi option 
also connects over WPS (check your 
router supports it), but it’s here that 
Jongo’s limitations become obvious. 
There’s no AirPlay support and no 
way to connect to a Mac or hi-fi; 
connection through the free Pure 
Connect iOS (or Android) app is 
your only option. And while the app 
provides a portal to your device’s 
iTunes library, it’s a revenue-driven 
interface mired by in-your-face 
album recommendations and an 
over-keen streaming service. 

Sound-wise the Jongo S3 doesn’t 
disappoint, but nor does it surprise. 
At low volume the vintage vocoders 
of Random Access Memories are 
faithfully reproduced, as are the 
woodwind and orchestral flourishes. 
Turn things up though and 
distortion is never far behind. The 
size of the unit also limits Pure’s 
efforts at spatial equalisation, 
making the different audio profiles 
hard to distinguish between, even 
in mid-size rooms.

It’s perhaps harsh to dwell on 
audio quality however; with 
portability comes compromise. But 
it wouldn’t have besmirched Pure to 
offer a truer freedom to the listener 
by leaving the hardware interfacing 
to Apple. Tim Hardwick

Pure Jongo S3
Jongo dancing all night around the bonfire? Do keep the volume down…

�����
£170, £5 p/month music streaming service Manufacturer Pure, pure.com

Wireless Bluetooth A2DP, 802.11a/b/g Speakers 4x 19.05mm Mylar drivers, 1x 

88.9mm mid-bass driver, 20W amplifier Available in Black, green, orange, mango 

Dimensions 131x139x135mm Weight 1.25kg

A decent unit to 
kick off a multi-
room range, but 

it’s let down by hardware 
interfacing restrictions.

  10-hour battery life

  Multi-room expansion

 Distortion at high volume

 Restrictive software

I like that with 
Pure’s own 
wireless audio 

system, I can do multi-
room audio directly 
from my iPhone 
(something you can’t do 
with AirPlay – yet, at 
least) but I’ve invested 
in a network of AirPlay 
devices, so it would take 
more than this to make 
me use something else.

TEAM TALK

Available in four 
sprightly colours, the 

S3 looks good just 
about anywhere.
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Crucial M500 
480GB SSD

We all want faster machines, 

and solid-state drives are a 

great way to achieve that, but 

previously you always had to choose 

between having lower storage 

space or not being able to afford 

your house. The Crucial M500 480GB 

is the first half-terabyte(ish) SSD to 

come in under £300, at least £100 

cheaper than its near-rivals.

So, what’s the catch for such 

superb value? Well, there isn’t one 

really. This drive is pretty average in 

most respects, but since you’re 

paying bargain prices for it, that 

sounds like a great deal to us. In 

terms of performance, the Crucial 

M500 is respectable, meeting or 

beating the scores of other mid-

range SSDs. In fact, when handling 

larger files, it’s among the better 

performers, producing read speeds 

of up to 384MB/s and write speeds 

of 350MB/s in our tests.

In terms of reliability, the three-

year warranty is standard, as is the 

rated 1.2 million hours mean time 

between failures. It’s rated to be able 

to write a total of 72TB of data before 

encountering any reliability 

problems, which strikes us as a tad 

low, but not unreasonably so. It 

should last four or five years for 

casual users, though for pros, it 

might turn out to be more like half 

that. You also don’t get much in the 

box – just a 9.5mm thickness 

adapter. But that’s okay – 

considering what else this drive 

offers, we forgive it. Matthew Bolton

Offering solid 
performance and 
superb value, this 

is definitely king of the  
mid-range SSDs.

  Great mid-range performance

  Under £300

  Good price per 1GB

  Longevity rating not too fab

GeForce GTX 680 
Mac Edition

�����
£461 Manufacturer EVGA, evga.com

Memory 2048MB, 256bit GDDR5 Video ports DVI-I, DVI-D, HDMI, DisplayPort, 

Requires Mac Pro early 2008 or later, OS X 10.8.3 or later

While Apple worked on the 

now-unveiled new Mac Pro, 

the existing professional-level 

Mac was neglected. Its last 

significant update was in 2010, and 

the 2012 refresh brought no new 

graphics cards, leaving the Mac Pro 

two generations behind the latest 

PCs. A lot of PC graphics cards work 

on a Mac Pro, but you lose the boot 

screen, making it awkward to use 

Boot Camp or the recovery partition; 

as they’re unsupported, if anything 

goes wrong you’re on your own.

EVGA’s new Mac Edition of its 

GeForce GTX 680 suffers no such 

drawbacks, however. It’s easy to 

install, requiring no tools or drivers, 

and its DVI-D, DVI-I, DisplayPort and 

HDMI video ports are augmented by 

useful bundled adapters for DVI-to-

VGA and DisplayPort to Mini 

DisplayPort.

Testing on a quad-core 3.2GHz 

Mac Pro with 8GB of RAM and 

measuring it against the machine’s 

standard ATI Radeon HD 5770, it 

scored 52.4% higher in Novabench, 

and modern games were snappier at 

a high resolution. It ran extremely 

quietly too.

The current best online price of 

£461 is likely to drop as it’s more 

widely stocked, but will probably still 

be more than the similar-branded PC 

version, currently £370 on Amazon. 

But perhaps your money would be 

better saved for an upgrade to the 

new Mac Pro, which is coming soon. 

Ian Osborne

A sound enough 
graphics card, but 
is it wise to spend 

so much on a Mac that’s 
soon to be replaced?

  Very easy to install

  Wide range of connections

  Improved gaming performance

 Costlier than the PC version

Is it too late to upgrade your Mac 
Pro’s graphics card?

It’s so sleek and attractive, 
it’s a pity you’ll never see it 
after installation.

A half-gig of flash storage for well 
under £300. Have SSDs come of age?
�����
£270 Manufacturer Crucial, crucial.com

Format 2.5-inch Formatted capacity 479GB  

MTBF 1.2 million hours TBW 72TB

Massive amounts 
of SSD space for 
the average user.



ELGATO GAME 
CAPTURE HD

Alan reveals how to play, capture 

Smart and practical, and publish game video in a flash
since a cable can be 
routed to connect 
things at the front.

Belkin Thunderbolt 
Express Dock
Add ports to your Thunderbolt Mac
������
£249 Manufacturer Belkin, belkin.co.uk

Ports 3x USB3, 1x FireWire 800, 1x Gigabit Ethernet, 3.5mm audio input/output, 

passthrough Thunderbolt port, external power supply

This device adds a selection of the front and be held in place, TThThhis blahhii blackckk bok bbbb ibllbisis lbla x record recor er is r ibck bboxoxoxoxoxx der is responsiesessspopo ibibl bb ck ox popons loonsnsnsibibleleox po ibibibla leck ponsnsnsnsla ibleleTh ck ibibbleleleleT   n ibib   
extra ports to Thunderbolt- allowing portable storage to be for the iOfofo th iOiOiOiOSrr the S and MaanaSSSSe iOOS d Macac game vid game videos eos inin  
equipped Macs. It costs a lot quickly connected. our aouourr apppp edieditiontion. IItt’’ss pretty small, andpretty small and 

especially once the Thunderbolt Sheer convenience goes some it doesn’t require an external power 
cable is added, but it has three USB3 way to justifying the expense if you’ll supply – just a spare USB2 on your 
ports compared to just one on use the dock with a MacBook. You Mac. It can capture from component 
Matrox’s alternative (see MF257). only have to connect one cable and HDMI sources, which caters for 

However, their speed is capped at when you return to your desk in home consoles and iOS devices that support video 
2.5Gbps, just like the Matrox‘s. Not a order to use speakers, storage and mirroring. (One of Apple’s AV adaptors is also needed 
problem with hard drives since they other devices left attached to the to record iOS.)
operate well below this ceiling – our dock. That includes an extra display, The input signal is passed back out over HDMI 
test drive worked as well through if you use a Mini DisplayPort to with little enough latency that you can play on your 
the dock as with a modern Mac – attach one to a Thunderbolt port. TV as normal. A compressed copy is passed to a Mac 
but you won’t get the most out of As for Thunderbolt cables, Apple with a slight delay, where the bundled software 
high-performance SSDs. Our test sells one that’s 0.5m long (£25), records it.
SSD reads sequentially in excess of which is a better choice than longer Flashback Recording keeps a record of your game 
400MB/sec when connected to a alternatives. Alan Stonebridge for as long as free disk space is available. A floor 
Mac. It failed to surpass 200MB/sec pedal (not included) can trigger recording without 
through the dock, averaging 170MB/ A great dock with touching your Mac, or you can play through action 
sec. Random read speeds averaged some terrific extra and later rewind to a good point and preserve footage 
just under 100MB/sec. While better features, but lacks from there onwards.
than USB2, it’s a disappointing drop the perfection we like to see Since our review, software updates have added new 
from 170MB/sec with a Mac with at this price. features, including live streaming to YouTube, and 
USB3 built in. 1080p capture. The original 720p limitation is why we 

The dock also provides FireWire couldn’t award full marks. All I’m keen for now is the 
 Adds useful expansion ports

800 (missing from Matrox’s dock), ability to automatically remove the black border 
 More Thunderbolt devices!Gigabit Ethernet and audio input around iOS output. We do this with MPEG 

and output mini-jacks, all on the  Provides for quick connections Streamclip, which allows game videos in our app 
back side. A channel on the dock’s edition to fill an iPad’s screen. 

   Incapable of full USB3 speed
underside allows a cable to run to 
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STOVEPIPEKAMPUS IMPULSE

 6 of the best…

Notebook 
rucksacks

������
£80 Manufacturer Slappa, slappa.co.uk

������
£70 Manufacturer Slappa, slappa.co.uk

������
£75 Manufacturer STM, stmbags.com

3 
Another spacious drawstring design that 

can carry an 18-inch notebook along with 

half your wardrobe, it also boasts great 

waterproofing. Just the thing for music festivals. 

Its black-and-red design is particularly eyecatching. 

The red details are very bright, but they’ll probably 

dull with use, especially if you take it to a muddy 

festival… Like the KAMPUS reviewed earlier, it has 

a band for the waist, which is designed to keep 

the bag from moving on your back. There is also a 

chest strap to hold the shoulder straps in place. 

Plus, there’s a nifty Slappa logo on the back.

1 
This spacious rucksack is great for 

outdoors types. Made from ‘ripstop 

parachute poly material’, it’s light, strong 

and very roomy. As well as offering space for a 

notebook of up to 18 inches in size, there’s room 

in its drawstring main compartment for your 

clothes and toiletries. Backpackers will love it. 

There’s plenty of side pockets for your accessories 

too. They’re mostly on the outside of the bag, 

which makes sense given its design. Our only 

complaint is the cushioned Slappa logo, which 

can feel uncomfortable on the small of your back.

2 
This bag’s ideal for students and business 

travellers, who will find its stationery 

pockets and pen slots very useful. It can 

hold your accessories too, though it’s not the 

roomiest bag on test. It’s far more suitable for the 

office commute than as a short-stay backpack. 

As well as a padded pocket for your notebook (up 

to 15 inches), there’s also a handy slot for your 

iPad. The cushions on the back are well placed, 

making it really comfortable to wear. If you’re not 

keen on the bright-orange zips, there’s a black 

version available that has more subtle grey zips.

3

2

1
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MAMBA SHIFT 
BACKPACK

TRIPLE TREK 
ULTRABOOK 

�����
£120 Manufacturer Booq, booqbags.co.uk

�����
£50 Manufacturer Kensington, kensington.com

4 
Booq’s backpack shines with quality and 

style. Its lightweight construction makes 

no compromises on build quality, and it 

feels comfortable on your shoulders. Your 

notebook sits securely in the rear section, well-

planned pockets hold accessories and other gear, 

and pockets integrated into the shoulder straps 

are great for your iPod or iPhone. Register its serial 

number with Terralinq to help get it back if lost. 

Only its high price keeps it from a full five stars.

5 
One of the smaller backpacks here, 

Kensington’s Triple Trek Ultrabook 

Optimised Backpack is perfect for your 

MacBook Air. It’s well made, though the zips are a 

little stiff, and its black outer casing with grey and 

lime green interior trim suits those who prefer a 

minimalist design. The inner section boasts two 

large, lightly padded pockets, one for a notebook 

and one for your iPad. It sits well on your back too, 

but is best suited to those with a smaller frame.

OLIVIA
������
£250 Manufacturer Jill-e Designs, jill-e.com

6 
Currently an Apple Store exclusive, this 

bag boasts a gorgeous leather build with 

gold-coloured metal fixtures and zips. By 

threading the adjustable strap through the D-ring 

at the base of the bag, it can be worn as a rucksack, 

or you can shorten the strap and use it as a 

shoulder bag. A neat idea, but it means those 

straps lack the padding offered by some of its 

rivals. Relatively few pockets and a short zip mean 

it rates higher for style than function too. But it’s an 

ideal solution for women who want to substitute 

their handbag so they can carry their laptop, too.

4

5

6
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ZAGGKEYS 
PROPLUS

SWANNSMART 
WIFI NETWORK 
CAMERA

BLUETUNE
SOLO

SWANN 
HD PENCAM

�����
£99 Manufacturer zagg.com

������
£77 Manufacturer swannsmart.com

�����
£45 Manufacturer divoom.com

�����
£60 Manufacturer swann.com

2 
This quality Bluetooth iPad 

keyboard cover (iPad 2 or 

later) compares very well 

with its rivals, but a few flaws keep it 

from perfection. The keys are well 

laid out so you’re soon typing at 

speed. It’s backlit in seven different 

colours for use in low light 

conditions, and unlike Logitech’s 

Ultrathin Keyboard Cover, there’s 

magnets to hold it shut as well as 

keep it in place.

And the flaws? A small lip around 

the edge of the keyboard gets in the 

way if you type with your hands very 

flat, and there’s no magnet to hold 

the iPad steady when the keyboard’s 

in use – it just slots in. Ian Osborne

4 
Unlike many IP cameras, this 

one’s easy to set up using 

your iOS or Android device. 

For indoor use only, it can be wall- or 

ceiling-mounted or left free 

standing. It connects to your local 

network using Ethernet or Wi-Fi, and 

has eight infra red LEDs for night 

vision, and a microphone so you can 

hear what’s being monitored as well 

as see it. Resolution is a maximum of 

640x480, at 30fps. Cloud services, 

such as event recording with motion 

detection and push notifications are 

available for a monthly subscription. 

Ian Osborne

1 
Rechargeable Bluetooth 

mini-speakers aren’t exactly 

thin on the ground, but this 

one’s as good as any. It comes in a 

variety of colours, has a mic for 

taking hands-free calls and features 

Divoom’s patented X-Bass 

technology to lift the lower end of 

your audio. The sound quality is 

pretty reasonable for such a small 

device, but as you’d expect, it won’t 

be winning any awards. Bass is a little 

more prominent than with some BT 

micro speakers, but it’s nothing to 

write home about, and the overall 

sound is a little tinny. At 4W, don’t 

expect massive volume either.  

Ian Osborne

3 
Budding James Bond types 

will appreciate this discrete 

spy camera, but only if 

they’ve a good memory for 

instructions. It’s actually a 

functioning ballpoint pen that 

comes supplied with cartridge refills, 

but its key feature is the micro 

camera fitted above the pocket clip. 

Activated by a button atop the pen, 

it can record 720p video or snap 

1600x1200 stills. Unfortunately, the 

processes required for switching the 

camera on and from standby to 

recording mode aren’t particularly 

instinctive. Just be sure to keep the 

manual handy the first few times 

you take it out. Ian Osborne

An unremarkable 
Bluetooth speaker that 
performs reasonably 

well without impressing. It’s 
okay, but nothing special.

An excellent keyboard 
cover with a great 
build quality and 

impressive feature range, but a 
couple of drawbacks too.

A useful way to record 
and snap discreetly, as 
long as you don’t miss 

the moment due to forgetting 
the instructions.

A cost effective and 
easy-to-use IP camera 
that’s perhaps better 

suited for home monitoring 
than security.
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SCRIVENER
Ian updates and revises his opinion 

on the long-form word processor

Navigation on the left, documents in the middle, document previews on the right. Neat!

Together 3.0
True to its name, Together helps you 
organise and collate your documents 

I was given a copy of Scrivener when 
we first reviewed version 2.0 back in �����
MF229, but at the time, I didn’t pay it 

$40 (about £26) Developer Reinvented Software, reinventedsoftware.com  
much attention. Even though it got a 
well deserved five stars out of five, I OS OS X 10.8 or later

just didn’t feel I needed another word 
processor. I was doing just fine with Together is one of New features this version include 

Microsoft’s ubiquitous copy composer, and how numerous utilities thumbnails and sync with iCloud 

many word processors that are focussed on specific promising a more (only on the App Store version).

tasks are worth learning how to use, just for that powerful way to It’s difficult to fault Together, 

particular type of job? organise and navigate your files than though we were disappointed to see 

Then a few weeks back, I started on what was to be the Finder. Unlike some, however, it’s so few applications supported by 

a very long piece of writing – exactly the sort of thing very easy to use, and makes tasks import via a hotkey (as opposed to 

Scrivener specialises in. As our own Christopher simpler rather than putting new drag-and-drop). Having said that, 

Phin and Craig Grannell swear by Literature and hurdles in your path; its plethora of importing complete web pages as 

Latte’s long-form text engine, I thought I’d give it a go. features are mostly confined to archives or PDFs is impressively fast, 

And it was a revelation. menus, and the basic interface is trouble-free and a very handy way of 

Until you download Scrivener and check it out for useful within minutes. storing them for offline viewing.

yourself, it’s difficult to appreciate just how much it The concept is simple. You can You’ve lived without Together so 

can do for long-form writing. You can incorporate import documents of almost any far, and you can continue to do so. 

your research notes into a side bar in the main kind (via drag-and-drop or a dialog), But if you’re often searching for 

Scrivener window, keeping them to hand whenever choosing to copy them, move them documents, it may be just the thing 

needed. Corkboard views give easy access to from their original locations, or to tidy up your Mac. Barnaby Page
information and project sections, and there are simply store links to them. The last 

templates for things like novels, scripts, poems, seems best, allowing you to keep Some simple but great 
lectures and more. You can even compile and export files organised in the Finder. Once ideas for making you 
your masterpiece as a ready-made ebook. It’s easy to they’re in Together, you can organise more productive – easy 
get into, but the more you use it, the more features them into groups. For example, if to use, and uncluttered by 
you inevitably find. you had documents split across unnecessary features.

If you’ve got a really big piece of writing to do, such multiple folders for separate projects, 

as a feature, a play or a novel, download Scrivener you could store links to them all in    Powerful document organisation

from literatureandlatte.com/scrivener.php and give it one group. 
   Effortless storage of web pages

a go. You can trial it free for 30 days, and it’s only $45 You can also annotate, tag, label 

(around £32) to buy anyway. There’s an iOS version and rate documents, preview them,    Handy tools such as tagging

coming soon too. share them via email or social media, 
   Only works with Mountain Lion

search them, and much else besides. 
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Keyboard  
Maestro 6

�����
$36 (about £24); upgrade from $25 (about £17)

Developer Stairways Software Pty Ltd, keyboardmaestro.com OS OS X 10.8+

Keyboard Maestro lets 

you build macros to 

automate repetitive 

workflow tasks. 

Creating macros with the app is 

relatively simple – you choose a 

trigger (such as a key press), drag 

actions from the two-column overlay 

that appears, and define action 

options and properties. New triggers 

in this update widen the application’s 

scope (which was already pretty 

broad) to encompass USB device and 

wireless network connections. This 

means you could automatically 

change your entire set-up (open 

apps/web pages, server connections, 

what’s playing in iTunes) on entering 

the office or your home. There are 

also new actions for Safari and 

Chrome web browsers (so you can 

easily grab URLs and titles, fill in 

forms, or use a shortcut to open a 

web page in the other browser) and 

rich-text support.

The interface however remains 

merely functional. The three-column 

set-up (groups; macros; details) is 

fine, but some aspects of Keyboard 

Maestro’s interface are opaque and 

fiddly, and a few are downright ugly. 

Some of the worst offenders are 

floating palettes. 

Fortunately, they’re at least great 

time-savers, notably ‘trigger by name’, 

which impressively enables you to 

rapidly search and filter your macros 

collection and then trigger one with 

a keyboard shortcut or mouse click. 

One for the power users out there, 

perhaps. Craig Grannell

You can now trigger actions to be performed on connecting to a named wireless network.

If only there was a ‘finish all my work’ 
macro, we’d be insanely happy

A near-perfect 
time-saving tool 
for the Mac power 

user willing to invest in 
setting up custom macros.

   Fast, efficient and powerful

   Great new triggers and actions

   Can now sync across Macs

   Sometimes fiddly and ugly

Audio Notetaker is a 

nifty tool for storing, 

organising, and 

annotating voice 

recordings – interviews or lectures, 

for example. You can import audio in 

a range of common formats, or 

record it directly into the app; if it’s 

imported, index marks are treated as 

section breaks. As well as dividing it 

into the sections you’ve designated, 

Audio Notetaker also splits it into 

‘chunks’, which correspond to natural 

pauses in speech. Now you can play 

back the audio, and add notes; 

there’s an automatically pausing 

mode for easy transcription.

That’s the core functionality, but it 

does much more. For a start, you can 

move those sections and chunks 

around, or of course delete portions 

of the audio. And you can import 

images, PowerPoint slides (which 

requires the Microsoft application), 

or PDFs to build up a recorded 

presentation. There’s a basic 

presentation mode that hides the 

interface and enlarges images 

associated with each audio section. 

You can also export the whole file as 

an iTunes album (each section 

becoming a track), or in WAV or M4A 

format. Nice extras include quite 

effective noise reduction, and 

control over playback speed.

The interface may be a bit rough 

around the edges and navigation via 

the keyboard takes a little getting 

used to, but if you work with voice 

recordings regularly, Audio Notetaker 

is a handy helper. Barnaby Page

Audio  
Notetaker 2.7

�����
£96, or £30 for six months Developer Sonocent, sonocent.com

OS OS X 10.5.8 or later Requires Intel processor

There are many ways to organise your recording, such as highlighting sections.

Make thousands of recorded words 
manageable with this unusual utility

If you regularly 
work with voice 
recordings, Audio 

Notetaker could save you 
time and hassle.

   Easy to get up and running 

   Features relevant to real tasks

   Good import/export options

   A little pricey
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Finding an interesting 

article you haven’t 

the time to digest is a 

common enough 

occurrence to have inspired a range 

of ‘save for later’ services that offer a 

clean, stripped-down environment 

for you to get on with the task of 

reading. Instapaper and Pocket offer 

convenience for most users, so what 

can a standalone desktop app like 

ReadKit bring to the table?

Essentially it acts as a container for 

you to combine existing read-later 

accounts in one convenient 

interface, where anyone familiar with 

the impressive RSS collator Reeder 

should feel immediately at home. 

Three columns comprise its window: 

the first lists any services you’ve set 

up via Preferences, the second lists 

articles (which can be organised into 

smart folders) under Unread, 

Favourite, and Archived sections, and 

the third displays the selected article. 

Meanwhile, the top toolbar contains 

buttons for full-screen mode, share, 

star and archive options.

Selecting ReadKit’s Focus Mode 

removes the list columns and places 

your article centre stage, the look of 

which can be customised to your 

PDF Nomad 

provides you 

with a fairly 

comprehensive 

set of tools for editing PDFs. The 

interface is user-friendly, with a 

large work area flanked by 

optional sidebars displaying 

page thumbnails/lists and an 

outliner. Rearranging, resizing, 

marking-up and merging 

documents is painless, and 

there are great time-saving 

features like being able to select 

alternate pages from a list. 

Export options are plentiful, 

enabling you to send edits to 

PDF, text, bitmaps and audio.

The one time the app doesn’t 

feel quite so mature is with its 

newest feature: OCR. We had 

problems scanning directly into 

the app, although it happily 

imported scans we’d earlier 

made elsewhere. As for the OCR 

in general, accuracy was fine 

with books and variable for 

magazines with esoteric type. 

It’s perhaps not enough to 

compel PDF Nomad 1.6 users to 

upgrade, but OCR’s a nice to 

have for newcomers.  

Craig Grannell

Eggscellent is 

a visual timer 

based on the 

Pomodoro 

Technique. You define a task 

and short/long breaks (25, five 

and 15 minutes, respectively, 

by default), and the number 

of timers per item on your 

to-do list. You then focus 

intensely on a task while its 

timer’s running, using the rest 

period as a reward and to 

recharge for the next timer.

Eggscellent integrates with 

Calendar and Reminders 

(Things or OmniFocus can 

also be used for task 

management sync), and you 

can automate a ’busy’ status 

in Skype. As an added 

incentive, there’s a cute visual 

timer that hatches an egg 

when a task is completed.

The lack of automatic 

work/rest cycles and follow-

ons (new timers must be 

started manually) is a pity, and 

BreakTime is more elegant; 

however, Eggscellent is good 

should you require something 

closer to the Pomodoro 

Technique. Craig Grannell

ReadKit
Save articles for later reading and 
keep them organised on your Mac

�����
£2.99 Developer Webin, readkitapp.com

OS OS X 10.7 or later Requires 64-bit processor

Clean, stable and 
inexpensive, ReadKit is 
the catch-all client for 

all your save-for-later services 
and saved articles therein. 

 Clean and tidy

 Easy to use

 Inexpensive

 No text-search highlighting

liking thanks to the app’s wealth of 

alignment, theme and font options.

The search bar lets you search 

articles by field, as well as filter by 

Title, Content, URL, and, for Pocket, 

Tags. There’s also full-text search for 

individual folders, but sadly no inline 

match highlighting.

ReadKit feels nicely self-contained 

– you can add or remove article links 

without going anywhere near a 

browser, simply by using the plus 

and minus buttons under the article 

list. The app proved stable too, 

syncing with Readability and 

Instapaper while retaining article 

statuses seamlessly. In fact there’s 

little reason to moan; ReadKit comes 

recommended. Tim Hardwick

PDF NOMAD 2.0

EGGSCELLENT 1.0

�����
£35 Developer SintraWorks, sintraworks.com

OS OS 10.7 Requires 64-bit processor

�����
£6.99 Developer Monocle Society LLC, eggscellentapp.com

OS OS X 10.7+ Requires 64-bit processor

Efficiency comes egg-shaped

Now with OCR capabilities

A useful – if not 
immediately 
intuitive – timer for 

concentrating on those 
important tasks. 

An excellent, easy-
to-use PDF Editor 
for anyone looking 

for an alternative to 
Preview or Adobe Reader. 

ReadKit keeps your saved-for-later articles in an organised fashion for easy perusal.
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Anomaly 2

Starseed Pilgrim

�����
£10.49 Developer 11 bit studios, 11bitstudios.com 

Requires OS X 10.6, 2.4GHz Intel processor, 2GB RAM, 3GB disk space

�����
£4.49 Developer Droqen, starseedpilgrim.com

Requires 512MB RAM, 60MB disk space

It’s hard to know what 

direction to take with 

strategy sequels. Do 

you go broader? 

Deeper? Do you make more of the 

same? The last is probably the safest 

option, and it’s the one that 11 Bit 

chose for a follow-up to its ‘tower 

offence’ game, Anomaly Warzone 

Earth. As in the original, the idea is 

that you must navigate a convoy 

through enemy defence towers, 

destroying them as you go, 

completing objectives and using 

support powers. There are some 

changes, including new unit types 

for both you and the enemy, and 

new powers. You also now control 

an actual commander on the 

battlefield, instead of playing mere 

overlord. This change doesn’t seem 

to add anything to the game for us – 

if anything it makes things more 

fiddly. And as much as 11 Bit has 

tinkered with the formula, it really 

feels like the same game again, with 

little new. For a while, that’s fine, but 

as the game progresses, it confuses 

escalation with busywork, sending 

you on long tedious missions to 

drag out the end. There are also 

some extreme difficulty spikes.

There is something wholly new 

here in the multiplayer mode, 

however, letting you play as the 

towers or the convoy online. Alas, it 

has trouble adding much to the 

experience when it’s so hard to find 

players, though. We couldn’t find a 

single random opponent. Best make 

sure you’ve got some interested 

friends… Matthew Bolton

Starseed Pilgrim 

doesn’t have a 

learning curve to it; 

just a sheer cliff. You 

start off with almost no information 

about how it works at all, and must 

figure it out from what you have at 

hand: your pilgrim, who can run and 

jump on 2D platforms, and some 

seeds that the pilgrim can plant, 

which grow into new platforms. 

Different colour seeds do different 

things, allowing you to escape a 

creeping blackness that seeps 

through the platforms, chasing you 

– but this threat doesn’t end the 

game, it just changes it. Starseed 

Pilgrim has a meticulous system, but 

until you understand every part of it, 

it remains impenetrable. We ended 

up cheating and reading a guide – 

and we’re glad we did.

Once you understand the system, 

you learn that it’s a cycle of 

efficiency, construction and 

exploration. Throwaway parts turn 

out to be the core of things. Your 

actions have a permanency that 

makes your game unique to you. It 

turns out to be something that suits 

quick 10-minute bursts – it just takes 

hours of futility to get there.

We’ve avoided spoiling much 

here, but know that Starseed Pilgrim 

becomes a rather beautiful game – 

basic in looks, but sumptuous in 

audio and feel. But the battle to get 

to that point may not be worth it for 

a lot of people. Even once you do 

figure it out, it can still frustrate with 

awkward controls and its random 

seed selection. Matthew Bolton

Take command on a battlefield where 
anomalies are few and far between.

Tend a symphonic garden, explore space, 
embrace fate – and lots of frustration.

Solid but staid strategy game could 
do with some anomalies, actually

A puzzle game where figuring out 
how to play is half the puzzle

Eventually an 
elegant, personal 
experience, but far 

too oblique a puzzle to 
crack to begin with.

Competent 
strategy, but you 
can’t help feeling 

you’ve played it before, 
even in multiplayer mode.

  Elaborate and engrossing

  Clever cyclical systems

  Utterly impenetrable

  Can frustrate too easily

 Explodey strategic action

 Very polished

 Not much new

 Some tedious levels
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LEGO Batman

�����

£2.99 Developer Warner Bros, warnerbros.co.uk  

Works with iPhone, iPod touch, iPad  Version 1.2 

LEGO Batman tasks 

you with tearing 

through Gotham, 

smashing everything 

in sight in the name of saving it. The 

game’s story is a whistlestop tour 

through landmarks such as Arkham 

Asylum and the Batcave in a 

charming mix of puzzling and simple 

combat. The former usually involves 

one character clearing the way for 

another, whereas the latter largely 

means repeatedly hammering the 

‘bash’  button, though boss fights do 

mix things up.

You’re in control of Batman and 

Robin, who have a range of different 

suits to give them different abilities – 

Robin’s hazard suit lets him walk 

through chemicals and underwater, 

for example. After a while, Superman 

joins your gang, with his showier 

powers such as flight, laser vision and 

absurd strength.

As is usual for LEGO games, 

there’s a large roster of characters 

you can unlock as you scour levels 

for collectibles, which you then 

‘buy’ using either the studs you 

pick up during levels, or IAP ‘bricks’.  

The basic price of the game is great 

value, though, offering lots of fun 

without IAPs.

You do need time to play it, 

however: there are no checkpoints, 

so if you need to stop in the middle 

of a level, you can lose all your 

progress. The controls can also be 

rather fiddly, but they don’t ruin the 

experience. This is still an impressive 

new outing for the LEGO franchise. 

Emma Davies

The lads take a quick 10am stand-up meeting to discuss their world-saving strategy.

Build things; destroy things; save the 
world via the medium of brick

This game of 
building, smashing 
and puzzling is fun 

for everyone – not just 
Batman fans.

   Great smashy fun

   Loads of content

   No checkpoints in levels

   Slightly fiddly controls

To begin with you’ll be 

frustrated with this 

game, but then it 

finally clicks – that is, 

the unforgiving, seemingly hopeless 

experience provides a glimmer of 

light, a suggestion it might just be 

possible to survive for more than a 

few seconds. 

Fighting against physics, you’re 

tasked with guiding a stark white 

marble (The Vessel) left and right. 

Barely in control, you hurtle along 

a rollercoaster ribbon frozen and 

suspended in space. A turn is 

mastered and a chicane survived. 

You gasp as you leave the track and 

somehow rejoin, further down the 

endless road. Frustration turns to 

exhilaration, and you‘re hooked.

At first glance, Impossible Road 

seems possible, merely asking you to 

pass through a series of checkpoints. 

But it’s tough and it’s brutal . You 

grasp the task at hand within 

seconds, but mastery takes far 

longer. Banked tracks, chicanes and 

bumps require different tactics to 

overcome; the tight turning circle 

and even the way The Vessel 

sometimes obscures your view (by 

design) must be tamed. 

And then there’s the twist – that 

ability to risk skipping huge sections 

of track and boosting your score. 

Needless to say, you can test your 

patience skills well here.

Its bobsled exhilaration combined 

with a bucking bronco battle; a 

brilliant, stern arcade test that 

perfectly mixes risk and reward. It 

won’t be for everyone, but, to be fair, 

the game’s very title gives you a hint 

of what to expect. Craig Grannell

Impossible Road

�����
£1.49  Developer Kevin Ng, pixelsontoast.com

Works with iPhone, iPod touch, iPad  Version 1.0.2 

As hard as it seems at first, you’ll just want to keep going… and going… and going. 

An addictive game that will see 
you going decidedly off the rails

Tough as anything 
and frequently 
hugely frustrating, 

but also brilliant, pure 
arcade exhilaration.

   Thrilling and exhilarating 

   Precise and focused

   Rewards time spent mastering it

   Difficulty may put some off
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MONSTER MUSIC PRO
A beastly way to make music

LETTERPRESS
�����
£1.99 Developer BubbaMonkey Studio, bubbamonkey.net  

Works with iPhone, iPod touch, iPad Version 1.0.3 

Matt spells out why this game still remains 
Monster Music record your own sound, 

Pro is a basic making it versatile enough for 
gripping (griping, ripping, piping…) music-making kids to play with it for hours.

app, where the The child might not 

different instruments or notes necessarily produce melodic 

are replaced with animated compositions straight away, 

monsters. Your child positions but this app is intuitive and 

the beasts on the iPad’s encourages experimentation. 

screen to make a song, the You can also save the best 

critters then sing out the creations, no matter whether 

corresponding notes. The they were created by kids or 

sounds change according to adults having too much fun 

where on the scale you place (ahem). Jamie Middleton
it, and you can adjust the 

volume or change the speed 

of the song with taps too. A really fun way 
The app includes three sets to introduce 

of monsters (producing your child to 
symphonic and electronic creating music without 
sounds) and the ability to the learning curve.

Word games are something of a blank canvas; the 
EVOMAIL

basic act of paring away the chaos of random letters 
and producing lovely ordered words is brilliantly Evomail bests the Mail app 
pliable, with puzzle games, arcade games, adventures �����
and even survival horror games having been built £1.99  Developer Jonathan George, evomail.io  
around the contents of your average dictionary. It’s no 

Works with iPhone, iPod touch, iPad  Version 1.0.1  surprise, then, that Letterpress wasn’t the first turn-based strategy 
wordsearch game, but it’s the one that stuck with us. 

Basically, there’s a grid of letters, and you need to make a word with Evomail is a labelling system ensures you 

them. At first it’s easy, because the letters don’t even need to be fairly traditional can organise a large amount 

connected to each other. Once you make the word, the letters you use email client, of email, rather than going for 

change colour, indicating that they belong to you. Then your opponent with everything a quickfire ‘Inbox Zero’ 

makes a word. The same rules apply, with any letters they choose sensibly ordered, and group philosophy. Emails can be 

turning to their colour – including yours, if they used them. The game conversations in boxes with shared through Messages, 

then goes back and forth, filling the board with colour. Obviously, contact headshots. It also Twitter or Facebook.

knowledge of words comes into the strategy, but there’s a little bit offers lots of options without There’s little reason not  

more to it than just that. If you can surround a letter of your colour cluttering the interface, to replace the default Mail 

with other letters of your colour, it becomes ‘safe’ from being stolen, so thanks to its smart use of app with Evomail, with 

you need to start planning words around creating enclaves of space and clever gestures. options such as the gestures 

protected letters, and you need to try to break down the protection of It really excels at good making it feel easier to use. 

your opponent. organisation: there’s the usual Christian Hall
It’s actually incredibly simple, and that’s what gives Letterpress ‘star’ system, but the folders 

its longevity and popularity. With the minimum of rules, every game element (drawers) is superb. 

is lowdown lexical pugilism – a rampant and tense back and forth of To flag a message with a Better than the 
sesquipedalian sadism. Just you, your opponent, your wit, your colour, use the label icon at Mail app in almost 
words. As all great battles should be. the bottom-right, where you every way. This 

can create new labels (and email client that deserves 
there’s an ‘archive’ option). The a place on your iPad.
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Less is more for Inkist,  
so you’ll have to work  
with what you’re given.

TEAM TALK

Inkist There are plenty 
of in-depth art 
options for your 

iPad, but there’s always 

Create a digital masterpiece with all your tools at hand room for an easy-to-use 
hobbyist app such as 
this one. It needs a little 

����� relying on multiple layers, is a more performance polish, but 
traditional painting method. And for this is only version 1.0. Free Developer Tai Shimizu, inki.st  
many artists, it will work well. Over time, it could grow 

Works with iPad Version 1.0 
As for brushes, there are simple, into a really great app.

customisable ones that can be saved 

Having moved to iOS quick, easy and intuitive. That said, for later (as can colour swatches), but 

after starting life as a having the tools on screen does the more sophisticated options of Slickly presented 
Mac app, Inkist has a sacrifice screen space, so your work Procreate aren’t here. There are also with feature-rich 
simple, stylish area can feel a tad cramped. performance problems, with tools tools, it just lacks 

interface designed to be highly One way Inkist maximises its being slow to activate and sluggish the brushes and tools to 
responsive and artist-friendly. Tools space is by offering only three layers on our iPad 3 at times. compete with the best.
sit on the left, with a rich selection of to work with: background, Inkist should be a delight to use; 

options available through a midground and foreground. This it’s slickly designed and has a rich  Stylish, responsive interface

contextual menu. Innovative might seem an oversight when variety of powerful tools available. 
 Keeps it simple

approaches (especially in the colour competitors offer unlimited layers, The usability problems are a shame, 

adjustment tools and the use of but it does make sense. Building up but with some updates and a few  Working area cramped

multi-finger gestures) mean making layers of colour and flattening them new brush options this could be a 
 Sluggish on iPad 3

great artwork in Inkist should be on the background, rather than real winner. Alex Thomas
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1     Cute CUT Pro
£3.99 mobivio.com

2     iMovie
£2.99 apple.com/uk

3     Perfect Video
£1.99 bit.ly/14ItB1D

iOS video editors
Which is the best, easiest-to-use, 
most fully featured video editor for 
your iPhone, iPod touch or iPad?

Portable computing is one thing, 

but being able to edit a video on 

a tablet or a phone is something 

else altogether. When you imagine 

video editing, you probably picture a 

powerful computer hooked up to a 

myriad of external devices and a 

multitude of hard drives. How can all 

this be squeezed into something you 

carry in your back pocket?

Apple has shown us with iMovie that 

you don’t need expensive hardware to 

cut a home movie together, and this 

idea has carried through to its line of 

iOS devices. When Apple released 

iMovie for your iPhone, it didn’t take 

long for third-party developers to do 

the same. Most are just one step 

removed from uploading a clip directly 

to YouTube, but you’ll find a fair 

number on the App Store which are as 

full-featured as they can get. You can 

import as many clips as you need, trim 

them, apply effects such as transitions 

and export your finished product.

The advantages are obviously huge. 

Making a home movie, although a lot 

of fun, is also very time-consuming, 

and in our increasingly busy and hectic 

lifestyles, finding time to edit may be 

tricky. So the idea of editing on the go, 

while you’re out, and having a 

finished product by the time you get 

home is a genuinely exciting prospect, 

since the time it took you to travel 

home was put to good use and you 

and your friends and family can enjoy 

the results immediately on your iOS 

mobile device, an Apple TV, on your 

Mac or online.

We’ve collected six video-editing 

apps and put them through their 

paces to see how well they cope with 

the constraints of a small portable 

screen. All but one of them can work 

on any iOS device. The odd one out, 

Pinnacle Studio, is limited to iPads 

(excluding the original). All the others 

function on an iPhone or iPod touch, 

and even better, all have been 

optimised to take advantage of the 

iPhone 5’s larger screen.

So if you’ve ever fancied cutting a 

film, let’s see which one offers you  

the best options.

You don’t need 
expensive hardware 
to cut a home 
movie together

1

2

3

 Words: Steve Paris
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4     Pinnacle Studio
£8.99 pinnaclesys.com

5     Videoshop
Free bit.ly/19OveOv

6     Vizzywig
£13.99 vizzywig.com

iOS VIDEO EDITORS | AT A GLANCE

Cute Cut Pro iMovie Perfect Video Pinnacle Studio Videoshop Vizzywig

Developer Yu Bo Apple yinfeng tang Corel Inc. Joseph Riquelme i4software

Price £3.99 £2.99 £1.99 £8.99 free (for now) £13.99

Size 28.5MB 496MB 2.0MB 68.8MB 28.9MB 39.1MB

Version 1.4.4 1.4.1 1.5.1 3.0.3 1 3.7MB

Lowest iPhone iPhone 3GS iPhone 4 iPhone 3GS n/a unspecified unspecified

Lowest iPod touch 3rd generation 4th generation 3rd generation n/a unspecified unspecified

Lowest iPad iPad iPad 2 iPad iPad 2 unspecified unspecified

Universal Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes

Camera Support Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes

iPhone 5 Optimised Yes Yes Yes n/a Yes Yes

Free Trial Version Yes No Yes No n/a No

4

5

6
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It’s all very well being able to edit on your 
portable device, but how easy it is to move 
things around when working on a small screen? 
Essentially, this is something that’s impossible to 
test as it’s extremely relative to the individual. 
Also, to allow for this kind of editing, some 
compromises have to be made. Too many 
options may force you to shrink the interface 
elements, making it harder to tap on them to 
select them (let along drag them or cut them).

In that respect, Videoshop’s elements are 
large and extremely easy to manipulate, but its 
options are limited. 

Even though Perfect Video has fewer options 
on offer, its look is too spartan and it feels like 
the interface wasn’t properly thought out, with 
too much wasted space. On the other end of 
the scale, Cute CUT Pro is incredibly full-
featured, and as a result some may feel a little 
overwhelmed. If a proficient touch-based 
interface was all we had to judge an app on, 
iMovie would win hands down, but it lacks too 
many features to make it a true winner. 
However, the way it makes the edit process look 
simple and inviting is a very important, albeit 
subjective, feature.

You’d think it would be 

extremely simple to bring clips 

into the editor: select the 

import button, choose one or more 

clips and start editing. But sadly, not 

all import processes are the same.

The best one in our test was 

Pinnacle Studio, which took full 

advantage of the iPad screen to let 

you preview each clip and even let 

you choose just a portion of a clip 

to import, closely followed by 

iMovie. These two and Cute CUT Pro 

allow you to import one clip at a 

time. Perfect Video and Vizzywig 

offer you the option of importing 

multiple clips in one go, but the 

latter’s interface was so different that 

it was pretty much useless, unless 

you were only looking for a recent 

clip to work with. The fact that 

Vizzywig’s orientation is locked 

doesn’t do it any huge favours 

either. You have to use the app in 

landscape, with the Home Button to 

the right. The same applies to 

Videoshop, only it’s stuck in the 

Portrait orientation, but its multiple 

clip selection is actually much easier 

than Vizzywig’s.

If you can’t edit as you like, the 

app isn’t right for your needs. 

Thankfully all the apps were 

able to achieve the basics. You can 

reorder, delete and edit clips, but 

only three of the apps on test, Cute 

CUT Pro, iMovie and Pinnacle 

Studio, allow you to cut a clip. This is 

an extremely useful feature if you 

wish to insert another clip in 

between two parts of the same 

video. Cute CUT Pro takes the prize 

for the best editor in the lineup by 

offering you the ability to edit on 

multiple layers, which means you 

can create complex edits and even 

add picture-in-picture effects by 

putting one clip on top of another 

and resizing it. 

Neither Vizzywig nor Perfect 

Video make it easy to preview work. 

You need to render it first before 

you can see how your project is 

shaping up. At least Perfect Video 

allows you to scroll through your 

edit when previewing it, so you can 

jump to the segment you’re 

working on, but this doesn’t really 

make up for its extremely spartan 

interface and limited editing tools.

IMPORTING CLIPS EDITING
How easy is it to import clips into the app? How well do the apps edit the clips?

TEST ONE TEST TWO

TEST RESULTS
iMovie �����

Pinnacle Studio �����

Perfect Video  �����

Cute CUT Pro �����

Vizzywig  �����

Videoshop �����

Videoshop makes it easy to import multiple clips at the same time. Cute CUT Pro is the only editor in the list that works with multiple video layers.

SCREEN SIZE |  IS IT EASY TO EDIT?

Even with fewer features, iMovie makes editing fun and easy.

TEST RESULTS
iMovie �����

Pinnacle Studio �����

Perfect Video  �����

Cute CUT Pro �����

Vizzywig  �����

Videoshop �����
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Obviously not all video editors are created 
equal, and you can see at a glance that three 
of our test subjects weren’t in the same 
league as the others. Were it not for the fact 
the Pinnacle Studio was solely tethered to 
the iPad, it would have had a better chance 
thanks to its breadth of options, available in 
a simple, clear and elegant interface. iMovie, 
lovely though it is, is lagging behind the 
others in terms of features. 

Packing in an amazing number of tools, 
including being able to work on more than a 
single video layer at the same time, while 

offering the ability to create your own 
transitions, and not forgetting its amazing 
freehand tool, is what makes Cute CUT Pro 
the clear winner.

FINAL RESULTS
iMovie �����

Pinnacle Studio �����

Perfect Video  �����

Cute CUT Pro �����

Vizzywig  �����

Videoshop �����

All the apps allow you to export 

projects to the Camera Roll, 

and that’s the main part of the 

export process since you can then 

do whatever you want with it, once 

it’s in your Photos app. But 

convenience is important, and the 

more options you have, the better.

Perfect Video relies on your 

Camera Roll, but iMovie has lots of 

choice, such as sending work to 

Facebook, YouTube, Vimeo and CNN 

iReport. And it can export your 

project and open it in iMovie on 

your Mac, so you could use iMovie 

for iOS to create a rough edit, and 

then add final touches on a bigger 

computer. Pinnacle Studio does the 

same for its desktop counterpart.

The others are all self-contained 

programs and offer various options, 

with Vizzywig being the only one 

that comes anywhere near iMovie’s 

versatility. iMovie does not consider 

email to be a viable option, most 

likely because it doesn’t offer any 

control over the quality of your 

exported project: it saves it at the 

highest possible one, making such 

files too large to send via email.

Adding effects, titles and 

transitions is often what makes 

editing fun. It turns clips into a 

story with a beginning, middle and 

end, and even chapters. All apps 

offer many transitions, aside from 

iMovie, which limits you to two: a 

cross-dissolve and one based on the 

theme you chose for your project. It 

does allow you to create trailers; 

short movies designed to be tasters 

for the proper film you’re making. 

Pinnacle Studio has a rich selection 

of effects, including sound effects, 

and lets you add and trim music 

anywhere on your project, but once 

again Cute CUT Pro is the leader, 

with a wealth of options including 

the ability to draw on your clips (be 

it circles, rectangles, or freehand, for 

example). It’s also worth noting that 

despite its simple interface, 

Videoshop is capable of speeding 

up or slowing down your clip thanks 

to a slider. Also, although it’s not 

technically an effect, Vizzywig has 

an amazing feature: the ability to 

grab live footage from any other 

device running that app on the 

same Wi-Fi network.

EXPORTINGEFFECTS
What do you do once you’ve finishedAdd the finishing touches to your project

TEST FOURTEST THREE

TEST RESULTS
iMovie �����

Pinnacle Studio �����

Perfect Video  �����

Cute CUT Pro �����

Vizzywig  �����

Videoshop �����

TEST RESULTS
iMovie �����

Pinnacle Studio �����

Perfect Video  �����

Cute CUT Pro �����

Vizzywig  �����

Videoshop �����

Pinnacle Studio has a variety of different effects to apply to your projects. In addition to saving to the Camera Roll, Vizzywig offers you other ways to share.

THE WINNER | CUTE CUT PRO
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Elgato Video Capture captures your 

analogue video and sends it to your 

iTunes library. Your video is immediately 

ready to play back on your computer, 

sync with your iOS device, upload to 

YouTube and edit in iMovie. Read about 

it at elgato.com/uk/video/video-capture. 

To get an amazing £30 off Elgato Video 

Capture HD, follow these steps:

1. Open elgato.com/shop

2. Add Elgato Video Capture to cart. 

3. Click ‘Proceed to Checkout’.

4. Register and/or enter your address.

5. On the Shipping Method page, 

select a shipping method first. Then 

paste ELGATO-MACFORMAT into the 

Coupon Code field and click Apply. 

Wait until ‘accepted’ appears next to 

the code. Click Continue.

6. Enter your payment information to 

complete your order.

The offer runs from Wednesday, 10th 

July to Tuesday, 17th September, so 

don’t miss it.

GET £30 OFFGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEETTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT ££££££££££££££££££££££££££££££££££££333333333333333333333333333333333333330000000000000000000000000000000000000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEELLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGATO VIDEO CAPTURE HAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAATTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRREEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
READER OFFER

Digitise your video collection, and watch it on your Mac or iPad

TURN TO 
PAGE 25 TO SUBSCRIBE AND SAVE!

Future
30 Monmouth Street

Bath BA1 2BW

Tel 01225 442 244
Fax 01225 732 295

macformat@futurenet.com
MacFormat.com

twitter.com/MacFormat

Print 21,347  

Digital 3,375 

Digital publications 6,842

The ABC combined print, digital  

and digital publications circulation 

for Jan–Dec 2012 is

31,564
A member of the Audited Bureau of Circulations

OFFER 
Promo Code:

ELGATO- 
MACFORMAT
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UPDATE LIKELY?

BUY OR WAIT?

DAYS SINCE  
REFRESH

Just updated

Buy now

Model Key specifications Price

11” 1.3GHz 
Intel Core i5 
128GB SSD

CPU: Dual core Haswell Core i5

RAM: 4GB of 1600MHz LPDDR3

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 5000

£84£84£84£84£8£848 99999

11” 1.3GHz 
Intel Core i5 
256GB SSD

CPU: Dual core Haswell Core i5

RAM: 4GB of 1600MHz LPDDR3

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 5000

£1,£1,£1,£1,1£1£1,02902902902902900

13” 1.3GHz 
Intel Core i5 
128GB SSD

CPU: Dual core Haswell Core i5

RAM: 4GB of 1600MHz LPDDR3

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 5000

£94£94£94£94£94£94£ 999999

13” 1.3GHz 
Intel Core i5 
256GB SSD

CPU: Dual core Haswell Core i5

RAM: 4GB of 1600MHz LPDDR3

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 5000

£1,£1,£1,£1,£1£1,12912912912999129

CHOOSE A MMMMMMMMAAAAACCCCCCBBBBBBBOOOOOOOOOOOOOKKKKKKK AAAAAAAAIIIIIIRRRRRR

The ultimate guide to buying a Mac, iPad and iPhone

*The Days Since Refresh box shows you when an Apple product was last updated at the time we went to press, and whether it’s 

safe to buy now or wait. Please remember this advice is just our best guess – Apple can update any product line at any time.

The 2013 MacBook Air keeps the same chassis used 

in the 2012 model. In fact, it’s physically unchanged 

except for the second microphone hole on the left-hand 

side. But there are significant changes under the hood. 

The range has moved to new Haswell processors, which 

are designed to use very little power. On a full charge, 

the 11-inch models can last for up to nine hours, with 

the 13-inch versions running for up to 12 hours. The 

new graphics chipset is significantly speedier than its 

predecessor, and the flash storage is up to 45% faster 

than the 2012 model, and nine times quicker than a 

traditional hard drive. 802.11ac Wi-Fi makes its Mac 

debut with the new Airs too, and is up to three times as 

speedy as 802.11n. It’s a pity the new processors are 

only 1.3 GHz, though, down from 1.7GHz and 1.8GHz.

MacBook Air

We love the new 
MacBook Air. 
Actually, we’ve 
loved the Air for 

years, but we definitely love 
this new one. With its new 
Haswell processors, it can 
last all day on a single 
charge, even when doing 
power-hungry tasks such 
as video playback. The CPU 
clock speeds have taken a 
dip, but better graphics and 
faster storage mostly 
compensate. We didn’t get a 
Retina screen, but it might 
have drained the battery too 
quickly. The new Airs are 
aimed at those who need to 
keep going all day, and 
they’re perfect for the job.

MacBook Air 
The 2013 refresh brings us 

excellent low-power processors 

for incredible battery life

Apple’s ultra-
portable now lasts 
all day on a full 
battery charge

The Apple kit we’re most excited about
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UPDATE LIKELY?

BUY OR WAIT?

DAYS SINCE  
REFRESH

Not for a while

Buy now

The June 2012 refresh ushered in a 

new range of MacBook Pros, with 

revamped 13- and 15-inch models, plus 

the slimline 15-inch version with Retina 

display, capable of displaying 5.1 million 

pixels. A 13-inch Retina version was 

added in October. All MacBook Pros 

feature Thunderbolt, USB3 ports and a 

720p webcam. The Retina models also 

drop the optical drive. The hard disk has 

been replaced by flash storage. The 

17-inch model is no longer available.

A minor refresh in February 2013 took 

£200 off the cost of the 13-inch Retina 

MacBook Pros. The 15-inch and high-

end 13-inch models got a very minor speed bump, and the more 

expensive 15-inch notebook gained an extra 8GB of RAM.

MacBook Pro

CHOOSE A MACBOOK PRO

Model Key Specifications Price

13” 2.5GHz 
dual-core i5

Hard drive: 500GB RAM: 4GB

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000
£999

13” 2.9GHz 
dual-core i7

Hard drive: 750GB RAM: 8GB

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000
£1,249

15” 2.3GHz 
quad-core i7

Hard drive: 500GB RAM: 4GB

Graphics: GeForce GT 650M 512MB
£1,499

13” 2.5GHz 
dual-core i5

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000

Storage: 128GB RAM: 8GB
£1,249

13” 2.6GHz 
quad-core i5

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000

Storage: 256GB RAM: 8GB
£1,449

15” 2.4/2.7GHz
quad-core i7

Graphics: Geforce GT 650M 1GB

Storage: 256/512GB RAM: 8/16GB
£1,799 or 

£2,299

R  = Retina display

R

R

R

DAYS SINCE  
REFRESH

UPDATE LIKELY?

BUY OR WAIT?

Could be soon

Consider waiting

Mac mini
The smallest, most affordable Mac 

in Apple’s range got a refresh in 

October 2012, which actually saw the 

prices fall a little. The entry-level Mac 

mini, which now boasts a 2.5GHz dual 

core Intel Core i5 Ivy Bridge processor, 

is now £499 (down from £529), and the 

high-end 2.3GHz quad core Intel Core i7 

model costs £679 (previously £699). 

The 2012 refresh retained the form 

factor of the previous generation, with 

the upgrades all under the hood. The 

four USB ports are now high-speed USB 

3.0, and both models have 4GB of RAM 

as standard, up from 2GB.

Unfortunately, the high-end model’s discrete graphics chip has 

gone, but the new Ivy Bridge processors offer more powerful 

integrated graphics chipsets than their Sandy Bridge 

predecessors. Thankfully, the FireWire 800 port is retained. As a 

connectivity protocol, FireWire is yesterday’s news, but many Mac 

owners still own peripherals that need this port. Also around the 

back are Ethernet, HDMI and Thunderbolt ports and an SD card 

reader. The Mac mini no longer has an optical drive drive – you’ll 

have to buy a USB SuperDrive for £65 if you need one. It’s a 

capable little machine though; it might well be all you need.

Model Key specifications Price

2.5GHz 
dual-core
Intel Core i5

Hard drive: 500GB

RAM: 4GB

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000

£499

2.3GHz
quad-core
Intel Core i7

Hard drive: 1TB

RAM: 4GB

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000

£679

CHOOSE A MAC MINI
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UPDATE LIKELY?

BUY OR WAIT?

DAYS SINCE  
REFRESH

Coming in 2013

Wait

UPDATE LIKELY?

BUY OR WAIT?

DAYS SINCE  
REFRESH

Just updated

Buy now

iMac
The October 2012 iMac refresh saw 

a radical redesign. The body of the 

all-in-one desktop computer is 

now much thinner, measuring as little 

as 5mm at the edge. That’s 80% thinner 

than the previous generation. It also has 

75% less screen reflection, and the new 

Ivy Bridge chipsets bring USB 3.0 along 

with better integrated and discrete 

graphics. But the new thinner design 

comes at a cost. Neither the 27-inch 

nor the 21-inch models have an optical 

drive, and you can’t install extra RAM in 

the smaller iMac yourself. But as you 

get 8GB as standard anyway, you might 

not wish to. In March 2013, a new 

Apple Online Store option let you buy a new iMac with a VESA 

Mount Adapter installed instead of a stand, for £35 on the price.

R 

Model Key specifications Price

21.5” 2.7GHz 
Intel quad-
core i5

Hard drive: 1TB (5400rpm)

RAM: 8GB

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GT 640M

£1,£1,£1,£1,£1,£11,0990990999099009

21.5” 2.9GHz 
Intel quad-
core i5

Hard drive: 1TB (5400rpm)

RAM: 8GB

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GT 650M

£1,£1,£1,££1,£1,,249249249249249

27”  2.9GHz 
Intel quad-
core i5

Hard drive: 1TB (7200rpm)

RAM: 8GB

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660MRR 

£1,£1,£1,£1,£1,£1,499499499499499999

27” 3.2GHz 
Intel quad-
core i5

Hard drive: 1TB (7200rpm)

RAM: 8GB

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 675MX

£1,£1,£1,£1£1 69969969969996996996

CHOOSE AN iiiiiiiMMMMMMMMAAAAAAACCCCCC

E!

Mac Pro
Last year, Tim Cook promised 

“something really great” for Pro 

users in 2013. At WWDC in June, we 

found out exactly what it is. Eschewing 

the traditional tower design, the new 

Mac Pro is cylindrical and just one 

eighth the size of the model it replaces, 

standing just 9.9 inches tall. But it packs 

a lot of power into such a small case. 

Designed around a unified thermal 

core to cool the components, the new 

Mac Pro boasts next generation Xeon 

processors, dual workstation-class 

GPUs, Thunderbolt 2, PCIe-based flash 

storage and ultra-fast ECC memory. 

According to Apple, the new Mac Pro is ‘the most expandable 

Mac ever built’, though as you’d expect given its petite design, this 

isn’t achieved through adding or upgrading internal components. 

Instead, around the back there are six Thunderbolt 2 ports. This 

second generation of Intel’s Thunderbolt technology gives double 

the bandwidth of the original Thunderbolt port; that’s 20Gbps in 

both directions. And each of the six Thunderbolt 2 ports can daisy 

chain up to six peripherals, giving you access to up to 36 high 

performance peripherals. It’s fully backwards compatible with the 

original Thunderbolt port too, so if you already have Thunderbolt 

peripherals, you can still use them. There’s also four USB3 ports, the 

first time high-speed USB has been featured on the Mac Pro, and 

two Gigabit Ethernet ports.

Although the new Mac Pro’s exact configurations have yet to be 

revealed (which is why we haven’t featured a specifications table 

here), we’re told they’ll be based on the latest Intel Xeon E5 

processors, and like the current generation, the top-of-the-range 

model will have 12 cores. We’re promised double the floating 

point performance. Graphics are handled by two AMD FirePro 

workstation-class GPUs, and storage is handled by PCIe-based 

flash that’s up to ten times faster than a standard hard drive. 

Overall, the new Mac Pro promises to be up to 2.5 times faster 

than the current Mac Pro and deliver up to an amazing 7 teraflops 

of GPU power. We look forward to reviewing it later this year!



Model Key specifications Price

iPad 2 16GB Resolution: 1,024x768 pixels

Processor: Dual-core A5

Video Recording: 720p HD

Wi-Fi: £329
Wi-Fi+3G:

£429

iPad mini
Wi-Fi

Resolution: 1,024x768 pixels

Processor: Dual-core A5

Video Recording: 1080p HD

16GB: £269
32GB: £349
64GB: £429

iPad mini
Wi-Fi+4G

Resolution: 1,024x768 pixels

Processor: Dual-core A5

Video Recording: 1080p HD

16GB: £369
32GB: £449
64GB: £529

iPad Retina
display
Wi-Fi

Resolution: 2,048x1,536 pixels

Processor: Dual-core A6X

Video Recording: 1080p HD

16GB: £399
32GB: £479
64GB: £559
128GB: £639

iPad Retina
display
Wi-Fi+4G

Resolution: 2,048x1,536 pixels

Processor: Dual-core A6X

Video Recording: 1080p HD

16GB: £499
32GB: £579
64GB: £659
128GB: £739

CHOOSE AN iPAD

R 

R 

R  = Retina display
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iPod family
Apple’s latest iPod nano is the 

thinnest iPod ever, at just 5.4mm 

thick. It also boasts the largest screen ever 

to appear on a nano, a 2.5-inch multitouch 

display that’s great for photos and videos 

as well as navigating your album art. It’s 

available in seven different colours, 

including the AIDS-fundraising (PRODUCT)

RED design. Bluetooth 4.0 has been added 

for wireless streaming to compatible 

headphones and sound docks. You even 

get a built-in FM radio too.

The shuffle is overdue an update, but 

it’s still a useful iPod. It’s cheap, 

convenient and small; the perfect gift for 

a child or someone doing sports who needs a robust music player.

But if you want to carry your entire music collection around with 

you, the 160GB iPod Classic is the way to go. It hasn’t been updated 

for a while, but rumours of its demise have proved untrue. It’s 

currently the only iPod in the range that’s based on a hard drive 

instead of flash storage, but this doesn’t stop it being the iPod of 

choice for those with lots of music to carry around.

R 

Model Key specifications Price

iPod shuffle Capacity: 2GB

Number of songs: 500

Colours: Choice of eight

£40

iPod classic Capacity: 160GB

Number of songs: 40,000

Colours: Black and white

£199

iPod nano Capacity: 16GB

Number of songs: 4000

Colours: Choice of eight

£129

CHOOSE AN iPOD

DAYS SINCE  
REFRESH

UPDATE LIKELY?

Could be soon

BUY OR WAIT?

Wait

Could be soon

Wait

DAYS SINCE  
REFRESH

UPDATE LIKELY?

Probable in 2013

BUY OR WAIT?

Consider waiting

Probable in 2013

Consider waiting

The fourth-generation iPad retains 

the Retina display introduced by its 

predecessor. Its new Apple A6X 

processor gives double the computing 

and graphical performance, but the 

tablet has the same ten-hour battery 

life. Wi-Fi is twice as fast as before too.

The standard-sized iPad is joined by 

a smaller iPad mini. The screen is 

reduced to 7.9 inches, but the pixel 

resolution is still 1,024x768. A 128GB 

model is available in both Wi-Fi-only 

and Wi-Fi+4G versions, but only for the 

full-sized iPad; not the iPad mini.

iPad
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UPGRADE!

iPhone
The new iPhone 5 is a significant 

step up from the iPhone 4S. 

According to Apple, it’s “the thinnest 

smartphone in the world”. Its all-new 

7.6mm anodised aluminium body is 

18% thinner and 20% lighter than 

iPhone 4S too. This is quite an 

achievement considering it’s also a 

bigger phone, with a great new four-

inch Retina display that’s perfect for HD 

videos. It also means you can view more 

of web pages before scrolling.

The camera has been improved too. 

It’s still eight megapixels, but it’s 25% 

smaller than the camera in the iPhone 

4S. Its sapphire crystal lens cover is thinner and more durable 

than glass, so pictures are wonderfully clear. Image stabilisation 

has been improved, as has the front-facing FaceTime HD camera. 

The iPhone 5 has the new, smaller Lightning dock connector, 

which won’t work with old peripherals, but £25 adapters are 

available so you can still use your old ones.

!

Model Key specifications Price

iPhone 4 Storage: 8GB

Camera: 5 megapixel

Video: 720p, 30fps

£31£31£31£31£3£313 99999

iPhone 4S Storage: 16GB

Camera: 8 megapixel

Video: 1080p, 30fps

£44£44£44£44£44£449999999

iPhone 5 Storage: 16/32/64GB

Camera: 8 megapixel

Video: 1080p, 30fps

16G616G16G16G1 B: B: B:B: B: £52£52£52£52£52£5 99999
32G32G32G32G32GGG2 B: B: B: B:: £59£59£59£599£5999999
64G64GG64G664G64GB: B: B: B:B: £699£69£69£69££ 9999

CHOOSE AN iPHONE

DAYS SINCE  
REFRESH

UPDATE LIKELY?

BUY OR WAIT?

Later this year?

Consider waiting

R  = Retina display

R  = Retina display

R

R

R

iPod touch
The September 2012 iPod touch 

revision gave us six different 

colours to choose from. Where before 

there was just black or white, this 5th 

generation of the iPod touch gave us 

black, grey, pink, mustardy-green and 

blue models, and also an Apple Store-

exclusive (PRODUCT)RED design that 

raises money for AIDS charities.

It also features a stunning four-inch 

Retina display, a five-megapixel iSight 

camera with 1080p HD video 

recording, Apple’s dual core A5 

processor, Siri, the intelligent assistant, 

and a new Lightning port to replace 

the old-style 30-pin dock connector.

At just 6.1mm thick, it’s the slimmest iPod touch ever made. It 

looks great too, being built from ultra-light anodised aluminium. 

A new panorama feature lets you capture gorgeous panoramic 

photos by simply moving the camera across a scene.

In May 2013, Apple finally discontinued the 4th-generation 

iPod touch, and replaced it with a 16GB version of the 5th-gen 

model. This entry-level iPod touch lacks a rear-facing camera, and 

is only available in grey.

Model Key specifications Price

16GB Display: 1,136 x 640

Input: Lightning connector

Camera: Front-facing only

£19£19£19£19£191999999

32GB Display: 1,136 x 640

Input: Lightning connector

Camera: 5-megapixel iSight

£24£24£2£24£24£249999

64GB Display: 1,136 x 640

Input: Lightning connector

Camera: 5-megapixel iSight

£32£32£32£32£32323 99999

CHOOSE AN iPOD TOUCH

DAYS SINCE  
REFRESH

UPDATE LIKELY?

BUY OR WAIT?

Possible in 2013

Consider waiting

R

R

R



 
 

 
 

  
 

Don’t miss it – subscribe today!

IN PRINT
A proper magazine – 

 something to treasure!
myfavm.ag/Y7Rcoa

ON YOUR iPAD
Enhanced edition, with free 

subscriptions for new readers
macformat.com/ipad

ON YOUR MAC
Print subscribers get a free PDF,  

or subscribe with Zinio at
zinio.com/macformat

Digital editions do not include access to the print subscribers’ area of the website. Enhanced interactive features are iPad-only and not available when viewed on an iPhone.
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Issue 264  
on sale  

14 August

Get OS X  
Mavericks 

features now! 
with our extended 

Mountain Lion 
tutorial

Contents subject to change





What’s 
your Apple 

Classic?
Got a favourite Mac from 

days gone by? Email 
us about it at letters@

macformat.com

Matt remembers an old 
companion that seems 
oddly familiar these days

Touchy feely  The first-generation iPod touch 
resembles a draft version of the fifth-gen  
model many of us use today.

iPod touch  
first-generation

When the original iPhone was Looking at it now, it was a phenomenal piece of 
announced it was an amazing thing, design, and way ahead of its time. It had an angled 
but for me, it wasn’t an ownable rim around the front panel, and flat sides and rear; 
thing. I worked for an Apple it was basically a draft version of the fifth-
Premium Reseller at the time, and generation iPod touch. It sat much nicer in the hand 

the owner of the shop had an iPhone sent over from than any of the later touch models, too – until the 

Looking at it now, America as soon as it was released. I played with latest one, of course.

the iPod touch was a 
Cover Flow and the Photos app for ages (novelty The touch turned out to be my gateway into 
went a long way back then), but it was just too getting an iPhone 3GS, which was so much faster it 

phenomenal piece of expensive and basic. Still, I always assumed it made the iPod a bit obsolete. It lived on as a Wi-Fi 
would be followed by an iPod version that was radio in the kitchen for a while, but then AirPlay 

design that was way cheaper and smaller. Sure enough, the iPod touch made even that kind of redundant. I still have it, 

ahead of its time 
was announced a few months later. Fortunately, I though, and one of the nice things about the 
was given one as a present for a big birthday – it familiarity of iOS through all its versions is I 
was engraved and everything – and thereafter a sometimes feel like I could still be using that 
beautiful friendship was begun. original iPod touch.
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